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Résumé grand public 

 

REGULATION GLUTAMATERGIQUE DES DYNAMIQUES IONIQUES 

DE MITOCHONDRIES DANS LES ASTROCYTES 

GUILLAUME AZARIAS 

Université de Lausanne, Département de Biologie Cellulaire et Morphologie 

Le cerveau se compose de cellules nerveuses appelées neurones et de cellules gliales dont font partie 

les astrocytes. Les neurones communiquent entre eux par signaux électriques et en libérant des 

molécules de signalisation comme le glutamate. Les astrocytes ont eux pour charge de capter le 

glucose depuis le sang circulant dans les vaisseaux sanguins, de le transformer et de le transmettre aux 

neurones pour qu’ils puissent l’utiliser comme source d’énergie. L’astrocyte peut ensuite utiliser ce 

glucose de deux façons différentes pour produire de l’énergie : la première s’opère dans des structures 

appelées mitochondries qui sont capables de produire plus de trente molécules riches en énergie (ATP) 

à partir d’une seule molécule de glucose ; la seconde possibilité appelée glycolyse peut produire deux 

molécules d’ATP et un dérivé du glucose appelé lactate. Une théorie couramment débattue propose 

que lorsque les astrocytes capturent le glutamate libéré par les neurones, ils libèrent en réponse du 

lactate qui servirait de base énergétique aux neurones. Cependant, ce mécanisme n’envisage pas une 

augmentation de l’activité des mitochondries des astrocytes, ce qui serait pourtant bien plus efficace 

pour produire de l’énergie. 

En utilisant la microscopie par fluorescence, nous avons pu mesurer les changements de 

concentrations ioniques dans les mitochondries d’astrocytes soumis à une stimulation glutamatergique. 

Nous avons démontré que les mitochondries des astrocytes manifestent des augmentations spontanées 

et transitoires de leur concentrations ioniques, dont la fréquence était diminuée au cours d’une 

stimulation avec du glutamate. Nous avons ensuite montré que la capture de glutamate augmentait la 

concentration en sodium et acidifiait les mitochondries des astrocytes. En approfondissant ces 

mécanismes, plusieurs éléments ont suggéré que l’acidification induite diminuerait le potentiel de 

synthèse d’énergie d’origine mitochondriale et la consommation d’oxygène dans les astrocytes. En 

résumé, l’ensemble de ces travaux suggère que la signalisation neuronale impliquant le glutamate dicte 

aux astrocytes de sacrifier temporairement l’efficacité de leur métabolisme énergétique, en diminuant 

l’activité de leurs mitochondries, afin d’augmenter la disponibilité des ressources énergétiques utiles 

aux neurones. 
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Résumé 

REGULATION GLUTAMATERGIQUE DES DYNAMIQUES IONIQUES 

DE MITOCHONDRIES DANS LES ASTROCYTES 

GUILLAUME AZARIAS 

Université de Lausanne, Département de Biologie Cellulaire et Morphologie 

La remarquable efficacité du cerveau à compiler et propager des informations coûte au corps humain 

20% de son budget énergétique total. Par conséquent, les mécanismes cellulaires responsables du 

métabolisme énergétique cérébral se sont adéquatement développés pour répondre aux besoins 

énergétiques du cerveau. Les dernières découvertes en neuroénergétique tendent à démontrer que le 

site principal de consommation d’énergie dans le cerveau est situé dans les processus astrocytaires qui 

entourent les synapses excitatrices. Un nombre croissant de preuves scientifiques a maintenant montré 

que le transport astrocytaire de glutamate est responsable d’un coût métabolique important qui est 

majoritairement pris en charge par une augmentation de l’activité glycolytique. Cependant, les 

astrocytes possèdent également un important métabolisme énergétique de type mitochondrial. Par 

conséquent, la localisation spatiale des mitochondries à proximité des transporteurs de glutamate 

suggère l’existence d’un mécanisme régulant le métabolisme énergétique astrocytaire, en particulier le 

métabolisme mitochondrial. 

Afin de fournir une explication à ce paradoxe énergétique, nous avons utilisé des techniques 

d’imagerie par fluorescence pour mesurer les modifications de concentrations ioniques spontanées et 

évoquées par une stimulation glutamatergique dans des astrocytes corticaux de souris. Nous avons 

montré que les mitochondries d’astrocytes au repos manifestaient des changements individuels, 

spontanés et sélectifs de leur potentiel électrique, de leur pH et de leur concentration en sodium. Nous 

avons trouvé que le glutamate diminuait la fréquence des augmentations spontanées de sodium en 

diminuant le niveau cellulaire d’ATP. Nous avons ensuite étudié la possibilité d’une régulation du 

métabolisme mitochondrial astrocytaire par le glutamate. Nous avons montré que le glutamate initie 

dans la population mitochondriale une augmentation rapide de la concentration en sodium due à 

l’augmentation cytosolique de sodium. Nous avons également montré que le relâchement neuronal de 

glutamate induit une acidification mitochondriale dans les astrocytes. Nos résultats ont indiqué que 

l’acidification induite par le glutamate induit une diminution de la production de radicaux libres et de 

la consommation d’oxygène par les astrocytes. Ces études ont montré que les mitochondries des 

astrocytes sont régulées individuellement et adaptent leur activité selon l’environnement 

intracellulaire. L’adaptation dynamique du métabolisme énergétique mitochondrial opéré par le 

glutamate permet d’augmenter la quantité d’oxygène disponible et amène au relâchement de lactate, 

tous deux bénéfiques pour les neurones. 
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Abstract 

GLUTAMATERGIC REGULATION OF MITOCHONDRIAL ION 

DYNAMICS IN ASTROCYTES 

GUILLAUME AZARIAS 

University of Lausanne, Department of Cell Biology and Morphology 

The remarkable efficiency of the brain to compute and communicate information costs the body 20% 

of its total energy budget. Therefore, the cellular mechanisms responsible for brain energy metabolism 

developed adequately to face the energy needs. Recent advances in neuroenergetics tend to indicate 

that the main site of energy consumption in the brain is the astroglial process ensheating activated 

excitatory synapses. A large body of evidence has now shown that glutamate uptake by astrocytes 

surrounding synapses is responsible for a significant metabolic cost, whose metabolic response is 

apparently mainly glycolytic. However, astrocytes have also a significant mitochondrial oxidative 

metabolism. Therefore, the location of mitochondria close to glutamate transporters raises the question 

of the existence of mechanisms for tuning their energy metabolism, in particular their mitochondrial 

metabolism. 

To tackle these issues, we used real time imaging techniques to study mitochondrial ionic alterations 

occurring at resting state and during glutamatergic stimulation of mouse cortical astrocytes. We 

showed that mitochondria of intact resting astrocytes exhibited individual spontaneous and selective 

alterations of their electrical potential, pH and Na
+
 concentration. We found that glutamate decreased 

the frequency of mitochondrial Na
+
 transient activity by decreasing the cellular level of ATP. We then 

investigated a possible link between glutamatergic transmission and mitochondrial metabolism in 

astrocytes. We showed that glutamate triggered a rapid Na
+
 concentration increase in the 

mitochondrial population as a result of plasma-membrane Na
+
-dependent uptake. We then 

demonstrated that neuronally released glutamate also induced a mitochondrial acidification in 

astrocytes. Glutamate induced a pH-mediated and cytoprotective decrease of mitochondrial 

metabolism that diminished oxygen consumption. Taken together, these studies showed that astrocytes 

contain mitochondria that are individually regulated and sense the intracellular environment to 

modulate their own activity. The dynamic regulation of astrocyte mitochondrial energy output 

operated by glutamate allows increasing oxygen availability and lactate production both being 

beneficial for neurons. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Foreword 

The power requirement of a human body has recently been estimated to correspond to that of a light 

bulb of 116 Watts (Rich, 2003). As the brain accounts for 20% of total human body energy 

consumption (Magistretti, 2006), we can calculate that a human brain alone represents an energy 

consumption of ∼ 25 Watts. This very high energy consumption is perhaps not surprising regarding the 

importance of brain size and complexity in the human evolution. However, the way the energy is 

generated and used remains debated in the scientific community. This thesis work was aimed at 

challenging some aspects of a 15-year old hypothesis on brain energy metabolism called astrocyte-

neuron lactate shuttle. 

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to provide a set of basic elements that have driven our 

experimental work, in order to place our results presented in the second section in their context. 

B. Brain cells and energy metabolism 

1. Cellular organization of cerebral cortex 

The brain is composed of white matter, mainly constituted by conducting axons, and of gray matter. 

The gray matter is composed of interconnected neurons, blood capillaries and glial cells and represents 

the main site of energy consumption in the brain. 

a) Neurons 

Neurons are electrically-excitable cells able to rapidly communicate to each other to encode, store and 

retrieve information acquired during the life experiences. Neurons generally release either excitatory 

or inhibitory neurotransmitters. However, particular neurons are noteworthy able to release both 

excitatory and inhibitory transmitters (e.g. projection neurons from the supramamillary nucleus 

releasing both GABA and glutamate,(Boulland et al., 2009). The inhibitory or excitatory effect of 

neurotransmitter is mainly determined by the type of receptors expressed at postsynaptic sites. The 

majority of neurons of the cerebral cortex are excitatory pyramidal neurons (i.e glutamatergic 

neurons). Although minor in proportion, inhibitory pathways are increasingly recognized as a relevant 

mechanism for excitability regulation (termed as “balanced inhibition”). Inhibitory neurons typically 

show high frequency of firing compared with excitatory neurons and are very variable in terms of 

markers, electrophysiological properties and morphology (Markram et al., 2004; Thomson and Lamy, 

2007). 
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b) Cerebral vascular system 

Glucose, which is the primary and almost exclusive source of energy of the brain, is transported in the 

blood by capillaries and vessels. The blood capillaries originating from carotid and vertebral arteries 

travel across the meninges, enter the brain cortex and subdivide sequentially down to fine capillaries 

irrigating the entire volume of gray matter. The blood flow destined to the brain represents over 10% 

of cardiac output (Magistretti, 2006) and remains extremely stable, even in the case of cardiac rhythm 

acceleration during physical exercise. Trafficking of glucose and other soluble molecules across 

vascular system is tightly regulated by endothelial cells constituting the blood-brain barrier together 

with basal lamina and pericytes (Fig. 1,(Abbott et al., 2006). Therefore, the macromolecular and 

molecular composition of the interstitial fluid in the brain parenchyma is maintained different to that 

of the blood plasma and is regulated by the blood-brain barrier and the non-neuronal cells surrounding 

neurons called glial cells. 

 

Fig. 1: Blood brain barrier in the central nervous system. Cerebral microvessels (blue) travelling 

across the meninges (composed of dura mater, arachnoid and pia) are composed of endothelial cells 

regulating the molecular exchanges with extracelllular space. The inset in the bottom part of the figure 

shows the detailed composition of blood brain barrier with endothelial cells (in blue), surrounded by 

basal lamina (yellow) and pericytes (light blue). Astrocytes (purple) physically link blood vessels to 

neurons (green). Adapted from(Abbott et al., 2006). 
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c) Glial cells 

In the central nervous system, glial cells account for half of the volume of human brain (Barres, 2008). 

Glial cells are categorized in two main groups, microglia and macroglia, based on their structural and 

functional properties: 

• Microglial cells are immune cells of the central nervous system. Microglia play a crucial role 

in brain diseases such as stroke or multiple sclerosis (Matute and Perez-Cerda, 2005). 

• Two different types of macroglia exist: oligodendrocytes and astrocytes: 

� Oligodendrocytes are glial cells whose major function is to electrically insulate 

neuronal axons to allow a highly reliable conduction of alterations of electrical 

membrane potential. 

� Astrocytes have been considered as passive cells until recently (Kettenmann and 

Verkhratsky, 2008). The astrocyte morphology, characterized by cellular protrusions 

contacting capillaries and neuronal synapses (Fig. 2) makes them privileged actors for 

sensing neuronal activity and adapt the extracellular composition for optimal neuronal 

activity. New functions of astrocytes are currently emerging such as regulated release 

of gliotransmitters (Volterra and Meldolesi, 2005) or regulation of sleep (Halassa et 

al., 2009) but those still remain highly debated (Hamilton and Attwell, 2010). 

 

Fig. 2: Astrocyte morphology from endfeet touching capillaries to processes surrounding 
synapses. (a) Cajal's drawing of human hippocampus sublimated with the gold chloride method. 

Astrocytes (indicated by ‘A’), pyramidal neuron (indicated by ‘D’), twin astrocytes (indicated by ‘B’) 

and a satellite cell (indicated by ‘a’). From(Ramon y Cajal, 1913). (b) Perivascular astrocytes endfeet 

in GFAP-eGFP mice. From(Rouach et al., 2008). (c) Three-dimensional reconstruction of a single 

astroglial process (blue) surrounding a dendrite (yellow). From(Witcher et al., 2007). 

a b 

c 
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Astrocytes processes ensheating neuronal synapses express many receptors sensitive to 

neurotransmitters that enable the astrocytes to establish a neuron to astrocyte communication. At 

perisynaptic sites, the astrocyte membrane possesses specific transporters that enable astrocytes to 

regulate extracelllular neurotransmitter and energy equivalent concentrations. As illustrated in Fig. 3, 

the tight distribution of astrocytes and neurons in the brain leaves only small space for the interstitial 

fluid, suggesting that the composition of interstitial fluid is mainly controlled by astrocytes.  

 

Fig. 3: Astrocytic processes ensheath synapses 
between CNS neurons. Micrograph of the 

molecular layer of monkey cerebellum. 

Presynaptic terminals (blue) ; postsynaptic spines 

(green) ; astrocytic processes (pink). Magnifica-

tion 55 000x. From(Pfrieger and Barres, 1996). 

 

 

 

2. Brain energy metabolism 

Until recently, it was believed that most of the energy in the brain was consumed for the propagation 

of action potentials and postsynaptic effects of glutamate (Attwell and Laughlin, 2001). However, 

recent advances in neuroenergetics revealed that the propagation of action potentials is energetically 

optimized, indicating that the proportion energy budget devoted to action potential propagation was 

overestimated. Thus, postsynaptic potentials dominate the energy requirements for neuronal signalling 

(Alle et al., 2009; Magistretti, 2009). Although Na
+
-dependent glutamate uptake has only a marginal 

energetic cost, the Na
+
 increase provides a signal to promote glucose uptake and a metabolic response 

in astrocytes (Magistretti, 2006). Importantly, astrocytes are numerically the major cell type of the 

brain, highlighting the importance of understanding their metabolism, for instance for the proper 

interpretation of brain imaging signals. 

a) Glucose utilization by neurons 

Neurons have long been considered as utilizing glucose as a unique source of energy. However, it has 

been shown that neurons can use lactate as well as a source of energy (Schurr et al., 1988; Izumi et al., 

1997; Rouach et al., 2008). In addition, glucose and lactate are equally efficient for activity-dependent 

synaptic vesicle turnover in purified cortical neurons (Morgenthaler et al., 2006). The question of the 

dynamic coupling between neuronal energy consumption and increase of metabolic substrate delivery 

has been addressed 15 years ago by Pierre Magistretti and his colleagues. They proposed a model 

called the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis summarized below. 
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b) The astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis 

The astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis attempts to explain at the cellular level how energy 

metabolism is processed in the brain. This hypothesis proposes that astrocytes sense glutamatergic 

transmission activity and increase their glycolytic activity, even in the presence of oxygen (Fig. 4). 

Mechanistically, glutamatergic synaptic activity was shown to trigger an energetic demand in 

astrocytes that generates a diffusion gradient for glucose within a network of astrocytes and that is 

directly linked to the level of neuronal activity (Rouach et al., 2008). The glutamate uptake through 

Na
+
-coupled transporters induced a cytosolic Na

+
 increase that was responsible for a metabolic cost 

due to increase of Na
+
/K

+
 ATPase activity by 2 to 3 fold (Chatton et al., 2000). The metabolic cost 

induced by cytosolic Na
+
 increase has been proposed to be met mostly by glycolysis (Pellerin and 

Magistretti, 1994) although astrocytes contain also a substantial density of mitochondria (see special 

section below). The glycolysis-derived lactate would be released by astrocytes and transferred to 

neurons that would use it as metabolic substrate by conversion to pyruvate and utilization by neuronal 

mitochondria (Magistretti et al., 1999). This mechanism provides a framework for coupling neuronal 

activity to astrocyte metabolic response (termed “neurometabolic coupling”). 

Glutamatergic
synapse Astrocyte

Energy

Energy

EAAT

K+

Na+

Capillary

Na+, K+-ATPase

 

Fig. 4: The astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis. Neuronally released glutamate is taken up 

by surrounding astrocyte using the Na
+
-coupled glutamate transporter EEAT. Glutamate is converted 

in glutamine and transferred back to neurons. The cytosolic Na
+
 rise during glutamate uptake 

stimulates glucose uptake and “aerobic glycolysis”. The glycolysis-derived lactate is transferred to 

neurons that use it as energy substrate. From(Magistretti et al., 1999). 
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Ultrastructural analysis of cortical astrocytes and neurons indicated that all the elements involved in 

the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis are expressed in vivo: astrocyte endfeet adjacent to 

endothelial cells express the glucose transporters GLUT1 that enables astrocytes to take up glucose 

from blood (Fig. 5a). Astrocytes express the lactate dehydrogenase 5 (LDH5) preferentially converting 

pyruvate into lactate, whereas neurons express the isoform LDH1 preferentially converting lactate into 

pyruvate (Pellerin et al., 1998). The expression of monocarboxylate transporters 1 (MCT1) in 

astrocytes of the cerebral cortex (Pierre et al., 2000) and MCT4 in Bergmann glia (Fig. 5b,(Bergersen, 

2007) indicate that astroglia is able to export intracellular lactate. Neurons express MCT2 indicating 

that they are able to take up extracelllular lactate (Fig. 5c,(Pierre and Pellerin, 2005). Finally, 

astrocytes express glutamine synthetase whereas neurons express glutaminase, and both express the 

transporters of the glutamine-glutamate cycle (Chaudhry et al., 2002). 

    

 Fig. 5: In vivo immunohistochemical pieces of evidence for the expression of the nutrient 
transporters involved in the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle (a) Representative distribution of 

immunogold labelling of glucose transporter GLUT1 in endothelial cells and astrocytes endfeet. No 

scale bar was indicated. From(Simpson et al., 2007). (b) Membranes of Bergmann glia facing the 

parallel fiber terminal and Purkinje cells spines and labelled with antibody to MCT4 (10 nm gold 

particles). Scale bar: 280nm. From(Bergersen, 2007). (c) Immunoreactivity for MCT2 in Purkinje 

neurons of cerebellum. Arrowheads: punctiform staining for MCT2. From(Pierre et al., 2002). 

In vitro, glutamatergic stimulation of astrocytes was found to enhance lactate release through a 

signalling involving enhancement of Na
+
/K

+
 ATPase associated with intracellular Na

+
 increase 

(Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994). Both the inhibition of Na
+
/K

+
 ATPase using ouabain (Pellerin and 

Magistretti, 1994) or replacement of cellular Na
+
 by Li

+
 (Voutsinos-Porche et al., 2003), a cation that 

is not transportable by the Na
+
/K

+
 ATPase, abolished the increase in glycolysis in cultured astrocytes 

stimulated with glutamate.  In addition, glial glutamate transporters have been shown to play a pivotal 

role in neurometabolic coupling in vivo (Voutsinos-Porche et al., 2003). This study showed for 

instance that knockout mice for either the glutamate transporters GLAST or GLT-1 did not exhibit 

metabolic response to whisker stimulation, highlighting the pivotal role of glutamate uptake by 

astrocytes in the neurometabolic coupling.  

a b c 
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C. Astrocyte metabolism 

Although the key elements involved in the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle have been shown in vivo, 

the nature of the glucose metabolism within astrocytes remains a debated issue (Hertz et al., 2007). In 

particular, this model admittedly did not integrate the possibility of a mitochondrial contribution in the 

metabolic response induced by glutamate uptake (Pellerin and Magistretti, 2003). As in most cells, 

two major pathways of energetic metabolism for ATP synthesis co-exist in astrocytes, i.e. glycolysis 

and mitochondrial oxidative metabolism. The oxidative metabolism is the most efficient way to 

produce ATP and is confined in mitochondria. On the other hand, glycolysis is a less efficient pathway 

to produce ATP leading to high glucose consumption and lactate production. 

1. Glycogen, the storage form of glucose 

Glycogen is the largest energy reserve of the brain and is almost exclusively localized in the cytosol of 

astrocytes. The extremely rapid turnover of glycogen was found to be correlated with synaptic activity. 

After glycogen breakdown, the monomers of glucose-1-phosphate are converted into glucose-6-

phosphate. However, glucose-6-phosphate cannot be dephosphorylated into glucose because of the 

lack of glucose-6-phosphatase expression in astrocytes. Therefore, the fate of glycogenolysis-derived 

glucose-6-phosphate is to be processed by glycolysis to produce energy. 

2. Cytosolic glycolysis 

Glycolysis is a 10-step sequence of enzymatic reactions taking place in the cytosol. The conversion of 

glucose in energy follows the stoichiometry: 

Glucose + 2NAD+ + 2ADP + 2Pi ���� 2 pyruvate + 2ATP + 2H2O + 2NADH + 2H+ 

The net glycolytic product is 2 molecules of pyruvate and 2 molecules of ATP from a single molecule 

of glucose. Pyruvate can further be used by mitochondria, entering the tricarboxylic acid cycle or can 

be converted to lactate by the lactate dehydrogenase using NADH as a co-factor. 

According to the energy needs of the cell, three main glycolytic enzymes play a significant regulatory 

role in the glycolysis pathway. Most forms of hexokinases that phosphorylate glucose in glucose-6-

phosphate are inhibited by high concentrations of its reaction product. Phosphofructokinase 

phosphorylating the fructose-6-phosphate is influenced by a wide range of inhibitors (mainly cytosolic 

ATP) and activators (ADP, AMP, Pi, Fructose bisphosphate). Finally, pyruvate kinase 

dephosphorylating phosphoenolpyruvate are inhibited by high concentrations of ATP or acetyl 

coenzyme A. These endogenous glycolysis inhibitors signal adequate levels of ATP to preserve the 

fuel stores within the cell, whereas activators promote the breakdown of glucose (Stavrianeas and 

Silverstein, 2005). 
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3. Mitochondrial physiology 

a) Mechanisms of mitochondrial ATP synthesis 

Under aerobic conditions, mitochondria are able to use pyruvate by a sequence of ten enzymatic 

reactions called tricarboxylic acid cycle to produce reduced cofactors. The reduced cofactors are then 

used by the mitochondrial respiratory chain to build up a proton electrochemical gradient across 

mitochondrial inner membrane. 

First, pyruvate enters mitochondrial matrix through H
+
-coupled mitochondrial monocarboxylate 

transporters expressed at mitochondrial inner membrane. Pyruvate is then converted into acetyl 

coenzyme A by the pyruvate dehydrogenase. Acetyl coenzyme A enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle, a 

chain of ten enzymatic reactions leading to production of coenzyme A, GTP and several cofactors 

following the stoichiometry: 

Acetyl coenzyme A + 3NAD+ + FAD + GDP + Pi + 2H2O ���� 

2 CO2 + 3NADH + FADH2 + GTP + 2H+ + coenzyme A 

Then, the energy of electron transfer from NADH and FADH2 to the final acceptor oxygen is 

dissipated by extrusion of protons by the mitochondrial respiratory chain (Fig. 6). The electron 

transport across mitochondrial inner membrane is accompanied by generation of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) at sites I and III of the mitochondrial respiratory chain (Balaban et al., 2005). Finally, 

the free energy produced by the electrochemical proton gradient is used to drive the phosphorylation 

of ADP to ATP by the F0F1 ATP synthase. 

 

 

Fig. 6: Scheme of the oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria. The energy embedded in the 

cofactors reduced by the tricarboxylic acid cycle is dissipated by complexes of the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain to maintain an electrochemical gradient across the mitochondrial inner membrane. 

The electrochemical proton gradient across mitochondrial inner membrane can be used by the F0F1 

ATPase to phosphorylate ADP in ATP. From(Andrews et al., 2005). 
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Importantly, according to the basic postulates of chemiosmotic coupling formulated by Peter Mitchell, 

the mitochondrial inner membrane should be poorly permeable to ions:  

Fig. 7: Original representation and fourth basic 
postulate of the chemiosmotic coupling hypothesis. 

From(Mitchell, 1979). 

 

“System 1 to 3 [mitochondrial ATP synthase, 

mitochondrial respiratory chain and metabolite 

transporters] are plugged through a topologically closed 

insulating membrane, that has a nonaquaeous osmotic 

barrier phase of low permeability to solutes in general and 

to hydrogen ions and hydroxyl ions in particular. This is 

the cristae of mitochondria, the thylakoid membrane of 

chloroplasts, and the plasma membrane of bacteria.” 

(dixit(Mitchell, 1979).  

 

Therefore, according to the chemiosmotic coupling the electrochemical gradient (∆µH) used for ATP 

synthesis is calculated according to the following equation:  

∆µ∆µ∆µ∆µH+ = zF∆∆∆∆ΨΨΨΨmit + RT ln [H+]matrix/[H
+]mims 

Where ∆Ψmit is the membrane electrical potential difference (Ψin - Ψout) in millivolts, z is the number 

of electrons transferred in the reaction or half-reaction, F is the Faraday constant (coulombs per mole 

of electrons: F = 96 485 C.mol
−1

), R is the universal gas constant (R = 8.31447 J.K
−1

.mol
−1

), T is the 

absolute temperature, matrix: mitochondrial matrix, mims: mitochondrial intermembrane space. 

If we assume a mitochondrial potential of -180mV, with a mitochondrial matrix pH of 7.8 and a 

cytosolic pH of 7.1, the chemical gradient of H
+
 accounts for 20% of the total proton motive force. 

b) Regulation of mitochondrial ATP synthesis 

Although mitochondria are able to produce ATP autonomously, the ATP production rate is tightly 

regulated by cytosolic molecules. In particular, calcium is the best described ion responsible for 

changes in mitochondrial metabolism (Nicholls and Budd, 2000), mainly because of activation of 

Ca
2+

-dependent dehydrogenase (Hajnoczky et al., 1995). 

The mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration may also indirectly alter mitochondrial metabolism through the 

alteration of mitochondrial Ca
2+

 concentration by the activity of mitochondrial Na
+
/Ca

2+
 exchanger 

(Jung et al., 1995). Na
+
 also modulates the activity of mitochondrial enzymes such as oxoglutarate and 

pyruvate dehydrogenase by decreasing their sensitivity to Ca
2+

 (Denton et al., 1980). In addition, a 

pyruvate dehydrogenase may be activated by regulation of its conformation by the Na
+
 concentration 

(Pawelczyk and Olson, 1995). 
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pH is known to influence the activity of many enzymes (Casey et al., 2010). In addition, the 

mitochondrial pH gradient across mitochondrial inner membrane influences the ability of ATP 

synthase to phosphorylate ADP in ATP. Little data exist about variations of mitochondrial potassium 

concentration during activity. In neurons, no significant change have been measured in mitochondrial 

K
+
 concentration of stimulated dendrites (Pivovarova et al., 1999). As in neurons, it is likely that K

+
 

concentration do not vary significantly enough to alter mitochondrial ATP production rate in intact 

astrocytes stimulated with glutamate. 

Glutamate stimulation has been shown to alter cytosolic pH and cytosolic concentrations of Na
+
 and 

calcium in astrocytes in vivo (see below). However, the impact of glutamate on mitochondrial Na
+
 

concentration and pH remains poorly explored although mitochondria could have a potential 

significant contribution in the metabolic response induced by glutamate uptake. 

c) Mitochondrial distribution in astrocytes 

Although astrocytes are mainly glycolytic cells, they possess a substantial density of mitochondria. 

Accordingly, astrocytes account for about 25% of total oxidative metabolism as measured by nuclear 

magnetic resonance spectroscopy (Serres et al., 2008). Transcriptome analysis and the abundance of 

mitochondria all the way to fine astrocytic processes suggested that cortical astrocytes may have a 

high mitochondrial oxidative metabolism (Lovatt et al., 2007). A large proportion of the mitochondria 

is found in the soma and large processes of astrocytes (Maxwell and Kruger, 1965). In contrast to 

authors claiming that astrocyte processes are too thin for the presence of mitochondria (Hertz et al., 

2007), mitochondria are also found in fine astrocytic processes (Lovatt et al., 2007) and also in close 

apposition to plasma membrane glutamate transporters (Fig. 8). Mitochondria are therefore close to 

the site of glutamate uptake associated with metabolic demand. Thus, the spatial distribution of 

mitochondria would be adequate to participate in the glutamate-induced metabolic response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Mitochondria in the vicinity of glutamate transporters GLT-1 revealed by post-
embedding electron microscopy immunogold labelling. (a) Neuropil of hippocampus (CA1 

striatum lacunosum-moleculare). The astrocyte is indicated by “A”. Adapted from(Chaudhry et al., 

1995). (b) Hippocampus. The astrocyte is indicated by stars. From(Haugeto et al., 1996). (c) Large gold 

particles revealed GLT-1 localization in astrocyte processes in the outer molecular layer of the 

hippocampal dentate gyrus. The astrocyte is indicated by “ast”. Adapted from(Bezzi et al., 2004). 

a b c 
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d) Diseases linked to mitochondrial metabolism in 

astrocytes 

Several pathological conditions have been shown to involve dysfunction of mitochondrial metabolism 

of astrocytes such as stroke (Ouyang et al., 2007) and epilepsia (Ito et al., 2009). In schizophrenia 

patients, a smaller proportion of mitochondria was found in the volume of astrocytes (Kolomeets and 

Uranova, 2009). Dysregulation of mitochondrial oxidative activity in astrocytes has been observed in 

Alzheimer disease (Zhu et al., 2006) and Down syndrome (Busciglio et al., 2002). On the contrary, a 

recent study showed that mitochondrial density is increased in astrocytes of active lesions associated 

with multiple sclerosis (Witte et al., 2009). Such cellular domains might be a source of cytotoxic 

production of ROS due to mitochondrial oxidative stress. No study has yet firmly identified 

dysfunction of astrocyte mitochondrial metabolism as the origin of brain disease. However, oxidative 

stress in astrocyte processes surrounding neurons might participate in the development of brain 

diseases by increasing the local concentration of free radicals. 
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D. Cellular ionic alterations in astrocytes due to glutamate 

stimulation 

1. Ionic alterations induced by glutamatergic stimulation of 

astrocytes 

a) Ionotropic glutamate receptors 

Astrocytes express both in vitro and in vivo, sodium, calcium, potassium and proton conductive 

channels whose endogenous ligand is glutamate (Verkhratsky and Steinhauser, 2000). Alpha-amino-3-

hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors are permissive to Na
+
 and protons. 

However, the open state duration of these channels is less than 1ms, even in the continuous presence 

of glutamate. Astrocytes do not express N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors in vitro but appear 

to express functional NMDA receptors in vivo. NMDA receptors are permissive to Na
+
 and Ca

2+
 and 

may be involved in neuron-glia crosstalk (Lalo et al., 2006) but their physiological role is debated 

(Verkhratsky and Steinhauser, 2000). The contribution of ionotropic glutamate receptors appeared 

only minor in neurometabolic coupling, as most of the Na
+
 concentration increase induced by 

glutamate is due to Na
+
-dependent glutamate transporters (Chatton et al., 2000). 

b) Metabotropic glutamate receptors 

Among the eight different subtypes of metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR) grouped in three 

groups, astrocytes express mGluR5 (group I) and mGluR3 (group II). Group I of mGluR are 

specifically activated by (S)-3,5-dihydroxyphenylglycine (DHPG) and are coupled to the inositol-(1, 

4, 5)-trisphosphate (IP3)/Ca
2+

 signal transduction pathway via Gq G-proteins (D'Antoni et al., 2008). 

In astrocytes, the activation of IP3 receptors inducing the release of Ca
2+

 from endoplasmic reticulum 

is the main contributor of Ca
2+

 signalling (Petravicz et al., 2008). The group II of mGluR is negatively 

coupled to adenylate cyclase through the Gi/o family of G proteins. 

All subtypes of mGluR are activated by the non-specific mGluR agonist trans-1-aminocyclopentane-

1,3-dicarboxylic acid (t-ACPD). Ca
2+

-signaling through activation of mGluR may be involved in 

release of glutamate from astrocytes, as a mechanism for tuning of synaptic plasticity but this issue 

remains debated (Agulhon et al., 2010). The contribution of metabotropic glutamate receptors 

appeared only minor in neurometabolic coupling as a metabolic response can be stimulated in cultured 

astrocytes by superfusion of D-aspartate, a substrate of glutamate transporters that does not activate 

metabotropic glutamate receptors (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994). 
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c) Glutamate transporters 

Two types of glutamate transporters expressed in the rodent and human brain, GLAST (EEAT1 in 

human) and GLT1 (EAAT2 in human) are responsible for about 90% of the glutamate removed from 

the synaptic cleft during neurotransmission (Danbolt, 2001). Glutamate transporters are coupled to the 

sodium gradient with a stoichiometry of 3 Na
+
 and 1 H

+
 per molecule of glutamate with a 

countertransport of 1 K
+
 (Levy et al., 1998). In knockout mice for either glial glutamate transporters, 

GLAST or GLT-1, the metabolic response to synaptic activation in the somatosensory barrel cortex 

was decreased following activation of whisker, indicating that glutamate transport is the main 

mechanism responsible for metabolic response in the brain (Voutsinos-Porche et al., 2003). 

2. Transport systems involved in cellular ionic homeostasis 

a) Plasma membrane transport systems 

During glutamatergic stimulation, astrocytes experience significant changes in their ionic composition 

due to activation of metabotropic glutamate receptors, glutamate transport and opening of ionotropic 

glutamate receptors. The major pathways altering ionic concentration during glutamate stimulation of 

astrocytes are summarized in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9: Main ionic pathways involved during glutamatergic transmission. From(Deitmer and Rose, 

2009). Original traces of Ca
2+

, Na
+
 and pH alterations in response to neuronal stimulation from(Rieger 

et al., 2007),(Langer and Rose, 2009)and(Zhou et al., 2010), respectively. 
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Cytosolic calcium increase is mainly due to release of Ca
2+

 from endoplasmic reticulum following 

activation of group I mGluR. Cytosolic calcium level is restored to basal level through ATP–

dependent sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca
2+

-ATPase (SERCA) and plasma membrane calcium 

ATPase (PMCA) and Na
+
-dependent (Na

+
/Ca

2+
 exchanger) mechanisms. 

Sodium increase is mainly due to glutamate transporters (Chatton et al., 2000) and restored to basal 

levels by the Na
+
/K

+
 ATPase. The sodium increase has been identified as the main pathway 

responsible for metabolic demand during neurometabolic coupling (Magistretti et al., 1999). 

Glutamate stimulation of astrocytes leads to entry of protons mainly due to glutamate transporters 

activity. The cellular pH is then restored by plasma membrane Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger, Cl

-
/HCO3

-
 anion 

exchanger, and Na
+
/HCO3

-
 cotransporter. Upon neuronal stimulation, it has been described that pH 

increases in the soma of astrocytes (Chesler and Kraig, 1989), mainly because of increase in 

extracelllular K
+
 concentration accompanying neuronal activity. However, the pH in astrocyte 

processes surrounding neuronal glutamatergic synapses remains to be determined. On the contrary, it 

has been shown that glutamate stimulation of astrocytes leads to glutamate-transporter mediated 

cytosolic acidification in vitro (Rose and Ransom, 1996) and in slice (Amato et al., 1994). 

b) Mitochondrial transport systems 

Mitochondria are composed of two membranes, the outer mitochondrial membrane and inner 

mitochondrial membrane that delimit the intermembrane space (Fig. 10). The voltage dependent anion 

channel (VDAC) is permeable to small solutes and ions (Blachly-Dyson and Forte, 2001). Therefore, 

the concentrations of ions and small solutes are in equilibrium with those in the cytosol, at least in the 

immediate vicinity of the mitochondria. For instance, the mitochondrial intermembrane space Ca
2+

 

concentration was found significantly higher than in the bulk cytosol when mitochondria were in the 

vicinity of Ca
2+

 microdomains created by local release of Ca
2+

 from the endoplasmic reticulum (Pinton 

et al., 1998). Interestingly, the pH in mitochondrial intermembrane space was found to be more acidic 

than cytosol in human ECV304 cells, suggesting that mitochondrial respiratory chain create an acidic 

microdomain in cell exhibiting a high oxidative metabolism (Porcelli et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the 

mitochondrial intermembrane space is generally considered as equal to cytosol because of rapid ionic 

equilibrium due to high VDAC permeability. 
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Fig. 10: Scheme of currently known pathways mediating flux of Na+ and Ca2+ between 
intermembrane space and mitochondrial matrix. OMM: outer mitochondrial membrane, IMM: 

inner mitochondrial membrane, mNICE: mitochondrial Na
+
-independent Ca

2+
 exchanger, mNCE: 

mitochondrial Na
+
/Ca

2+
 exchanger, MCU mitochondrial cation uniporter, PTP: permeability transition 

pore, ETC: electron transport chain, F0F1: F0F1 ATP synthase, mNHE: mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 

exchanger, CU: mitochondrial cation uniporter. Adapted from(Pinton et al., 2007). 

The mitochondrial inner membrane is equipped with a high density of ion channels and exchangers 

(Bernardi, 1999) that dynamically regulate the ionic concentrations of mitochondrial matrix. 

Importantly, the changes in cytosolic ionic concentrations alter the mitochondrial matrix ionic 

concentrations. Ca
2+

 is thought to enter the mitochondria through the electrogenic calcium uniporter 

(Kirichok et al., 2004), although the identity of this channel remains controversial (Demaurex et al., 

2009). A new Ca
2+

/H
+
 exchanger has recently been identified as a pathway for Ca

2+
 entry into 

mitochondria (Jiang et al., 2009). Mitochondrial Ca
2+

 level is then restored by mitochondrial Ca
2+

/H
+
 

and Na
+
/Ca

2+
 exchangers. However, mitochondrial Na

+
/Ca

2+
 exchanger can also work in reverse mode, 

leading to Na
+
 influx and Ca

2+
 extrusion from the mitochondrial matrix (Poburko et al., 2007). In 

addition, mitochondrial Na
+
 level is also restored by the mitochondrial Na

+
/H

+
 exchanger and the 

mitochondrial K
+
/H

+
 that also can transport Na

+
 instead of K

+
 (Bernardi, 1999). An electrogenic 

mitochondrial cation uniporter has been described in isolated mitochondria as permissive to Na
+
 and 

whose open state probability is increased by decreasing Mg
2+

 concentration, increasing ATP 

concentration or increasing pH (Bernardi et al., 1990; Bernardi, 1999). 
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E. Spontaneous alterations of ionic concentration in 

mitochondria 

1. Spontaneous mitochondrial depolarizations 

The mitochondrial ionic concentration has always been thought to be tightly regulated and maintained 

stable by the transport systems described in the previous section. However, mitochondria have been 

shown in the last years to display transient alterations of their ionic content. Spontaneous individual 

mitochondrial transients have first been discovered using potential-sensitive mitochondrial dyes. 

Interestingly, mitochondrial transients occurs in several cell types including astrocytes (Jacobson and 

Duchen, 2002), neurons (Buckman and Reynolds, 2001), cardiomyocytes (Wang et al., 2008), smooth 

muscle cells (Chalmers and McCarron, 2008) and COS-7 cells (De Giorgi et al., 2000). An example of 

spontaneous individual transient depolarization of astrocyte mitochondria is shown in Fig. 11. 

 

 

Fig. 11: Spontaneous transient depolarization in 
individual mitochondrion of astrocytes. 

Mitochondrial electrical potential was measured 

using tetramethylrhodamine methyl and ethyl esters 

(TMRE) in quenched mode. From(Jacobson and 

Duchen, 2002). 

 

2. Spontaneous mitochondrial ROS transients 

Recently Wang and colleagues reported that mitochondria exhibit transient increases of ROS 

concentration (“superoxide flashes”) that are coincident with mitochondrial transient depolarizations. 

Superoxide flashes have been observed in cultured excitable cells (myocytes, neurons, neuroendocrine 

cells, and skeletal myotubes), non-excitable cells (fibroblasts and osteosarcoma cells) as well as in the 

myocardium of intact beating hearts (Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12: Superoxide flashes in individual mitochondria. (a) Measurement of superoxide flashes in 

isolated heart. (b) Putative model for superoxide flash genesis. The transient opening of mitochondrial 

transition pore (mPTP) decrease mitochondrial electrical potential and transiently increase the mROS 

(O2
.-
) production rate by the mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC). From(Wang et al., 2008). 

According to the model of superoxide flashes, transient openings of the mitochondrial transition pore 

decrease mitochondrial potential. Therefore mitochondrial respiratory chain activity is facilitated 

explaining the origin of transient increase in mitochondrial ROS production. Consistently, the level of 

mROS in astrocytes was also found heterogeneous within individual mitochondria and was modulated 

by oxidative stress (Jou, 2008). An example of mROS heterogeneity is shown in Fig. 13. 

 
 

Fig. 13: Heterogeneity in mitochondrial ROS distribution in cultured 
astrocytes. 3-D reconstructed of an astrocyte labelled with the mROS 

sensitive dye dihydrorhodamine 123 targeted to mitochondria. Scale bar: 

10µm. From(Jou, 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

a b 
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F. Methodological considerations 

1. Experimental model 

In biological research, it is crucial to select an experimental model that can be studied in optimal 

conditions, and whose experimental investigations provide relevant indications about the physiology 

and pathology of intact biological tissues. New generations of microscopes such as 2-photon and fast 

scanning confocal microscopes now enable to study biological tissues in their physiological 

environment. However, few tools compatible with these microscopes are currently available to 

adequately investigate the mitochondrial metabolism in vivo. To circumvent these technical problems, 

we used primary cultures of astrocytes and mixed cultures of neurons and astrocytes, two models that 

allow the use of low-light level high resolution imaging techniques to investigate mitochondrial 

metabolism. 

a) Primary cultures of astrocytes 

Primary cultures of astrocytes are relatively easy to prepare and maintain. Depending on the serum 

added to the culture medium, cell survival and proliferation are high compared with neuronal cultures 

and the proportion of astrocytes in culture is typically very high in the whole cell population. Another 

advantage of primary cultures of astrocytes is that they are easy to load with fluorescent dyes and can 

be transfected with DNA plasmids with acceptable yield. 

However, the morphology of astrocytes in culture is dramatically different from the in vivo 

morphology. Thus, experimental results observed in the cultured astrocytes may only occur in specific 

cellular compartments of astrocytes in vivo. For instance, the cytosolic changes in cytosolic Na
+
 

concentration observed in vitro (Chatton et al., 2000) were only found in fine processes of astrocytes 

in slice (Langer and Rose, 2009). In addition, the transcriptome profile of astrocytes may also be 

different in vivo and in vitro. Although the gene expression in cultured astrocytes and in vivo 

astrocytes are similar, some genes expressed in cultured astroglia have not been found to be expressed 

in vivo (Cahoy et al., 2008). Another transcriptome analysis of freshly isolated astrocytes (Lovatt et 

al., 2007) and measurements of 1-
11

C-acetate kinetics (Wyss et al., 2009) also indicated that astrocytes 

have a high mitochondrial oxidative metabolism in vivo whereas glycolysis is the major pathway of 

ATP synthesis in cultured astrocytes. 
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b) Primary cultures of neurons 

The physiology of a network of neurons communicating to each other by action potentials can be 

studied in primary cultures of neurons. In such culture model, neurons typically grow in the presence 

of astrocytes that release neurotrophic factors. Data obtained by fluorescence imaging techniques with 

this culture model are sometimes difficult to interpret because of the difficulty to distinguish responses 

corresponding to astrocytes and neurons. This disadvantage can be avoided by specific labelling of 

neurons or astrocytes by microinjection, whole-cell patch-clamp, or as recently developed in our lab, 

by single-cell electroporation with soluble charged molecule (DNA, fluorescent probe in their free 

acid form). Although neurons are easy to electroporate, the risk of cell death during and following to 

electroporation is high. Astrocytes remain difficult to electroporate because of the very flat 

morphology and of the particular electrical properties of their plasma membrane. 

c) Neuron-astrocyte mixed co-cultures 

Several protocols are used for mixed neuron-astrocyte co-cultures. In order to ensure the astrocyte-

specific origin of our measured fluorescence signals, we set up a culture model where mouse 

embryonic neurons were plated on astrocytes previously transfected with a plasmid encoding for a 

fluorescent biosensor. This model enabled the recording of astrocyte response to neuronal release of 

neurotransmitter. As a disadvantage of this procedure, neuronal release of neurotransmitter was only 

possible after about ten days of culture, the time needed for complete synaptogenesis. Therefore, 

depending on the toxicity of the protein expressed by transfection, astrocytes may not survive long 

enough or the expression of the transgene may decrease too much with time. 

2. Fluorescence imaging of ion concentrations in cytosol and 

mitochondria of cultured astrocytes 

a) Cytosolic probes 

A large spectrum of fluorescent dyes is commercially available and enables monitoring the 

concentration of several ions in real time and with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. The 

acetoxymethyl ester form of fluorescent probes enables the dye to the cross plasma membrane. After 

cleavage of the ester bound, the hydrophilic form of the indicator cannot cross the plasma membrane 

anymore and remains in the cytoplasm of the cells. Importantly, it is important to consider that the dye 

itself can chelate the ions to be monitored. For instance, 2’,7’-bis-(2-carboxyethyl)-5-(and-6)-

carboxyfluorescein (BCECF) is used to monitor the cytosolic pH but can also buffer pH (similar 

problems may also occur with Ca
2+

-sensitive dyes). In addition, most of the fluorophores sensitive to 

monovalent cations do not have high specificity to ions but rather have a KD corresponding to 

physiological ion concentration. For instance, sodium-binding benzofuran isophthalate (SBFI) is 
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commonly used to monitor cytosolic Na
+
 concentration but is also sensitive to K

+
. As K

+
 concentration 

does not vary significantly during cellular activity, the changes in fluorescence excitation ratio can still 

be used as a specific dye for cytosolic Na
+
 concentration. Magnesium Green is another fluorescent dye 

frequently used to indirectly monitor the cellular ATP concentration. However, Magnesium Green is 

also sensitive to Ca
2+

 and caution must be taken in the interpretation of experimental results. 

b) Mitochondrial probes 

There are three main types of mitochondrial probes for monitoring ion concentration in intact cells: 

genetically-encoded probes, mitochondrial membrane potential-independent dyes and liphophilic 

cationic mitochondrial dyes (De Vos and Sheetz, 2007). 

� Genetically-encoded fluorescent probes include a mitochondrial-targeting sequence that 

contains all the information to target the protein to the correct submitochondrial domain. Some 

of them are made from the association of a truncated protein normally targeted to 

mitochondria with an ion-sensitive probe as shown in Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 14: Example of genetically-encoded fluorescent probe targeted to mitochondria: MIMS-
EYFP, a pH-sensor targeted to the mitochondrial intermembrane space. (A) Schematic map of 

the MIMS-EYFP cDNA, where the aa 1–626 of encode for a truncated form of glycerol-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GPD), a transmembrane protein of the mitochondrial inner membrane. The following 

regions encoding for HAI epitope (HAI) and EYFP (the pH-sensitive fluorescent biosensor) are 

shown. (B) Putative submitochondrial localization of MIMS-EYFP. Adapted from(Porcelli et al., 

2005). 

� Mitochondrial membrane independent dyes, such as MitoTracker Green FM, stain 

mitochondria regardless of their electrical potential. The mechanism of targeting of this kind 

of dye is poorly understood but may be based on lipidic composition of the mitochondrial 

membrane (Invitrogen manufacturer information). These dyes have the advantage to stain all 

mitochondria, including non respiring mitochondria but may be not appropriate to evaluate 

mitochondrial dynamics in living cells (De Vos and Sheetz, 2007). 
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� Lipophilic cationic mitochondrial dyes exploit the large negative mitochondrial membrane 

potential (negative inside of ∼-180-220mV). This kind of dye only stains mitochondria with 

respiratory activity, which precludes their use for cellular mechanisms involving 

mitochondrial depolarization such as cell death. Importantly, liphophilic cationic 

mitochondrial dyes generate ROS upon strong light illumination, which can induce artefacts 

such as mitochondrial depolarization. Therefore, liphophilic cationic mitochondrial dyes 

should be used at the minimal concentration and loading time to obtain a specific 

mitochondrial staining (cytosol and nuclei not stained) and correct signal-to-noise ratio. The 

use of a sensitive CCD camera is typically appropriate to study mitochondrial physiology. For 

technical reasons, the use of confocal laser microscope can be required (need of fluorescence 

emission wavelength splitting for instance). However, the excitation light intensity necessary 

for confocal image acquisition generally leads to significant phototoxicity. Several new 

generations of confocal microscopes are equipped with fast scanner possibility (confocal 

microscope with resonant scanner, spinning disk confocal microscope) that reduce 

phototoxicity. The phototoxic damages to mitochondria can be minimized by setting to the 

minimum the following parameters: frequency of image recording, power of light illumination 

and duration of illumination. In the course of our studies, great care was taken to work with 

the lowest possible light delivery to our samples, both for widefield and confocal imaging. 
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II. Results 

A. Aims of the studies 

These studies were designed to characterize the mitochondrial ionic homeostasis of intact living 

astrocytes. The first part of results is focussed on spontaneous transient alterations of ionic 

concentrations in individual mitochondria of living astrocytes. We discovered that astrocytic 

mitochondria exhibit spontaneous increases of their Na
+
 concentration (Azarias et al., 2008). A section 

of unpublished data further characterizing spontaneous mitochondrial transients has been added. 

The second part of results presents two studies focused on the impact of glutamatergic stimulation on 

the mitochondrial metabolism in astrocytes. Previous works at the origin of the astrocyte-neuron 

lactate shuttle provided a link between glutamate uptake and enhancement of glycolysis. In these 

studies, we investigated the possibility of a link between cellular glutamate uptake and decrease of 

mitochondrial oxidative metabolism (Bernardinelli et al, 2006, Azarias et al, submitted). 

B. Spontaneous transients in individual mitochondria of 

astrocytes 

In resting cells, cytosolic Na
+
 and pH levels are kept stable thanks to regulatory systems expressed at 

the plasma membrane, whereas localized cytosolic domains of Ca
2+

 regulate specific cellular processes 

of the cell. In contrast to the cytosol, we found that mitochondria exhibit spontaneous transients of 

their Na
+
 concentration and pH that were not directly related with Ca

2+
 changes. 

1. Spontaneous Na+ transients in individual mitochondria of 

intact astrocytes 

This article shows by using fluorescence microscopy, that individual mitochondria exhibit 

spontaneous increases of their Na
+
 concentration in primary cultures of astrocytes. Using a 

pharmacological approach and a novel image analysis algorithm developed to quantify mitochondrial 

transient frequency, we investigated the modulation and pathways of Na
+
 trafficking in mitochondria 

exhibiting spontaneous transients. We presented a body of evidence suggesting that Na
+
 entry is 

mediated by an electrogenic mitochondrial cation uniporter. The mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger 

contributed to restore mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration to basal concentration. Finally, our findings 

suggest that the cellular ATP level modulates the frequency of mitochondrial Na
+
 transient activity. 

I performed the experiments presented in Fig. 1B-D, 3, Table 1 (partly), 4A-B;E-F, 5 and 6. I designed 

the experiments, analyzed the results, prepared the figures and wrote the manuscript with Jean-Yves 

Chatton. 
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ABSTRACT
Mitochondria in intact cells maintain low Na1 levels de-
spite the large electrochemical gradient favoring cation
influx into the matrix. In addition, they display individual
spontaneous transient depolarizations. We report here that
individual mitochondria in living astrocytes exhibit sponta-
neous increases in their Na1 concentration (Na1mit spiking),
as measured using the mitochondrial probe CoroNa Red. In
a field of view with �30 astrocytes, up to 1,400 transients
per minute were typically detected under resting condi-
tions. Na1mit spiking was also observed in neurons, but was
scarce in two nonneural cell types tested. Astrocytic Na1mit

spikes averaged 12.2 6 0.8 s in duration and 35.5 6 3.2
mM in amplitude and coincided with brief mitochondrial
depolarizations; they were impaired by mitochondrial depo-
larization and ruthenium red pointing to the involvement
of a cation uniporter. Na1mit spiking activity was signifi-
cantly inhibited by mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger inhibi-
tion and sensitive to cellular pH and Na1 concentration.
Ca21 played a permissive role on Na1mit spiking activity.
Finally, we present evidence suggesting that Na1mit spiking
frequency was correlated with cellular ATP levels. This
study shows that, under physiological conditions, individual
mitochondria in living astrocytes exhibit fast Na1 exchange
across their inner membrane, which reveals a new form of
highly dynamic and localized functional regulation. VVC 2007

Wiley-Liss, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Mitochondria have the crucial function of producing
ATP via oxidative phosphorylation (Mitchell, 1979).
They are also known to be important regulators of cellu-
lar functions such as Ca21 homeostasis and death path-
ways (Demaurex and Distelhorst, 2003; Nicholls and
Budd, 2000). They can be addressed to specialized cellu-
lar domains (Reynolds and Rintoul, 2004) and have been
shown to be in close interaction with subcellular organ-
elles such as the endoplasmic reticulum and sub-plasma-
lemal compartments (Montero et al., 2000; Rizzuto
et al., 1998; Walter and Hajnoczky, 2005). Even though
the basic postulates of the chemiosmotic coupling hy-
pothesis include an inner mitochondrial membrane with

low permeability to cations (Mitchell, 1979), it is now
admitted that the inner membrane contains channels
and transporters with diverse selectivity for K1 and
Na1 (Bernardi, 1999). Indeed regulatory mechanisms
enable mitochondria to maintain both volume and cation
content under control despite the extreme electronega-
tivity of mitochondrial matrix would be sufficient to
bring the concentration of monovalent cations such as
Na1 to molar range (Bernardi, 1999).

The isolated mitochondria model has provided a vast
amount of information on mitochondrial transport of cat-
ions using kinetics measurements of the matching vol-
ume changes assessed with optical methods. More
recently, with the availability of fluorescent probes selec-
tive for mitochondria and of sensitive imaging methods,
the study of mitochondria in their native cellular envi-
ronment has become possible. It includes the monitoring
of mitochondrial electrical potential, pH and calcium
concentration (e.g., Pinton et al., 2007). Such tools have
permitted to establish that Ca21 plays critical roles in
mitochondrial physiology through the control of key mi-
tochondrial enzymes such as Ca21-sensitive dehydroge-
nases, linking cellular Ca21 homeostasis with metabo-
lism (Hajnoczky et al., 1995). In addition, several studies
report that mitochondria under physiological conditions
exhibit spontaneous changes in their electrical mem-
brane potential in neural (Buckman and Reynolds,
2001) and nonneural cells (Duchen et al., 1998).

Until recently, the dynamics of mitochondrial Na1

(Na1mit) content has remained unexplored because of the
lack of adequate methods. However, Na1mit is likely to
play both direct and indirect roles in mitochondrial
physiology. Its most recognized function is to drive the
mitochondrial Na1/Ca21 antiporters that extrude Ca21

ions from the mitochondrial matrix (Jung et al., 1992,
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1995). Na1 has also been reported to modulate the activ-
ity of mitochondrial enzymes such as oxoglutarate and
pyruvate dehydrogenase by decreasing their sensitivity
to Ca21 (Denton et al., 1980). Evidence also exists for a
direct action of Na1 on the activity of the pyruvate de-
hydrogenase complex by conformational changes
(Pawelczyk and Olson, 1995). In addition, Na1mit has
been reported to exhibit significant changes during cel-
lular responses. For instance, afferent synaptic stimula-
tion was shown to increase Na1mit concentration in hip-
pocampal neurons (Pivovarova et al., 2002). We recently
showed that in living astrocytes, Na1mit concentration
displays rapid increase as a result of plasma membrane
Na1-dependent glutamate uptake, one of the most prom-
inent functions of astrocytes in the brain (Bernardinelli
et al., 2006). Thus, it is of critical importance to deter-
mine whether Na1 could significantly influence mito-
chondrial functions such as ATP production. Indeed, it is
expected that selective change in Na1mit concentration
could alter the homeostasis of Ca21 and proton through
its respective Na1-coupled exchangers expressed at
inner mitochondrial membrane.

In the present study, we demonstrate for the first time
that individual mitochondria in resting cells display
spontaneous and rapid transients of their Na1 concen-
tration. Using a dedicated image analysis strategy, we
characterized this Na1mit spiking activity at the level of
single mitochondria using the Na1-sensitive fluorescent
probe CoroNa Red (CR) and investigated the underlying
mechanisms of generation and regulation. We identified
mitochondrial cation uniporters and mitochondrial Na1/
H1 exchanger as critically involved in Na1 entry and re-
covery, respectively. Ca21 was found to play a permissive
role in the regulation of the activity. We also found evi-
dence for a modulation of spiking activity by the cellular
energy metabolic status, which could point to the func-
tional significance of these highly localized subcellular
ion movements.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Culture and Solutions

Cortical astrocytes in primary culture were prepared
from 1 to 3-days-old C57 Bl 6 mice as described else-
where (Sorg and Magistretti, 1992). Astrocytes were cul-
tured for 3–4 weeks in DME medium (Sigma) plus 10%
FCS before experiments. Mouse cortical neurons were
prepared as described before (Morgenthaler et al., 2006).
All cell types, including MIN-6 and MCF-7 cells, were
plated on glass coverslips for imaging. Experimental sol-
utions contained (mM) NaCl, 135; KCl, 5.4; NaHCO3, 25;
CaCl2, 1.3; MgSO4, 0.8; and NaH2PO4, 0.78. Ca21-free
solution contained NaCl, 135; KCl, 5.4; NaHCO3, 25;
MgSO4, 0.8; NaH2PO4, 0.78; and EGTA, 0.1; both were
bubbled with 5% CO2/95% air. Na1-free solutions con-
tained N-methyl-D-glucamine chloride, 160; KCl, 5.4;
CaCl2, 1.3; MgSO4, 0.8; K3PO4, 0.78; and HEPES, 20
(pH 7.4) and were compared with corresponding Na1-
containing control solutions buffered with HEPES, both

bubbled with air. The solution used to deliver BAPTA-
AM (50 lM) to cells contained in addition 1 g % bovine
serum albumin and was also buffered with HEPES.
Unless otherwise indicated, experimental solutions con-
tained 5 mM glucose as metabolic substrate. Solutions
for dye-loading contained (mM) NaCl, 160; KCl, 5.4;
HEPES, 20; CaCl2, 1.3; MgSO4, 0.8; NaH2PO4, 0.78; glu-
cose, 20 and was supplemented with 0.1% Pluronic F-
127 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).

Fluorescence Imaging

Mitochondrial Na1 concentration was investigated
and calibrated as described by Bernardinelli et al.
(2006). Briefly, astrocytes were loaded at 37�C for 18
min with 1 lM CR in a HEPES-buffered balanced solu-
tion and then placed in a thermostated chamber
designed for rapid exchange of perfusion solutions
(Chatton et al., 2000) and superfused at 35�C. Low-light
level fluorescence imaging was performed on an inverted
epifluorescence microscope (Axiovert 100M, Carl Zeiss)
using a 40 3 1.3 N.A. oil-immersion objective lens. Fluo-
rescence excitation wavelengths were selected using a
monochromator (Till Photonics, Planegg, Germany) and
fluorescence was detected using a 12-bit cooled CCD
camera (Princeton Instruments). CR fluorescence was
excited at 560 nm and detected at >580 nm. To avoid
phototoxicity, excitation intensity was reduced to 10 lW
(as measured at the entrance pupil of the objective) by
means of neutral density filters. Image acquisition and
time series were computer-controlled using the software
Metafluor (Universal Imaging, Reading, PA) running on
a Pentium computer. Two-minute sequences of images
were recorded at 1.0 Hz during control and experimental
conditions; images were also acquired at lower rate
between experimental conditions. Simultaneous monitor-
ing of Na1mit and mitochondrial electrical potential were
performed using CR (1 lM) and JC-1 (1–2 lM), loaded
together for 17 min and imaged by confocal microscopy
(SP5 Resonant scanner, Leica Microsystems) using exci-
tation light at 561 and 488 nm, respectively. Dye emis-
sions were observed at 580–620 nm (CR and JC-1 aggre-
gates) and 500–560 nm (JC-1 monomers). Intracellular
pH measurement was performed using the pH-sensitive
dye BCECF-AM as described previously (Chatton et al.,
2001), in some cases co-loaded with CR. ATP levels were
assessed indirectly by measuring intracellular free Mg21

using Magnesium Green AM as described previously
(Chatton and Magistretti, 2005).

Image Analysis

To quantify the CR signal transients in a reliable and
efficient way, we developed a dedicated image analysis
procedure. The complete algorithm is implemented in
Java as a plug-in for the ImageJ software (W. Rasban,
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). In what follows, we outline the
important processing steps of the algorithm.
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First, we make use of the wavelet transform (Mallat,
1989), which is a popular tool in many areas of signal
and image processing (Unser and Aldroubi, 1996). The
third degree Battle-Lemari�e wavelet transform (Battle,
1987; Unser and Blu, 2000) is applied to the 2D 1 T
(two spatial dimensions plus time) stack of images in a
separable way (i.e., along each dimension). Note that the
wavelet decomposition is a linear, one-to-one transform
that is orthogonal. It can be interpreted as a subband
decomposition whereby the signal is split into details at
different scales in space and time. In Fig. 2A, we illus-
trate one decomposition level of the spatiotemporal
transform. The various subbands are typically desig-
nated by the combination of lowpass (L) or highpass (H)
filters along horizontal, vertical, and temporal dimen-
sions; i.e., LLL, LLH, up to HHH. In the full transform,
the low-pass subband (LLL) is then further decomposed.
This multi-resolution decomposition of the stack of
images allows us to separate features of specific spatial
size and temporal duration by selecting appropriate sub-
bands. We empirically identified the CR transient as
being spatially clustered over at least 4 pixels in hori-
zontal and vertical directions, and with a strong tempo-
ral correlation over at least four images. Once the corre-
sponding subbands are selected, the inverse wavelet
transform is computed. This operation can be inter-
preted as separating CR transient from the slowly vary-
ing background and the highly uncorrelated thermal
noise from the CCD camera.

Secondly, the reconstructed 2D1T stack of images
mainly containing CR transients is thresholded. The
threshold value is computed as three times the standard
deviation of the first highpass (spatial and temporal)
subband of the wavelet decomposition. Note that this
particular subband contains almost exclusively noise.
Both the thresholded (intensity-preserved) and a binar-
ized stacks of images are saved for further processing.
The intensity-preserved stack is further summarized in
a cumulative image (over time) to characterize the total
signal intensity of the experimental condition (later
named ‘‘Cumulative Intensity’’). A paired stack that
combines the untreated data and the detected transient
is also generated and allows direct visual inspection of
the performance of the algorithm. A high degree of cor-
respondence of the extracted events and excellent sensi-
tivity of detection was observed in routine.1

CR transients were analyzed in a square area of 160
lm 3 160 lm of confluent astrocytes. Of the 120 images
recorded at 1 Hz for each experimental condition, a
stack of 64 consecutive images were extracted for analy-
sis. The frequency of transients is presented in terms of
‘‘Spiking Frequency’’ as the total number of cluster
counts detected in 64 consecutive images. For the analy-
sis of Na1mit spiking mechanisms, as spiking frequencies
varied among experiments, data are presented as per-
cent 6 SEM spiking frequency measured in control con-

ditions. For each group of experiments, a Student’s t
test was performed to assess the statistical significance
against respective controls and *, **, and *** refer to P
values <0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively.

Materials

All used dyes were from Invitrogen-Molecular Probes.
p-Trifluoromethoxy carbonyl cyanide phenyl hydrazone
(FCCP), cyclosporin A, ouabain, BAPTA-AM, and rote-
none were from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). Bongkrekic
acid, CGP-37157 and U 37883A were from Biomol
(ANAWA Trading, Zurich, Switzerland). CNQX and
TBOA were from Tocris (ANAWA Trading). Ethyl-isopor-
opyl amiloride was a gift from Dr. H. Lang (Aventis
Pharma, Frankfurt, Germany). All other substances
were from Sigma. S-nitroso-cysteine was freshly pre-
pared according to Lei et al. (1992).

RESULTS
Individual Mitochondrial Na1

mit Spiking

We previously showed that CR staining of living astro-
cytes was selective for mitochondria (Bernardinelli
et al., 2006) as it was found for other cell types (Baron
et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2004). CR can be safely used as
a mitochondrial Na1 sensitive fluorescent probe, as it
was shown to be selective for Na1 with no influence of
pH, Ca21, or K1 in their respective expected physiologi-
cal ranges (Bernardinelli et al., 2006; Jayaraman et al.,
2001a, b).

Mitochondria in cultured astrocytes appeared as mor-
phologically heterogeneous organelles, with a perinu-
clear aggregation and a predominance of isolated mito-
chondria in the cell periphery as reported in other stud-
ies (Collins et al., 2002) (Fig. 1A). In primary culture,
astrocytes exhibit a flat morphology making the resolu-
tion of individual mitochondria possible even with a non-
confocal optical system. In CR-labeled astrocytes, we
have repeatedly observed the presence of spontaneous
CR transients. Figure 1A depicts a dynamic image
sequence and shows individual mitochondria spontane-
ously lighting up (see also Movie 1; provided in supple-
mentary material). CR transients were invariably seen
in all the performed experiments (total >150 exp) appa-
rently randomly distributed in space and time through-
out the cell. Initial controls indicated that transients
could be observed during superfusion of experimental
solutions and in stationary media; in bicarbonate/CO2

and in HEPES-buffered saline (not shown). Long-term
recordings indicated that virtually all mitochondria of a
cell displayed at least one CR transient during a 20-min
period, excluding that transients were restricted to a
subpopulation of mitochondria (not shown). Individual
mitochondria usually showed 1–2 transients in 2-min
periods of recording (Fig. 1B). The analysis of fluores-
cence changes in individual mitochondria indicated that
the duration of one transient was found to be 12.2 6 0.8 s

1The algorithm developed for the wavelet-based extraction of mitochondrial spik-
ing activity is available under the form of an ImageJ plug-in from the site http://
bigwww.epfl.ch/jmitotransient/.
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(median: 11.9 s; Fig. 1C). Calibration of mitochondrial
Na1 indicated that basal Na1mit was 13 6 0.6 mM and
the amplitude of transients averaged 35.5 6 3.2 mM
(median: 27.3 mM; Fig. 1D). The rate of Na1mit change
during spiking was estimated at 12.3 6 2.4 mM/s and
5.2 6 0.7 mM/s for influx and efflux, respectively. In this
report, we refer to CR transients in individual mitochon-
dria as Na1mit spiking.

Given the large number of Na1mit spikes observable in
an image sequence (>100 spikes/min in the field of view
of 160 lm 3 160 lm corresponding to about 30 confluent
astrocytes), it rapidly became obvious that, to obtain a
reliable and unbiased assessment of the Na1mit spiking
activity, we had to use a dedicated image analysis strat-
egy. Therefore, they developed an image analysis algo-

rithm based on the wavelet transform. From consecutive
images recorded at 1 Hz, this algorithm produces a
sparse representation of the data in the spatial and fre-
quency domain (Fig. 2A and refer to the section Materi-
als and Methods). The algorithm includes a spatio-tem-
poral filter excluding an effect of mitochondrial small
movements on the detection. As a result, we obtained
for each image in the sequence the average number of
events, later used for spiking frequency assessment. The
cumulative intensity of the transients detected reflects a
combined evaluation of frequency and strength of transi-
ents. Figure 2B shows an example of analysis for an
individual image. In control conditions, the sum of
detected spikes number increased linearly over time in a
field of view (R2 > 0.995 for seven calibration experi-

Fig. 1. Na1mit spiking in individual mitochondria. (A) Confocal fluo-
rescent images of CR-stained astrocytes showing typical mitochondrial
loading pattern. Blown up views (1–4) show a sequence of images
recorded at low light level showing CR fluorescence transients in indi-
vidual mitochondria. Images were taken at t 5 0, 7.0, 11.7, and 13.0 s.
Several Na1mit signal transients are indicated with arrows. Scale bar,
5 lm. (B) Trace of calibrated Na1mit changes recorded in one single mito-

chondrion which exhibited two Na1mit spikes during the recording pe-
riod. (C, D) Distribution of the duration and amplitude of Na1mit spikes.
Results from a total of 51 mitochondrial transients pooled from seven
calibration experiments. Data are reported as percent of the total num-
ber of analyzed spikes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www. interscience.wiley.com.]
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ments, not shown). Spiking activity was thus rather
steady and did not display bursting-like behavior.

Using this quantification tool, we then asked whether
Na1mit spiking was a mitochondrial behavior found in all
cell types. The presence of Na1mit spiking was investigated
in mouse primary cortical neurons, in MIN-6 cells (mouse
pancreatic b cell line), in MCF-7 cells (human mammary
adenocarcinoma cell line), and compared with mouse cort-
ical astrocytes under identical conditions. This analysis
revealed that whereas both neural cell types exhibited ro-
bust Na1mit spiking, both MIN-6 cells and MCF-7 showed
only marginal signs of Na1mit spiking (Fig. 3).

Collectively, this set of experiments indicated that the
manifestation of Na1mit spiking is vastly different among
cell types, which led us to consider Na1mit as a functional
behavior of individual mitochondria. We therefore inves-
tigated the underlying pathways involved Na1mit spiking
and focused our investigations in astrocytes.

Mechanisms Involved in the Generation
of Na1

mit Spiking

To determine which mechanisms and pathways are
involved in Na1mit spiking, compounds described as

Fig. 3. Comparison of Na1mit spiking in different cell types. Spiking
activity was compared between astrocytes, cortical neurons, and non-
neural cells, namely pancreatic b cells (MIN-6 cell line) and mammary
adenocarcinoma cells (MCF-7 cell line). Data are mean number (6
SEM) of detected spikes per field per minute from n 5 156 (astrocytes),
4 (neurons), 3 (MIN-6 cells), and 6 (MCF-7 cells) experiments.

Fig. 2. Quantification of Na1mit spiking. (A) Illustration of the spatio-
temporal wavelet transform (one decomposition level) applied to the se-
ries of images on the left. The transform is linear, nonredundant, and or-
thogonal. The full transform further decomposes the lowpass subband.
(B) The image analysis method for a single raw image of cells loaded

with CR with several brighter spots indicative of a Na1mit spike (B1) iso-
lates transients but preserves intensities (B2); these are used for cumu-
lative intensity measurements of spiking activity on the whole image
sequence. Cluster analysis of binarized results (B3) is then applied to
the entire image sequence to assess the frequency of Na1mit spiking.
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pharmacological blockers or modulators of mitochon-
drial conductances and transporters were tested. Those
included CGP-37157, an inhibitor of mitochondrial Na1/
Ca21; quinine, inhibitor of the nonselective Na1/H1

(K1/H1) antiporter; rotenone, inhibitor of complex I of
the mitochondrial respiratory chain; cyclosporine A and
bongkrekic acid, blockers of the mitochondrial perme-
ability transition pore; atractyloside, a blocker of ade-
nine nucleotide translocator; U 37883A and diazoxide,
blocker and opener of mitochondrial KATP channels,
respectively; S-nitrosocysteine, a nitric oxide donor. A
possible link with tonic glutamate release and subse-
quent reuptake or receptor activation was also tested:
Na1-glutamate transporters were inhibited using the
specific inhibitor TBOA and non-NMDA receptors were
blocked using 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione
(CNQX). None of these maneuvers was found to de-
crease or increase spiking activity in a reproducible
manner (Table 1).

To test for the involvement of mitochondrial cation
uniporters, we used the blocker ruthenium red, acting
both at the level of mitochondrial Ca21 (Kirichok et al.,
2004) and Na1 uniporters (Kapus et al., 1990). Ruthe-
nium red strongly decreased the overall Na1mit spiking
activity (Fig. 4A). This compound did not alter the over-
all Na1mit level during the experiment, but caused a
slight decrease in mitochondrial Ca21 level (not shown).
As a Na1 influx through cation uniporters should be
electrogenic, we performed simultaneous monitoring of
Na1mit and mitochondrial electrical potential (DWmit)
using CR and JC-1, respectively. Mitochondria with
highly negative membrane potential promote the forma-
tion of JC-1 dye aggregates, which fluoresce red; mito-
chondria with low potential will contain monomeric JC-1
and fluoresce green. Therefore, mitochondrial depolari-
zation should lead to reversible increased green and
decreased red emission, respectively. When loaded alone
in astrocytes, JC-1 signals displayed spontaneous tran-
sient increases in the green channel whose kinetic was
consistent with Na1mit spikes. JC-1 green transients were
accompanied by corresponding decreases in the red
channel (aggregates) only in the less frequent cases of
longer lasting transients (4 events out of 21). Therefore,
Na1mit spikes detected with CR emitting in the red chan-
nel, should not be confounded with JC-1 signals. More-

over, when loaded alone, CR reported Na1mit spiking in
the red channel as expected, but caused no change in
the green channel (not shown). We found that �90% of
detected Na1mit spikes (181 out of 199 spikes) were
accompanied by corresponding rapid DWmit depolariza-
tions observed in the green JC-1 fluorescence channel
(Fig. 4B). Nevertheless, Na1mit spikes with no or barely
detectable changes in DWmit were observable in a low
number of events (not shown). Analysis of coincident
Na1mit and DWmit spikes indicated that the onset of depo-
larizations started 0.45 6 0.06 s (n 5 177 analyzed
events, P < 0.001) after the onset of Na1mit spikes. The
depolarization transient reached its maximum 2.17 6
0.13 s (P < 0.001) after the Na1mit spike maximum. It is
unclear whether the observed delays reflect a lag
between changes of Na1mit and potential, or is caused by
a differential reactivity of the two fluorescent probes.
The existence of this delay is another indication that
there is no crosstalk between the two fluorescent sig-
nals. Surprisingly, experiments performed under similar
conditions using the mitochondrial potentiometric dye
rhodamine 123 (1 lM) did not reveal simultaneous depo-
larizations (not shown). The discrepancy can probably be
explained by a difference in the sensitivity of the two
probes; the amplitude of depolarization could have been
too small or fast to be detectable by rhodamine 123, or
the resting DWmit was too negative to lead to significant
transmembrane dye movement (Ubl et al., 1996). Alter-
natively, there are indications that rhodamine 123
induce photodamage that impede spontaneous mitochon-
drial depolarization in neurons (Buckman and Reynolds,
2001), which could explain the observed differences.
Finally, applying the mitochondrial uncoupler FCCP at
low concentrations (0.01 and 0.05 lM), thereby weaken-
ing the driving force of the mitochondrial cation uni-
porter, diminished the frequency of CR transients (Fig.
4C). Taken together, these data suggest that mitochon-
drial cation uniporters are the Na1 entry pathway dur-
ing spiking.

In a previous study, we showed that the selective mi-
tochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger is the main mechanism
enabling the regulation of Na1mit concentration in astro-
cytes (Bernardinelli et al., 2006). This exchanger uses
the proton (pH) gradient across the inner membrane to
drive Na1 out of the matrix. Involvement of this anti-

TABLE 1. Pathways Tested for Their Influence on Na1mit Spiking

Pathway Drug
Cumulative mean
intensity (% control)a

Spiking frequency
(% control)a n

NADH pathway—Complex I Rotenone (1 lM) 100 6 8 101 6 3 7
Permeability transition pore Bongkrekic acid (10 lM) 124 6 30 116 6 13 4

Cyclosporin A (5 lM) 104 6 24 114 6 8 4
Adenine nucleotide transporter Atractyloside (5 lM) 94 6 36 107 6 15 4
Mitochondrial KATP channel U 37883A (100 lM) 113 6 14 111 6 1 2

Diazoxide (100 lM) 146 6 32 116 6 12 15
Nitric oxide S-nitroso-cysteine (200 lM) 102 6 32 99 6 5 2
Mitochondrial Na1-Ca21 exchanger CGP-37157 (10 lM) 128 6 44 120 6 8 4
Mitochondrial H1-K1 exchanger Quinine (100 lM) 125 6 31 103 6 13 6
Plasma membrane glutamate transporters TBOA (500 lM) 103 6 20 98 6 6 6
AMPA/kainate receptors CNQX (50 lM) 85 6 17 91 6 15 6

aData are given as percent of control 6SEM; n, number of individual experiments. None of the listed compounds had a significant influence on Na1mit spiking activity
(P > 0.07).
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porter for Na1mit spiking was then investigated. Five
minutes superfusion of the inhibitor of mitochondrial
Na1/H1 exchanger ethyl-isopropyl amiloride (EIPA)
markedly decreased the Na1mit spiking frequency (Fig.
4D) without altering cytosolic pH as measured using the
pH-sensitive fluorescent probe 20,70-bis-(2-carboxyethyl)-
5-(and-6)-carboxyfluorescein acetoxymethyl ester
(BCECF-AM) (not shown). The dependency of Na1mit

spiking on cellular pH was then tested. Cellular alkalin-
ization was accomplished by perfusion of a CO2-free bi-
carbonate buffer, which increased the cell pH by 0.78 6
0.02 units (n 5 4 exp). This treatment strongly in-
creased Na1mit spiking frequency (Fig. 4E). Acidification
was obtained by introduction of an intracellular proton
load following rapid washout of ammonium chloride. In
this situation, pH decreased by 0.83 6 0.02 units
(30 cells, from 5 exp). This maneuver did not signifi-
cantly alter Na1mit spiking frequency (Fig. 4E). The same
result was obtained by mild acidification (0.07 6 0.004
pH units, n 5 4 exp) caused by application of the or-

ganic anion propionate (20 mM) that enters cells by non-
ionic diffusion (not shown). We then tested if the cellular
Na1 concentration could modulate the Na1mit spiking fre-
quency. Astrocytes were first superfused with a Na1-free
solution. This treatment that lowers cellular Na1 is
expected to decrease Na1mit levels as well. As expected,
under these conditions, both the overall Na1mit level and
the amplitude of Na1mit spikes decreased gradually (not
shown). However, the frequency of Na1mit spiking also
declined significantly (Fig. 4F). Interestingly, the Na1mit

spiking frequency reached a minimum at 30 min of Na1

free solution perfusion and did not further decrease,
whereas the cumulative mean intensity relative to
spikes amplitude continued to drop. Conversely, we
tested if Na1mit spiking frequency could be altered in
increased Na1mit conditions. Induction of Na1mit increase
by opening the KATP channel or by 5 min ouabain treat-
ment (Bernardinelli et al., 2006) did not significantly
enhance the Na1mit spiking activity (Table 1 and Fig.
6C). Thus, whereas Na1mit spiking activity was sensitive

Fig. 4. Involvement of mitochondrial cation uniporters and mitochon-
drial Na1/H1 exchanger in Na1mit spiking. (A–C) Involvement of the mi-
tochondrial cation uniporter. (A) After a control period, application of the
uniporter blocker ruthenium red (50 lM) for 15 min strongly decreased
Na1mit frequency (n 5 5). Data are shown as percent of control 6 SEM
(B) Simultaneous Na1mit and DWmit measurements in individual mito-
chondria. The graph shows an example of mitochondrion exhibiting a
Na1mit spike measured using CR (plain line, right axis) that was accom-
panied by a depolarizing transient measured using JC-1 in the green
channel (dotted line, left axis). Experimental procedure is detailed in
supplementary information. (C) Weakening of DWmit using the mitochon-

drial uncoupler FCCP decreased Na1mit spiking frequency (n 5 5). (D, E)
Involvement of the mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger. (D) Cells were per-
fused with the inhibitor of Na1/H1 exchanger EIPA (50 lM, n 5 5),
which decreased the spiking frequency. (E) Cytosolic alkalinization using
a CO2-free buffer (n 5 6) dramatically increased the spiking frequency
whereas intracellular acidification induced by ammonium pulse (20 mM,
n 5 5) did not alter the spiking frequency. (F) After a measurement in
control condition, cells were perfused in Na1-free solution (0 Na1) and
spiking frequency was measured at indicated time points (n 5 6–10).
Data are percent of respective controls 6 SEM; ns, nonsignificant; *P <
0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001 using a paired t-test.
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to lowered Na1mit, the spiking frequency was not corre-
lated with cellular Na1 level above basal level. Taken to-
gether, this set of experiments emphasizes the involve-
ment of mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchangers as efflux
pathways during Na1mit spiking.

Modulation of Na1
mit Spiking Activity

We then looked into factors that could modulate Na1mit

spiking activity. We first tested a role of intracellular
Ca21, which was found to be involved in the glutamate-
mediated increase of Na1mit level in astrocytes (Bernardi-
nelli et al., 2006). In a first phase, cells were loaded
with 1,2 bis(o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N0,N0-tetraace-
tic acid acetoxymethyl ester (BAPTA-AM) to chelate in-
tracellular free Ca.21 Figure 5 shows that the frequency
of Na1mit spiking was strongly diminished by chelating
Ca21. In addition, decreasing cellular Ca21 by superfus-
ing astrocytes in a Ca21-free solution led to the same in-
hibition of Na1mit spiking activity (Fig. 5). However,
acutely increasing cytosolic Ca21 by endoplasmic reticu-
lum (ER) Ca21 release using thapsigargin did not cause
an increase in Na1mit frequency. This set of experiments
indicated that Ca21 is involved in the regulation of
Na1mit spiking.

We then explored the possible link between Na1mit

spiking and cellular bioenergetics. In particular, ATP
levels can undergo significant variations during activity
in astrocytes. In these experiments, we applied maneu-
vers to manipulate cellular ATP and assessed the rela-
tive ATP level changes indirectly by measuring free
Mg21 using the fluorescent probe Magnesium Green as
previously described (Chatton and Magistretti, 2005). As

ATP hydrolysis releases bound Mg21, Magnesium Green
fluorescence intensity is inversely related to cytosolic
ATP concentration. To cause a severe ATP depletion,
cells were treated with 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) plus oligo-
mycin, inhibitors of glycolysis and mitochondrial ATP
synthase, respectively (Fig. 6A, left). To induce an inter-
mediate ATP decrease, cells were superfused with the
neurotransmitter glutamate (Fig. 6A, center). In astro-
cytes, the cellular uptake of glutamate significantly low-
ers ATP levels by strong stimulation of the Na,K-ATPase
(Chatton and Magistretti, 2005; Chatton et al., 2000).
Finally, to increase ATP levels, the Na,K-ATPase was
inhibited using ouabain. The Na1 pump being a major
ATP consumer in astrocytes (Chatton and Magistretti,
2005), its inhibition led to a transient increase in cellu-
lar ATP levels (maximal at �30 s) which decreased close
to baseline after 5 min (Fig. 6A, right). The relative ATP
level changes caused by these maneuvers are summar-
ized in Fig. 6B. In a second phase, the same experimen-
tal maneuvers were repeated on cells and Na1mit spiking
was recorded. Figure 6C shows that Na1mit spiking fre-
quency was influenced by maneuvers altering ATP levels
and followed a positive correlation with the relative ATP
level. ATP synthesis blockers impaired Na1mit spiking ac-
tivity by 29%. However, this treatment was found in
separate experiments to cause a mild mitochondrial
depolarization (not shown). Glutamate, which, by its
stimulation of Na,K-ATPase activity, decreased ATP lev-
els to a lesser extent, also decreased Na1mit spiking activ-
ity. It is worthy of note that glutamate application did
not depolarize mitochondria, rather slightly hyperpolar-
ized them (not shown). Ouabain, inducing a transient
increase in ATP level, which was maximal at 30 s,
induced an increase in Na1mit spiking frequency. Collec-
tively, these data suggest that the cellular ATP level
could provide a feedback regulation on Na1mit spiking ac-
tivity.

DISCUSSION

The present study shows that individual mitochondria
in resting astrocytes exhibit rapid spontaneous Na1 con-
centration transients. This first demonstration of Na1mit

activity has been made possible by the Na1-sensitive
probe CR that loads into the matrix of mitochondria in
living cells. The calibrated resting Na1mit level in astro-
cytes (�12–20 mM) was found to be consistent with val-
ues estimated for mitochondria of neurons (Pivovarova
et al., 2002). Na1mit spikes of individual mitochondria
have substantial amplitude and well-defined kinetics,
with spike duration homogeneous among different mito-
chondria, cover-slips and cell cultures. Although Na1mit

changes in certain mitochondria reached high values
during spiking—often three times the basal concentra-
tion—Na1mit transients did not appear to be transmitted
to neighboring mitochondria as a wave, which suggests
that mitochondria of astrocytes do not form a lumenally
continuous network but are morphological and func-
tional distinct units as reported in other studies (Collins

Fig. 5. Ca21 plays a permissive role on Na1mit spiking activity. After
a control period, BAPTA-AM (50 lM) was applied for 30 min after
which Na1mit frequency was measured and showed a decrease in fre-
quency (n 5 5). Cell perfusion for 30 min with a Ca21-free solution (see
Materials and Methods) decreased Na1mit spiking frequency by the same
amount (n 5 5). However, thapsigargin (1 lM) which induces an ER
Ca21 release did not alter spiking frequency (n 5 3). Data are shown
as percent of control 6 SEM. (ns, nonsignificant; ***P < 0.001 using a
paired t-test, compared with the control condition).
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et al., 2002). During the recording period, stained mito-
chondria displayed no detectable morphological signs of
fission or fusion linked to CR transients. Fission or
fusion should result in similar change in other mito-
chondrial labeling. However, CR transients occurred
without coincident alteration of rhodamine 123 staining,
a mitochondrial selective dye. In addition, it has been
recently reported that thapsigargin induces rapid Ca21-
dependent fragmentation of mitochondria (Hom et al.,
2007). Such treatment did not modify Na1mit spiking ac-
tivity in our astrocyte preparation. Thus, it can be con-
cluded that Na1mit spiking activity is a mitochondrial
process distinct from fusion or fission. It is interesting to
note that, whereas the nonneural cell types tested in
our study (MIN-6 and MCF-7 cells) displayed a typical
mitochondrial staining pattern, they exhibited a 21-fold
and 31-fold lower Na1mit spiking activity, respectively,
than astrocytes under identical experimental conditions.
This observation could indicate that Na1mit spiking is
preferentially expressed in cell types experiencing sub-

stantial intracellular Na1 concentration changes during
activity, such as neurons and astrocytes (Bernardinelli
et al., 2004; Pivovarova et al., 2002).

To elucidate whether the driving force of Na1 influx
into mitochondria during spiking derives from the
strongly negative potential across the inner membrane,
we set up an experimental protocol to simultaneously re-
cord both Na1mit and DWmit and found that the vast ma-
jority of Na1mit spikes were accompanied with depolariza-
tions of similar aspect. However both the onset and the
peak of depolarization appeared to follow Na1mit changes
with a certain lag. This lag is most probably due to dif-
ferences in response kinetics of the two probes. Never-
theless, the coincidence and similar timecourse of DWmit

and Na1mit signals are consistent with the notion that
the electrophoretic Na1 entry induces mitochondrial
depolarization (Bernardi et al., 1990). The fact that such
coincident depolarizations could not be detected using
rhodamine 123, a potential-sensitive dye based on a dif-
ferent principle, probably indicates that the magnitude

Fig. 6. Relationship between Na1mit spiking activity and cellular
ATP levels. (A) Cellular ATP was depleted using 10 mM 2DG plus 1
lM oligomycin (left), or was decreased by glutamate (200 lM) applica-
tion (center), or transiently increased by treatment of the cells with
ouabain 1mM (right). The effectiveness of these maneuvers was
assessed by monitoring relative ATP levels using Magnesium Green flu-
orescence changes. To make the data more legible, the fluorescence
scale is shown as 1-F/F0, which is directly proportional with ATP levels.

(B) Relative ATP levels during corresponding protocol shown in (A).
Data are means 6 SEM of three to four experiments for each protocol.
(C) Using identical protocols, Na1mit spiking frequency was measured.
The resulting spiking frequency was then plotted against the relative
ATP levels summarized in (B) and showed a monotonical relationship
between the two parameters. Spiking frequencies are presented as per-
cent of control 6 SEM from five to seven experiments for each protocol.
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of transient depolarizations was limited. In addition, the
complete reversibility of both DWmit and Na1mit signals
after spiking speaks against a complete collapse of
potential. Assuming that mitochondrial depolarization
was caused by Na1mit influx and considering that the
involvement of the electrogenic Na1/Ca21 exchanger
was excluded on the basis of the lack of effect of the in-
hibitor CGP-37157, the identity of the pathway for elec-
trophoretic Na1 entry appears to be a cation uniporter.
Indeed Na1mit spiking activity was severely impaired by
ruthenium red, a blocker of the mitochondrial Ca21 and
Na1 uniporters (Kapus et al., 1990; Kirichok et al.,
2004). Conversely, weakening of the driving force of the
mitochondrial cation uniporter using the uncoupler
FCCP diminished Na1mit spiking activity. Finally, the
flux through the mitochondrial Na1 uniporter was
reported to display an optimum at alkaline pH (7.5–8),
which is consistent with our observations of increased
spiking activity at higher intracellular pH (Bernardi,
1999; Bernardi et al., 1990). Taken together, mitochon-
drial cation uniporters are realistic candidates for medi-
ating Na1 entry pathway during spiking.

The Na1/H1 exchanger of the inner mitochondrial
membrane is described as the mechanism responsible
for maintaining or restoring low Na1mit levels. We have
recently shown that this transport system is critically
involved in the regulation of Na1mit in astrocytes sub-
jected to global intracellular Na1 increase (Bernardinelli
et al., 2006). An integrated model of Ca21, Na1 and H1

fluxes occurring in mitochondria during cardiac myocyte
pacing activity recently showed that the Na1 flux medi-
ated by the Na1/H1 exchanger can reach 20 mM/s dur-
ing pacing at 1–2 Hz (Nguyen et al., 2007). This value is
higher than what found in our experiments during
Na1mit spiking (5.2 6 0.7 mM/s), making the Na1/H1

exchanger a plausible pathway involved during Na1mit

spiking. The present report shows that inhibition of mi-
tochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger strongly diminished
Na1mit spiking activity. Other pieces of evidence point to
a key role of this mechanism, namely the relationship
with Na1 and pH changes. In particular, the frequency
of Na1mit spiking was found to be diminished by cellular
Na1 depletion. However, Na1mit spiking frequency was
not correlated with Na1mit above basal level. For
instance, ouabain treatment, which increases cytosolic
as well as mitochondrial Na1mit levels, had a more pro-
nounced effect on spiking frequency at 30 s when Na1

levels are only increased by a few milimolar than after 5
min of ouabain application, when Na1mit levels have con-
siderably increased (Bernardinelli et al., 2006). The
Na1/H1 exchanger isoform NHE1 at the plasma mem-
brane has an affinity for extracellular Na1 of 3–50 mM
(Putney et al., 2002), which means that because extrac-
ellular Na1 concentration greatly exceeds these values,
most exchangers operate under condition of saturation
with respect to external Na1 and under the driving force
of the transmembrane Na1 concentration. It might be a
different situation in mitochondria, as the mitochondrial
matrix Na1 concentration was estimated to be in the
range 12–18 mM in astrocytes (Bernardinelli et al.,

2006) and where the driving force for Na1/H1 exchange
is rather the transmembrane proton gradient. It is
assumed that mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchangers display
a Km of �26 mM for Na1 and are symmetrical in their
interaction with Na1 (Bers et al., 2003), with a conse-
quence of being reversible. Another characteristic of the
exchanger could also explain the observation that Na1mit

spiking was strongly enhanced by cellular alkalinization.
The corresponding exchanger at the plasma membrane
is known to contain proton modifier sites, distinct from
the proton transport site that critically controls the ac-
tivity of transport (Wakabayashi et al., 2003). This was
shown to be the case for three isoforms of the exchanger
(NHE1, NHE2, and NHE3), and is likely to be also
found in the mitochondrial isoform. Thus, in addition to
cation uniporters (see above), the Na1/H1 exchanger
could also underlie the observed effects of alkalinization
both by a modulation of transporter turnover rate and
by the alteration of pH gradients.

We found that Na1mit spiking activity was strongly
affected by a decrease in calcium concentration, which
indicated that Ca21 appears to have a permissive role
on spiking, although not through direct involvement of
mitochondrial Na1/Ca21 exchangers. As mitochondria
are in close interaction with ER (Rizzuto et al., 1998),
we tested if Na1mit could be induced by spontaneous ER
Ca21 release as it was reported in cardiomyocytes
(Duchen et al., 1998). Emptying the Ca21 stores with
thapsigargin had no effect on Na1mit spiking. In addition,
astrocytes are known to display spontaneous cytosolic
Ca21 oscillations both in culture and in situ (Parri et al.,
2001). However, these oscillations involve generalized
cellular Ca21 movements, very different from the local-
ized Na1mit spikes observed here. Moreover, Ca21 transi-
ents have threefold to fivefold longer duration than
Na1mit spikes. Thus, it can be concluded that Na1mit spik-
ing activity was not correlated with cellular Ca21 oscilla-
tion, without excluding a potential long-term regulatory
effect of Ca21 oscillations.

As discussed earlier, several observations led us to
conclude that increased cytosolic or mitochondrial Na1

levels were not directly influencing Na1mit spiking fre-
quency. For instance, glutamate application rapidly and
substantially increases cytosolic and mitochondrial Na1

concentrations in astrocytes, yet it decreased spiking
frequency. These considerations led us to look into
another element that could link these observations,
namely ATP levels. Na1-coupled glutamate uptake
causes a substantial energy burden to astrocytes. The
influx of Na1 causes the Na1 pump to more than double
its activity, with corresponding increase in ATP hydroly-
sis (Chatton and Magistretti, 2005). Conversely, block-
ing the Na1 pump, which accounts for about half of the
total cellular ATP consumption in these cells, causes a
sizable decreased ATP hydrolysis. Therefore we investi-
gated to what extent cellular ATP levels, could be con-
sidered a factor influencing mitochondrial Na1 spiking.
Using a set of experimental maneuvers aimed at either
decreasing or increasing ATP levels, we found indica-
tions that spiking was positively correlated with ATP
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levels, which might indicate that ATP plays a modula-
tory or feedback role on Na1mit spiking. Several cellular
elements could mediate such a modulation. For
instance, a mitochondrial Na1 permeable uniporter was
described to be opened in low divalent cation containing
medium and its open-state could be induced by ATP
(Bernardi et al., 1990). Also, the activity of the Na1/H1

exchanger at the plasma membrane is known to be
modulated by ATP (Demaurex et al., 1997; Wakabayashi
et al., 2003).

Spontaneous mitochondrial depolarizations have been
observed in neurons using the same mitochondrial
potentiometric dye JC-1 used in our studies with astro-
cytes (Buckman and Reynolds, 2001). It is conceivable
that a similar situation occurs in neurons and that
Na1mit spikes could be at the origin of the observed mito-
chondrial depolarization. Taking the results of the pres-
ent study together, we could speculate that mitochon-
drial depolarizations are driven by the opening of a
mitochondrial cation uniporter in microdomains contain-
ing a high levels of ATP, inducing a substantial increase
in Na1mit subsequently extruded by the mitochondrial
Na1/H1 exchanger powered by the proton motive force.
However, the experiments performed in this study do
not allow discriminating between intra- and extramito-
chondrial ATP. As the existence of cytosolic ATP
domains has been recently proposed to be unlikely
(Barros and Martinez, 2007), mitochondrial ATP could
be the triggering factor. Conversely, the activity of the
mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger during Na1mit spiking,
is expected to substantially alter pH in the mitochon-
drial matrix and intermembrane space, which could
impact on the proton electrochemical gradient used by
the ATP synthase. Thus, Na1mit spiking could have a
modulatory role on mitochondrial energy production.

Finally, this first demonstration of spontaneous Na1mit

spiking activity might reveal of critical importance for
the understanding of astrocyte metabolism. First, intra-
cellular Na1 is a pivotal element in the bioenergetics of
astrocytes enabling the coupling of neuronal activity and
astrocyte metabolic response (Magistretti et al., 1999).
In astrocytes, intracellular Na1 is increasingly recog-
nized as a factor critically involved in the regulation of
energy metabolism, at the level of both intercellular and
sub-cellular communication (Bernardinelli et al., 2004,
2006). Although astrocytes are electrically nonexcitable,
they are subject to substantial variations in their cyto-
solic Na1 concentration, as they are responsible for
actively maintaining low extracellular levels of gluta-
mate in the brain using the Na1-coupled glutamate
uptake (Danbolt, 2001). Astrocytes are known to favor
aerobic glycolysis over oxidative phosphorylation as a
response to enhanced glutamate uptake (Magistretti
et al., 1999). Further work is needed to determine
whether the decrease in Na1mit spiking frequency coinci-
dent with glutamate application is involved in the pat-
tern of metabolic response of astrocytes, and whether
spiking represents a form of frequency encoding of sub-
cellular metabolic information, as proposed for Ca21

oscillations in hepatocytes (Hajnoczky et al., 1995).

In conclusion, the present study shows that individual
mitochondria in intact astrocytes display spontaneous
transients of their Na1 content. The underlying mecha-
nisms of this spiking activity involve the activity of mi-
tochondrial cation uniporters and mitochondrial Na1/H1

exchangers. Ca21 was found to play a permissive role,
whereas cellular ATP level a positive influence on Na1mit

spiking activity.
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2. Specificity of ionic alterations during spontaneous 

mitochondrial Na+ transient 

The detailed mechanisms mediating Na
+
 entry into mitochondria as well as events triggering 

mitochondrial Na
+
 transients remain to be clarified. In particular, mitochondrial Na

+
 transients involve 

a ruthenium red-sensitive pathway, compatible with cation uniporter, whose identity is still unclear. In 

this part of the project, we have investigated the specificity of ionic alterations during mitochondrial 

Na
+
 transients. I performed the experiments. I analyzed the results and prepared the figures with Jean-

Yves Chatton. Part of this work was presented on a poster presented at the 6
th
 FENS forum of 

European Neurosciences (Geneva, 2008).  

In the previous section, we showed that individual mitochondria of astrocytes exhibit spontaneous 

transient increases of Na
+
 concentration, simultaneously with transient mitochondrial depolarization 

(Azarias et al., 2008). In myocytes, spontaneous individual mitochondrial depolarizations have been 

linked to an increase of the activity of the mitochondrial inner membrane chain (Wang et al., 2008). 

As mitochondrial Na
+
 transients are also coincident with transient mitochondrial depolarizations, we 

hypothesized that mitochondrial Na
+
 transients may be coincident with alterations of the mitochondrial 

matrix pH potentially due to increase of the mitochondrial respiratory chain activity. We addressed 

this issue by using transfected astrocytes expressing MitoSypHer, a genetically-encoded fluorescent 

probe targeted to mitochondrial matrix and sensitive to pH (Azarias et al.), submitted;(Demaurex and 

Poburko, 2009). We observed that individual mitochondria of resting astrocytes exhibited transient 

increases of their MitoSypHer fluorescence intensity corresponding to mitochondrial alkaline 

transients (Fig. 15). 

                   

Fig. 15: Astrocyte mitochondria exhibit individual spontaneous transient alkalinizations of 

mitochondrial matrix as revealed with the mitochondrially-targeted pH-sensitive probe 
MitoSypHer. (a) Fluorescence images depicting MitoSypHer fluorescence pattern. A mitochondrion 

exhibiting a mitochondrial alkaline transient is indicated with an arrow in the bottom image. (b) 

Example trace of calibrated mitochondrial alkaline transient in single mitochondrion of resting 

astrocytes. 
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Similar to mitochondrial Na
+
 transients, mitochondrial alkaline transients occurred spontaneously in 

individual mitochondria and with durations comparable with mitochondrial Na
+
 transients. Therefore, 

we tested if spontaneous mitochondrial Na
+
 transients were coincident with mitochondrial alkaline 

transients by labelling MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes with CoroNa Red to monitor both Na
+

mit and 

pHmit in the same mitochondrion (Fig. 16). 

 

Fig. 16: Mitochondrial Na+ transients are coincident with mitochondrial alkaline transients. 

MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes loaded with CoroNa Red. 

As seen in Fig. 16, we observed that spontaneous mitochondrial Na
+
 transients are coincident with 

mitochondrial alkaline transients. As we reported that mitochondrial Na
+
 transients were also 

coincident with mitochondrial depolarizations, we verified that mitochondrial alkaline transients were 

coincident with mitochondrial depolarization. We addressed this issue by labelling MitoSypHer 

transfected astrocytes with the mitochondrial dye TMRE, sensitive to electrical potential. As could be 

expected from our previous results, we observed that spontaneous pH transients coincided with 

transient mitochondrial depolarizations (Fig. 17). 

 

Fig. 17. Mitochondrial alkaline transients are coincident with mitochondrial depolarization. 
MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes loaded with the mitochondrial electrical potential-sensitive probe 

TMRE in unquenched mode. 
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Finally, we asked whether mitochondrial transients involved other ions such as Ca
2+

. We tested this 

hypothesis by monitoring mitochondrial alkaline transients and mitochondrial Ca
2+

 concentration in 

the same astrocytes. We found that mitochondrial alkaline transients were not coincident with 

detectable alteration of mitochondrial Ca
2+

 level (Fig. 18). In several experiments, the mitochondrial 

Ca
2+

 level spontaneously oscillated at a stable frequency. These mitochondrial Ca
2+

 oscillations, 

certainly reflecting the cytosolic Ca
2+

 oscillations, were without temporal or spatial coincidence with 

mitochondrial alkaline transients. We found that mitochondrial alkaline transients occurred at any 

moment during and between mitochondrial Ca
2+

 oscillations (not shown).  

 

Fig. 18: Mitochondrial alkaline transients are not coincident with detectable changes in 
mitochondrial Ca2+ concentration. MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes labelled with the 

mitochondrial specific Ca
2+

 sensor Rhod2. Application of p-Trifluoromethoxy carbonyl cyanide 

phenyl hydrazone (FCCP 1µM, represented by a black arrow) was used as control of mitochondrial 

specificity of MitoSypHer and Rhod2 (n=7, 16 mitochondria). 

Taken together, our results indicated that mitochondrial transients correspond to selective changes in 

ionic concentrations within the same mitochondria. Spontaneous mitochondrial transients were 

characterized by an entry of Na
+
 and increase of mitochondrial matrix pH without coincident change 

in mitochondrial Ca
2+

 level. 

However, the mechanisms leading to the initiation of a mitochondrial transient remained unexplored. 

As we showed that the frequency of mitochondrial Na
+
 transients was sensitive to the cellular ATP 

level, we investigated the possibility of a link between mitochondrial Na
+
 transients and ATP levels in 

the local mitochondrial environment. To address this issue, we performed a simultaneous labelling of 

astrocytes with CoroNa Red (mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration) and Magnesium Green (free 

magnesium concentration). The Magnesium Green method provides an indirect assessment of 

intracellular ATP concentration, as ATP displays a ∼10 fold higher affinity for Mg
2+

 than ADP and 
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binds a large proportion of Mg
2+

. Therefore, a decrease in Magnesium Green fluorescence indicates an 

increase in ATP concentration. Mitochondrial Na
+
 transients were coincident with transient decrease 

of free magnesium concentration suggesting a brief increase of ATP availability in the immediate 

vicinity of mitochondria exhibiting a transient (Fig. 19). 

 

Fig. 19: Simultaneous monitoring of ATP level using Magnesium Green and mitochondrial Na+ 
transients in resting astrocytes. (n=6, 24 mitochondria).  

Taken together, these experiments provide a more complete picture of spontaneous mitochondrial 

transients in resting astrocytes. We found that mitochondria exhibiting a mitochondrial transient 

experienced opposite changes in Na
+
 and H

+
 concentrations whereas Ca

2+
 level remained stable. In 

addition we showed evidence suggesting that a microdomain of low free Mg
2+

 concentration, 

potentially associated with increase of ATP concentration, was coincident with mitochondrial Na
+
 

transient. 
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C. Effect of glutamatergic stimulation on mitochondrial ionic 

homeostasis 

Astrocytes exhibit a substantial density of mitochondria able to transform glucose in energy in a 

highly efficient manner. However, according to the astrocyte-neuron lactate hypothesis, the metabolic 

response of astrocytes is predominantly glycolytic. This biocellular paradox raises the following 

question: why does excitatory neurotransmission evoke a metabolic response in astrocytes with a 

prevalence of glycolysis instead of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation? 

To tackle this issue, we used fluorescence imaging techniques in cultured cortical astrocytes to 

investigate the impact of neuronal activity on mitochondrial metabolism. We showed that astrocyte 

mitochondria are sensitive to the alterations of cytosolic ion concentrations induced by glutamate-

uptake. Glutamate uptake increased mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration in parallel with cytosolic Na

+
 

(Bernardinelli et al., 2006). Similarly, we found that glutamate uptake led to mitochondrial 

acidification. We provided several pieces of evidence suggesting that glutamate mediates a pH-

mediated tuning of mitochondrial metabolism in astrocytes (Azarias et al.), submitted). 

1. In situ fluorescence imaging of glutamate-evoked 

mitochondrial Na+ responses in astrocytes 

This study shows that mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration increases in astrocytes as a result of plasma 

membrane glutamate transporter activity. We investigated the dynamics of mitochondrial Na
+
 

concentration in astrocytes using fluorescence microscopy. Several pieces of evidence pointed to the 

involvement of the mitochondrial Na
+
/Ca

2+
 exchanger in the entry of Na

+
 into mitochondria and of the 

mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger as a mechanism to restore mitochondrial Na

+
 concentration to basal 

level. 

I performed the experiments shown in Fig. 4 and I participated in writing the manuscript with Jean-

Yves Chatton and Yann Bernardinelli. 
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ABSTRACT
Astrocytes can experience large intracellular Na1 changes
following the activation of the Na1-coupled glutamate trans-
port. The present study investigated whether cytosolic Na1

changes are transmitted to mitochondria, which could there-
fore influence their function and contribute to the overall
intracellular Na1 regulation. Mitochondrial Na1 (Naþmit)
changes were monitored using the Na1-sensitive fluorescent
probe CoroNa Red (CR) in intact primary cortical astrocytes,
as opposed to the classical isolated mitochondria preparation.
The mitochondrial localization and Na1 sensitivity of the dye
were first verified and indicated that it can be safely used as
a selective Naþmit indicator. We found by simultaneously moni-
toring cytosolic and mitochondrial Na1 using sodium-binding
benzofuran isophthalate and CR, respectively, that gluta-
mate-evoked cytosolic Na1 elevations are transmitted to mi-
tochondria. The resting Naþmit concentration was estimated at
19.06 0.8 mM, reaching 30.16 1.2 mM during 200 lM gluta-
mate application. Blockers of conductances potentially med-
iating Na1 entry (calcium uniporter, monovalent cation con-
ductances, K1

ATP channels) were not able to prevent the
Naþmit response to glutamate. However, Ca21 and its
exchange with Na1 appear to play an important role in med-
iating mitochondrial Na1 entry as chelating intracellular
Ca21 with BAPTA or inhibiting Na1/Ca21 exchanger with
CGP-37157 diminished the Naþmit response. Moreover, intra-
cellular Ca21 increase achieved by photoactivation of caged
Ca21 also induced a Naþmit elevation. Inhibition of mitochon-
drial Na/H antiporter using ethylisopropyl-amiloride caused
a steady increase in Naþmit without increasing cytosolic Na1,
indicating that Na1 extrusion from mitochondria is mediated
by these exchangers. Thus, mitochondria in intact astrocytes
are equipped to efficiently sense cellular Na1 signals and to
dynamically regulate their Na1 content. VVC 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

After its synaptic release, glutamate is rapidly taken
up by surrounding astrocytes, thus preventing the exci-
totoxic buildup of extracellular glutamate. This extre-
mely efficient transport system of astrocytes utilizes the
steep electrochemical gradient of Na1 across the cell
membrane as the driving force (Danbolt, 2001). As a
consequence of this transport activity, the astrocytes are
among the few cell types that can experience large var-

iations in their cytosolic Na1 concentration (Naþcyt),
which can increase by 20–30 mM in a few seconds (Ber-
nardinelli et al., 2004; Chatton et al., 2000; Rose and
Ransom, 1996).

The Naþcyt increases lead to a >2-fold enhancement of
Na1/K1-ATPase activity for extracellular glutamate con-
centrations expected to be seen by astrocytes during
neuronal activity (Chatton et al., 2000, 2003), thus caus-
ing an energy burden sufficient to lead to a drop in cel-
lular ATP levels (Chatton and Magistretti, 2005). This
increased energy need is believed to stimulate the astro-
cyte energy metabolism and glucose uptake. These pro-
cesses appear to be spatially and temporally coordinated
by an elaborate dynamic intercellular signaling (Bernar-
dinelli et al., 2004).

Mitochondria play a central role in cellular ATP pro-
duction as they host the citric acid cycle and oxidative
phosphorylation. Despite the highly efficient mitochon-
drial energy production, it appears that the glutamate-
evoked metabolic response of astrocytes is primarily gly-
colytic (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994).

If glutamate-evoked variations of Naþcyt were trans-
mitted to mitochondria, they could participate to the
modulation of the overall Na1 and metabolic responses
of astrocytes. Mitochondria are thought to express a
complex repertoire of cation conductances and transpor-
ters (Bernardi, 1999; Brierley et al., 1994) that could
mediate a significant Na1 flux across mitochondrial
membranes. Because electrophysiological approaches are
extremely difficult to apply on mitochondria due to the
small size of these organelles, these conductances have
been unveiled mostly using pharmacological approaches
on isolated mitochondria. Studying mitochondrial func-
tion in situ in intact living cells is complicated by the
presence of the cell membrane. Nevertheless, these
types of studies become accessible owing to the develop-
ment of fluorescent indicators of mitochondrial functions
and imaging tools. In particular, Ca21 is known to be
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exchanged across the inner mitochondrial membrane in
a dynamic way (Malli et al., 2003) in register with cyto-
solic Ca21 changes. As other cations, Na1 is expected to
be strongly attracted into mitochondria because of the
highly negative electrical potential inside the mitochon-
drial matrix. Recently, a Na1 fluorescent indicator Co-
roNa Red (CR) was described (Jayaraman et al.,
2001a,b), and shown to localize in mitochondria of differ-
ent cell types (Baron et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2004),
opening to new perspectives for the study of mitochon-
drial Na1 homeostasis and its potential link to energy
metabolism in astrocytes. Here, we investigated the Na1

dynamics in mitochondria in their native cellular envir-
onment and, more specifically, assessed whether Naþcyt
changes observed in response to glutamate transport
activation are transmitted to mitochondria. We show
that mitochondria in intact astrocytes possess mechan-
isms for efficiently sensing cytosolic Na1 changes and
dynamically regulating their Na1 content.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell Culture

Cortical astrocytes in primary culture were obtained
from 1- to 3-day-old OF1 and C57BL/6 mice as described
previously (Sorg and Magistretti, 1992). Cells were
grown at confluency for 3 weeks on glass coverslips in
DME medium supplemented with 10% FCS.

Fluorimetric Characterization

The Na1 sensitivity and selectivity of CoroNa Red (CR;
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was tested in vitro on a
spectrofluorimeter (Perkin–Elmer, Wellesley, MA) in the
absence of cells or mitochondria. Fluorescence was excited
at 530 nm and measured at 580 nm. CR was dissolved at
0.1 lM in intracellular-like saline containing (mM) the fol-
lowing: K1-gluconate, 138, NaCl 8; MgCl2, 5; EGTA, 1;
CaCl2, 0.5; HEPES, 10, pH 7.2. For Na1 titration, NaCl
concentration was varied from 0 to 400 mM. Solutions
with various pH values were titrated using KOH. Sensi-
tivity of the CR to K1 was tested by adding known
amounts of K1-gluconate. CR sensitivity to Ca21 was
tested using solutions of defined free Ca21 concentration
in the presence of 1 mM EGTA as calculated using the
Maxchelator software (Chris Patton, Stanford University,
http://www.stanford.edu/~cpatton/maxc.html).

Fluorescence Imaging

Cells were loaded at 37�C for 18 min with 1 lM CR in a
HEPES-buffered balanced solution (see below) and then
superfused at 37�C in a thermostated chamber (Chatton
et al., 2000). MitoTracker Green FM (5 lM, Molecular
Probes) was loaded using the same procedure. For simul-
taneous cytosolic and mitochondrial Na1 imaging, cells
were loaded for 75 min with 15 lM of the acetoxymethyl

ester derivative of sodium-binding benzofuran isophtha-
late (SBFI-AM, Teflabs, Austin, TX) at 37�C, and with CR
(1 lM) for the last 18 min of incubation.

Dynamic intracellular ion imaging was performed on
an inverted epifluorescence microscope (Axiovert 100M,
Carl Zeiss, Germany) using a 40 3 1.3 N.A. oil-immer-
sion objective lens. Fluorescence excitation wavelengths
were selected using a monochromator (Till Photonics,
Planegg, Germany) and fluorescence was detected using
a 12-bit cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments,
Trenton, NJ). CR fluorescence was excited at 560 nm
and detected at >580 nm. For dual CR and SBFI ima-
ging, a double band dichroic mirror (�420 and �575 nm)
and emission filter (�510 and �600 nm) were used (Chroma
Technology Rockingham, VT), and fluorescence was se-
quentially excited at 340, 380, and 550 nm. Image acqui-
sition was computer-controlled using the software Meta-
fluor (Universal Imaging, Reading, PA) running on a
Pentium computer. Regions of interest with high density
of mitochondria and excluding nuclei were selected in
individual cells, and the average fluorescence signal inside
these regions was analyzed over time.

Flash Photolysis

Ca21 photorelease was performed using a high power
UV LED (365 nm/100 mW) system as previously described
(Bernardinelli et al., 2005). The UV light was delivered to
the specimen by means of a multimode fused silica 50-lm
core optical fiber positioned 20 lm above the cell surface to
illuminate a spot of about 303 60 lm2 corresponding to 3–
4 cells of the confluent monolayer. For these experiments,
we used the caged Ca21 compound o-nitrophenyl EGTA
(NP-EGTA) that gets fragmented by UV light in two parts
having negligible Ca21 affinities, resulting in fast Ca21

release (Ellis-Davies et al., 1996). NP-EGTA was loaded
into astrocytes using its membrane-permeant derivative
NP-EGTA-AM (30 min, 8 lM; Molecular Probes). Cells
were then placed back in the incubator for 3–4 h to allow
the compound to become gradually saturated with Ca21

before loading the Ca21-probe Fluo-4 AM (6 lM, 30 min;
Teflabs) or CR as described earlier. For these experiments,
we used an inverted epifluorescence microscope (Diaphot
300, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a 40 3 1.3 N.A.
oil-immersion objective lens (Nikon), a fast filter wheel for
selection of excitation wavelengths (Sutter Instruments,
Novato, CA), and a Gen III1 intensified CCD Camera
(VideoScope International, Washington DC).

Confocal Imaging

Confocal imaging of CR and MitoTracker Green FM
was performed on living cells on a LSM 510 Meta confo-
cal microscope with a 63 3 1.4 N.A. oil immersion objec-
tive (Carl Zeiss), with sequential excitation at 543 and
488 nm, respectively. For dual staining experiments, a
double band primary dichroic mirror was used (488/543
nm), and the fluorescence emission was detected on two
channels (496–529 nm and 561–636 nm, respectively)
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selected on the photomultiplier array spectral detector
(Meta detector). The spectral detector was also used to
record dye emission spectra from single mitochondria.

Experimental Solutions

Solutions contained (mM) the following: NaCl, 135;
KCl, 5.4; NaHCO3, 25; CaCl2, 1.3; MgSO4, 0.8; NaH2PO4,
0.78; glucose, 5, bubbled with 5% CO2/95% air. The solu-
tion used to deliver BAPTA-AM (50 lM) to cells con-
tained in addition 1 g% bovine serum albumin and
10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). The solution for cellular dye
loading contained (mM) the following: NaCl, 135; KCl,
5.4; HEPES, 20; CaCl2, 1.3; MgSO4, 0.8; NaH2PO4, 0.78;
glucose, 20 (pH 7.4), and was supplemented with 0.1%
Pluronic F-127 (Molecular Probes). For experiments
involving La31, because of the poor solubility of this ion
in salines containing bicarbonate and phosphate, we
used the following solutions (mM): NaCl, 160.8; KCl,
5.4; CaCl2, 1.3; MgSO4, 0.8; HEPES, 20; glucose, 5,
bubbled with air and adjusted to pH 7.4.

In situ calibration of CR signal was attempted using a
protocol previously used for mitochondrial (Yang et al.,
2004) and cytosolic Na1 calibration (Chatton et al., 2000,
2003). Cells were permeabilized for monovalent cations
using 6 lg/ml gramicidin and 10 lMmonensin with simul-
taneous inhibition the Na1/K1-ATPase using 1 mM oua-
bain. Cells were then sequentially perfused with solutions
buffered at pH 7.2 with 20 mM HEPES and containing 0,
10, 20, and 50 mM Na1, respectively, and 30 mM Cl2 and
136 mM gluconate with a constant total concentration of
Na1 and K1 of 165 mM. Individual four-point calibration

curves were computed for cells in the field of view and
used to convert CR fluorescence ratio values into Na1 con-
centrations. During the entire procedure, the mitochon-
drial staining pattern was not altered.

Materials

Ouabain was from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland). CGP-
37157, U37883A, and glibenclamide were from Biomol-
Anawa Trading (Zurich, Switzerland). RU-360 was from
Calbiochem. Ethyl-isopropyl amiloride (EIPA) was gift
from Dr. H. Lang (Aventis Pharma, Frankfurt, Ger-
many). BAPTA-AM was from Molecular Probes. All
other compounds were from Sigma.

RESULTS
Corona Red Characterization

The ability of CR to monitor Na1 was first assessed in
vitro by spectrofluorimetry using experimental solutions
mimicking the cellular ionic environment. CR fluores-
cence increased monotonically as a function of Na1 con-
centration in the range 0–400 mM, consistent with the KD

of �200 mM reported by the manufacturer. Figure 1A
depicts the fluorescence response of CR in the range 0–
200 mM Na1 that has physiological relevance, and indi-
cates that the probe displays significant fluorescence
change in this range. We then tested the ability of the
probe to discriminate against other cations. Figure 1B
shows that K1 in the range 20–200 mM has only minor
influence on CR fluorescence. Neither pH in the range 6–

Fig. 1. Fluorometric characterization
of CR cation sensitivity. CR dissolved at
0.1 lM in intracellular-like solution (see
Methods) was excited at 530 nm and
emission was recorded at 580 nm in the
absence of cells or mitochondria. (A) Sen-
sitivity to increasing medium Na1 con-
centration in the range 0–400 mM. For
graphical clarity only values up to
200 mM are shown, although higher con-
centrations display monotonic fluores-
cence increase. The inset shows the fluo-
rescence change in the range 0–50 mM
Na1. Sensitivity to ambient K1 (B), pH
(C), and Ca21 (D) measured at constant
Na1 concentration of 8 mM (s), 20 mM
(¤), or 50 mM (�).
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8.5 (Fig. 1C) nor Ca21 in the range 0–10 lM (Fig. 1D)
markedly influenced CR fluorescence in the presence of 8
or 50 mM Na1. One can conclude from this in vitro char-
acterization that CR can be safely used as a Na1-sensitive
probe, which is consistent with previous reports
(Jayaraman et al., 2001a,b).

We then tested whether CR staining of living astro-
cytes was specific to mitochondria. After a 18 min load-
ing time, 0.7-lm thick confocal optical sections of CR-
loaded cells displayed the typical pattern of mitochon-
drial loading, with dark nuclei and punctated staining of
rod-like structures (Figs. 2A–D). Close-up view shows
that CR stain matched almost perfectly the mitochon-
drial stain Mitotracker Green FM loaded in the same
cells. To ascertain that MitoTracker dye and CR loca-
lized within the same organelles, fluorescence emission
spectra were recorded using the confocal spectral detec-
tor in structures of living cells with typical mitochon-
drial appearance and showed the spectral signature of
both dyes (Fig. 2E), with an emission peak at �600 nm
for CR and at �520 nm for MitoTracker Green FM.
These results indicated that CR indeed localizes into mi-
tochondria of living astrocytes. However, as observed by
others (Yang et al., 2004), when longer loading time or

higher CR concentrations are used, CR stained not only
mitochondria but also the rest of the cell, as shown by
the diffuse staining in Fig. 2F. For the entire study,
we optimized the loading conditions to maximize mito-
chondrial loading and systematically discarded any ex-
periment where cytosolic fluorescent staining was ob-
served at the beginning or during the course of an
experiment.

Cytosolic Na1 Changes are Transmitted
to Mitochondria

Glutamate is known to induce robust Naþcyt increases
in astrocytes mediated almost entirely by an avid Na1-
coupled uptake mechanism (Chatton et al., 2000). To
test whether these Na1 increases are transmitted to mi-
tochondria, astrocytes were loaded with CR and fluores-
cence changes were monitored by dynamic fluorescence
microscopy. Glutamate superfusion induced a clear-cut
Naþmit signal increase that returned to baseline after glu-
tamate washout (Fig. 3A). Because glutamate interacts
with several classes of receptors and is a metabolic sub-
strate of mitochondria, we assessed whether the ob-

Fig. 2. Mitochondrial localization of CR signal. Confocal images of
living astrocytes loaded with MitoTracker Green (MTG) and CR (A).
Images of CR (B), MTG (C), and the overlay of both (D) at higher mag-
nification for the region depicted in A (dotted box). Scale bar, 5 lM. (E)
Emission spectra recorded in individual mitochondria from cells loaded

with MTG (green), with CR (red), and with both (black) show that mito-
chondria contain the spectral signature of both dyes. (F) Longer incuba-
tions or higher concentrations of CR results in a diffuse staining, where
cytosolic and nuclear distribution becomes more prominent.
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served Naþmit increase could be induced by other means.
Activation of non-NMDA receptors using kainate that is
known to induce Naþcyt responses (Chatton et al., 2000)
also produced robust Naþmit responses (Fig. 3B), as well a
the glutamate transporter substrate D-aspartate (Fig. 3C).
Maximal activation of AMPA receptors using AMPA was
found to cause a weak cytosolic Na1 response with an
amplitude of 23% of the response to glutamate (Chatton
et al., 2000). This was found to be also the case on the
Naþmit response (Fig. 3D). Application of ouabain, which
increases Naþcyt by specifically inhibiting the cellular
Na1 extrusion by the Na1/K1-ATPase, led to a steady
increase in Naþmit (Fig. 3E). Finally, application of paly-
toxin, a 2,700 kDa polypeptide toxin, which binds to the
Na1/K1-ATPase on its extracellular side and transforms
it into a nonselective cation channel (Horisberger et al.,
2004), induced a massive and irreversible increase in
Naþmit (Fig. 3F).

Estimation of Naþ
mit Concentration

in Intact Astrocytes

To obtain estimates of the resting Naþmit concentration
as well as the amplitude of the observed Naþmit response,
attempts were made to calibrate CR fluorescence in situ.
The approaches described by others in Madin Darby ca-

nine kidney (MDCK) cells (Baron et al., 2005) used
permabilization of plasma membrane with ionophore in
addition to mitochondrial depolarization using p-trifluor-
omethoxy carbonyl cyanide phenyl hydrazone (FCCP).
In our hands, FCCP could not be used as it resulted in a
rapid loss of mitochondrial staining and widespread cel-
lular dye redistribution. We used instead the approach
proposed in another study in cardiomyocytes (Yang
et al., 2004), in which the plasma membrane Na1/K1-
ATPase was inhibited using ouabain, and the ionophores
monensin and gramicidin were added to permeabilize
both plasma and intracellular membranes for mono-
valent cations. Four solutions with Na1 concentrations
ranging from 0 to 50 mM were then applied to cells
and the CR fluorescence signal measured. Under these
conditions, CR remained associated to mitochondria
throughout the entire procedure. Figure 4A shows an
experiment during which a first 200 lM glutamate
application was performed and evoked the CR response
described above, after which a zero Na1 bath application
rapidly decreased the signal. Subsequent addition of per-
meabilization cocktail further reduced the signal. Bath
Na1 concentration was then stepwise increased and
resulted in proportionate CR fluorescence increase. Pla-
teau values of CR fluorescence for each applied Na1 con-
centration and each cell under study were measured
and show a monotonic increase with respect to Na1

Fig. 3. Agents known to increase cytosolic Na1 in astrocytes lead to
Naþmit increase. Representative traces of Naþmit changes in single cells
are shown for bath application of (A) glutamate (200 lM; n 5 48 cells
from 7 experiments), (B) kainate (1 mM, n 5 68 cells from 9 experi-
ments), (C) D-aspartate (200 lM; n 5 72 cells from 8 experiments), (D)

AMPA (100 lM) compared to glutamate (200 lM) on the same cell (n 5
38 cells from 5 experiments), (E) ouabain (1 mM; n 5 12 cells from 2
experiments), and (F) palytoxin (1 nM; n 5 24 cells from 3 experi-
ments). The paradigm of drug applications is indicated in the bottom of
each graph by dashed rectangles.
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(Fig. 4B). When applying each individual titration curve
to its corresponding cell, the average resting Naþmit con-
centration was found to be 19.0 6 0.8 mM, reaching
30.1 6 1.2 mM during 200 lM glutamate application
(n 5 57 cells from 8 independent experiments). In com-
parison, calibration of Naþcyt changes measured with
SBFI as described previously (Chatton et al., 2000)
yielded a resting Naþcyt concentration of 13.2 6 0.1 mM
(n 5 12 cells from 2 experiments) in the same batch of
cells. It is difficult to evaluate how well Naþmit was clamped
under these conditions; however, these values fall in the
range of estimated Naþmit values reported in the literature
(see Discussion).

Potential Pathways for Mitochondrial Na1 Entry

The inner mitochondrial membrane, capable of sus-
taining a large transmembrane electrical gradient, is
considered as the main barrier to the diffusion of ions,
but nevertheless contains several potential pathways
that could mediate the Naþmit response, including mito-
chondrial transporters, conductances, or permeability
transition pore (Bernardi, 1999; Brierley et al., 1994).

We first tested whether activating mitochondrial cation
conductances would indeed cause a Naþmit increase and
developed a methodological approach to simultaneously
monitor Naþcyt and Naþmit using SBFI and CR, respectively. Fig-
ure 5A shows that SBFI displays the typical staining of
cytosol and nuclei observed in several cell types including
astrocytes (Borin et al., 1993; Chatton et al., 2003), and
CR staining is punctated and excluded from nuclei. The
proper controls were performed to ensure the indepen-
dency of the two fluorescent signals that show no spectral
overlap (not shown).

A first 200 lM glutamate application led to an
increase in Na1 in the cytosolic and mitochondrial com-
partments with similar kinetics and without delay de-
tectable given the temporal resolution of the measure-
ment. We then used diazoxide, a compound known to
open mitochondrial KATP channels that are found in the
brain (Bajgar et al., 2001). Figure 5B shows that
although diazoxide did not influence on Naþcyt, it induced
a measurable Naþmit increase, indicating that even in ab-
sence of Naþcyt rise, opening of mitochondrial KATP chan-
nels could indeed cause an increase in Naþmit.

We then attempted to identify the pathway responsi-
ble for the glutamate-evoked Naþmit response. We first
tested compounds described as pharmacological block-
ers of several mitochondrial conductances. The com-
pounds were preincubated for up to 30 min before glu-
tamate application to take into account their potential
delayed access to mitochondrial membranes. However,
none of them was found to be alone effective at pre-
venting Naþ

mit increase induced by 200 lM glutamate.
The compounds tested were RU-360 (10 lM, n 5 7)
a blocker of the mitochondrial Ca21 uniporter; La31

(200 lM, n 5 5) a broad spectrum cation conductance
blocker; cyclosporine A (5 lM, n 5 5) and bongkrekic
acid (10 lM, n 5 3) two compounds known to block the
mitochondrial permeability transition pore; glibencla-
mide (1, 10, 50 lM, n 5 12), U37883A (100 lM, n 5 6)
and 5-hydrodroxydecanoate (500 lM, n 5 8) blockers
of mitochondrial KATP channels; and carbenoxolone
(20 lM, n 5 4) blockers of connexins, recently identi-
fied in mitochondrial membranes (Boengler et al.,
2005) (not shown).

The possible involvement of mitochondrial Na1/Ca21

exchanger was tested by applying its inhibitor CGP-
37157 (30 lM), which caused a �20% inhibition of the glu-
tamate-evoked Naþmit response (Fig. 5C). To directly probe
for a role of intracellular Ca21, BAPTA-AM (50 lM,
30 min) was loaded into the cells in order to chelate intra-
cellular free Ca21. We first verified that this maneuver
efficiently prevented subsequent glutamate-evoked Ca21

Fig. 4. Estimation of Na1mit concentration. (A) Example trace of CR
fluorescence (arbitrary fluorescence units) measured in individual
intact astrocytes showing the response to a first 200 lM glutamate
application and the CR fluorescence change caused by a switch to zero
Na1 perfusion solution and the subsequent adjunction of ouabain and
the ionophores monensin and gramicidin (hatched bars). The Na1 con-
centration in the perfusion solution was then varied as depicted in the
graph (see solution composition under material and methods). (B) De-
pendency of in situ CR fluorescence and applied bath Na1 concentra-
tion. The raw CR plateau fluorescence values were measured for each
applied Na1 solution and for each individual cell of this series of
experiments. The mean values 6 SEM of a total of 57 cells from 8 inde-
pendent experiments were plotted as a function of bath Na1 concentra-
tion, and show a monotonic relationship between the two variables with
a linear correlation R 5 0.995 (dotted line).
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elevation (not shown). After a control glutamate applica-
tion that led to Na1 response in the cytosol and mitochon-
dria, chelating Ca21 strongly inhibited the Naþmit response
without influencing Naþcyt response on the same cells as
shown in the traces in Fig. 5D. It should be mentioned
that the drift in the baseline CR signal after BAPTA
application in this figure was not observed in all experi-
ments and was less marked in cells loaded with CR alone.
Overall, BAPTA inhibited the glutamate-evoked Naþmit
response by 62.5%6 3.7% (Fig. 5C).

We finally tested whether elevating Ca21 would cause
an increase in Naþmit by locally releasing Ca21 using UV
flash photolysis. Figure 6A shows that photoactivation of
caged Ca21 indeed caused a rapid rise in intracellular free

Ca21 measured using the Ca21 probe Fluo-4 returning to
the baseline in �2 min. Interestingly, photoactivation of
NP-EGTA also caused a Naþmit response (Fig. 6B) with a
clearly distinct kinetics, but which also recovered within
�2 min. UV flashes applied on cells that had not been
loaded with NP-EGTA evoked no Naþmit response (Fig. 6C).
Taken together, these experiments show the prominent
role of Ca21 in the observed Naþmit increase, which is likely
to involve mitochondrial Ca21 exchangers.

Naþ
mit Regulation

The mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger was proposed to
be the main mechanism preventing Naþmit concentration

Fig. 5. Pathways for Na1 entry in mitochondria. (A) Naþmit and Naþcyt
were measured simultaneously by loading astrocytes with CR and
SBFI, respectively. Scale bar, 20 lm. (B) A first glutamate (200 lM) ap-
plication leads to a Na1 response both in the cytosol (dotted line) and
mitochondria (plain line). The responses appear to occur in the two
compartments with a similar kinetics and without measurable delay. Appli-
cation of the KATP channel opener diazoxide led to an increase in Naþmit
without altering Naþcyt. Representative responses of one cell out of 56
from 7 experiments. (C) Bar graph of glutamate-evoked Naþmit response

comparing the control condition with responses after BAPTA-AM treat-
ment and CGP-37157 (30 lM) application. Data are mean amplitude of
CR fluorescence increase measured in 77 cells from 11 experiments
(BAPTA) and 55 cells from 8 experiments (CGP-37175). ***P < 0.0001
using paired t-test. (D) After a first glutamate pulse leading to a Na1

response in the cytosol and mitochondria, BAPTA-AM (50 lM) was
applied for 30 min and caused a strong (62%, see panel C) inhibition of
the Naþmit response to glutamate, without decreasing the Naþcyt response
(representative curve).
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buildup favored by the large electrochemical gradient.
To test whether this is the case in situ we used the
EIPA, an inhibitor of both plasma membrane and mito-
chondrial Na1/H1 exchangers (Sastrasinh et al., 1995).
In this series of experiments, a first glutamate applica-
tion led to the Naþcyt response described in detail pre-
viously (Chatton et al., 2000) and to a simultaneous

Naþmit response (Fig. 7). When the Na1/H1 exchanger in-
hibitor EIPA was applied, Naþcyt rapidly decreased to a
lower steady-state, compatible with the cessation of a
cell membrane transport system using the transmem-
brane Na1 gradient. On the contrary, at the same time
Naþmit started to steadily increase, consistent with the in-
hibition of a transport system responsible of maintaining
a low Naþmit level against the large electrochemical gradi-
ent favoring influx of Na1 into mitochondria. When glu-
tamate was applied, the slope of this Naþmit increase was
abruptly accelerated by a factor of �3 that only ceased
when glutamate was washed out, whereas a cytosolic
Na1 response of low amplitude but regular kinetics was
evoked. It is conceivable that with their Na1 extrusion
mechanism inhibited, mitochondria become a significant
sink for cellular Na1, explaining both the initial Naþcyt
decline and the low amplitude response to glutamate.
Both Naþmit and Naþcyt recovered to their respective basal
levels after EIPA washout and a final control glutamate
application led to a similar response as the first one,
demonstrating the reversibility of effects of EIPA. Naþmit
is therefore dynamically regulated in living astrocytes
by the continuous activity of mitochondrial Na1/H1

exchangers.

DISCUSSION

Astrocytes express a high density of Na1-coupled glu-
tamate transporters, enabling them to play the essential
role of clearing up synaptically released glutamate from
the extracellular space (Danbolt, 2001). This extremely
efficient transporter system endow them with the prop-
erty of experiencing large amplitude intracellular Na1

variations, rising to up to 30–40 mM from a resting

Fig. 6. Intracellular Ca21 photorelease cause Naþmit responses. The
caged Ca21 compound NP-EGTA loaded in astrocytes was photoacti-
vated in a group of 3–4 cells. (A) Effect of a 500-ms flash on cells loaded
with Fluo-4 showing the rapid cellular Ca21 rise and its recovery. (B)
On cells loaded with CR, a 500-ms flash evoked a Naþmit response,
whereas no response was seen for flashes as long as 1 s in cells contain-

ing no caged Ca21 (C). For all panels, Cells 1–3 were located within the
illuminated spot, whereas Cell 4 was outside the photoactivated spot
(internal control). The protocols were repeated on 2–4 different cover-
lips and with up to 10 fields. The time scale for all plots is indicated in
the graph C.

Fig. 7. Regulation of Naþmit by the mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger.
A first 200 lM glutamate application evoked a Na1 increase in both
cytosolic and mitochondrial compartments. Application of EIPA, an in-
hibitor of cell membrane, and mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchangers had
strikingly different effects on Naþcyt and Naþmit. In the presence of
EIPA, Naþmit steadily increased and additional application of glutamate
accelerated its rise, whereas Naþcyt rapidly stabilized to a lower level
from which glutamate evoked a modest response. Upon glutamate
washout, Naþmit rise ceased but it went back to baseline only after
EIPA washout. A final control application of glutamate showed that the
effects of EIPA were reversible. Representative responses of one cell out
of 86 from 13 experiments.
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value of �10 mM in the presence of physiological con-
centrations of glutamate (Chatton et al., 2000). The
present study demonstrates that these robust Na1

changes occurring in the cytosol of astrocytes propagate
to the mitochondrial matrix with very similar kinetics.
This was observed for glutamate concentrations compat-
ible with values expected in the extrasynaptic space dur-
ing activity (Dzubay and Jahr, 1999).

The study of Naþmit has been so far hampered by the
lack of Na1-sensitive probe with mitochondrial specific-
ity. We show in the present study that the newly
released fluorescent probe CR is selective for Na1 and
specifically localizes in mitochondria of astrocytes. Rest-
ing Naþmit concentration was estimated to be �19 mM,
i.e. moderately higher than the 13 mM cytosolic Na1

concentration found in the present study, which falls in
the range of values (10–15 mM) that we previously
reported for astrocytes (Chatton et al., 2000, 2003). In
response to glutamate application, Naþmit increased to
�30 mM, a value similar to the one observed in the cyto-
sol. To our knowledge, Naþmit concentrations had not
been reported before for astrocytes. However, studies
using electron probe X-ray microanalysis of freeze-dried
cryosections of CA3 hippocampal dendrites (Pivovarova

et al., 2002) have reported resting mitochondrial Na1

levels of 25 mmol/kg dry weight. When adjusted to the
units used in the present study (i.e. �11–12 mmol/L),
these values are in a similar range as what we found for
astrocyte mitochondria. In comparison, resting Naþmit
was recently estimated to be �50 mM in MDCK cells
(Baron et al., 2005). Lower Naþmit values of 9.8 mM were
estimated in intact cardiomyocytes (Yang et al., 2004)
and even lower resting Naþmit concentration (�5 mM)
were reported from experiments using SBFI in per-
meabilized ventricular cardiomyocytes (Donoso et al.,
1992).

To enter the mitochondrial matrix, Na1 has to cross
two membranes in series (Fig. 8), the outer and the
inner mitochondrial membranes. In resting conditions,
the outer mitochondrial membrane is thought to present
a high permeability to small molecules and ions, because
of the presence of voltage-dependent anion channel
(VDAC) also called mitochondrial porin (Shoshan-Bar-
matz and Gincel, 2003). Several mitochondrial transpor-
ters and conductances could mediate the Na1 influx
across the inner mitochondrial membrane that contains
several cation conductances such as mitochondrial K1

channels or Ca21 channels with broad ion selectivity
(Bernardi, 1999; Brierley et al., 1994). However, none of
the pharmacological blockers of these cation conduc-
tances could convincingly prevent the Naþmit response to
glutamate. One cannot exclude that some of the com-
pounds used here on intact cells had a poor, if any,
access to their mitochondrial target or that this Na1

influx is simultaneously mediated by several entry path-
ways.

Another potential pathway for mitochondrial Na1

entry is the mitochondrial Na1/Ca21 exchanger (Ber-
nardi, 1999). Indeed, Naþmit has been so far attributed a
main role in the regulation of intramitochondrial Ca21,
through the activity of the mitochondrial Na1/Ca21

exchanger (Bers et al., 2003; Brierley et al., 1994). For
this reason, Naþmit has attracted the attention of cardiac
myocyte research because these cells experience large
cytosolic Ca21 changes that are transmitted to their mi-
tochondria (Bers et al., 2003). In these cells, Naþmit over-
load has been reported following H2O2-induced oxidative
stress (Yang et al., 2004). In axon terminals, it has been
shown that mitochondria could act either as Ca21 sinks
(Scotti et al., 1998) or as Ca21 reservoirs mobilized by
cellular Na1 influx using mitochondrial Na1/Ca21 as the
route for mitochondrial Ca21 efflux (Yang et al., 2003).
We show in the present study that Ca21, probably by
exchange with Na1, is implicated in the Na1 entry
across the inner mitochondrial membrane. Indeed, the
described inhibitor of this exchanger (CGP-37157) signif-
icantly diminished the Naþmit response to glutamate and
chelating intracellular Ca21 inhibited the Naþmit response
by �62%, without affecting the Naþcyt response to gluta-
mate. The fact that CGP-37157 had a modest inhibitory
effect of �20% could indicate a limited access of the com-
pound to the mitochondria in situ or could support the
notion that more than one pathway contributes to the

Fig. 8. Glutamate-induced Na1 elevations in astrocytes. Schematic
model of astrocytic Na1 regulation in response to glutamate (Glu). The
major cellular Na1 influx pathways in response to glutamate applica-
tion are due to Na1-dependent glutamate transporters (GLAST). Gluta-
mate also activates non-NMDA receptors that induce only minor Na1

entry as compared to transporters (not shown). Cytosolic Naþcyt is
mainly regulated by the Na1/K1-ATPase. Na1 also enters mitochondria
after crossing the highly permeable outer mitochondrial membrane
(OMM) and the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM), driven by the
highly negative electrical potential (Dwmit). The mitochondrial entry
of Na1 involves its exchange with Ca21 by the mitochondrial Na1/Ca21

exchangers (NCX). In addition, other entry pathways, including sev-
eral mitochondrial cation conductances (MCC), or mitochondrial KATP

channels (mitoKATP) may be involved. The mitochondrial Na1/H1

exchangers (NHE) is the main mechanism of Na1 extrusion from mito-
chondria.
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influx of Na1 into mitochondria. Another evidence that
supports the involvement of Ca21 is that rapid intracel-
lular Ca21 photorelease in astrocytes caused a Naþmit

response.
With an electrical potential as negative as 2150 to

2180 mV, mitochondria tend to attract cations such as
Na1, which could accumulate to concentrations higher
than 1 M (Bernardi, 1999) if no regulatory mechanisms
were present. It has been proposed that resting cardiac
myocytes maintain a low Naþmit (Donoso et al., 1992;
Jung et al., 1992) that allow them to extrude Ca21 ions
from the mitochondrial matrix using the mitochondrial
Na1/Ca21 exchanger activity. The mitochondrial Na1/H1

antiporter is the likely mechanism responsible for main-
taining the Na1 electrochemical gradient across the
inner mitochondrial membrane (Bers et al., 2003; Brier-
ley et al., 1994) by using the proton gradient actively
generated by the respiratory chain (Mitchell, 1979). The
mitochondrial Na1/H1 exchanger probably belongs to
the NHE family of transporters, but presents different
functional properties from its corresponding antiport in
the plasma membrane (Brierley et al., 1994). In particu-
lar, it does not appear to be inhibited by the plasma
membrane NHE inhibitor amiloride but is strongly
inhibited by its analogue EIPA (Brierley et al., 1994;
Sastrasinh et al., 1995). The present study provides evi-
dence that in intact astrocytes, mitochondrial Na1/H1

dynamically prevents the excessive increase in Naþmit
and maintains it in a dynamic steady-state with a rest-
ing level close to the Naþcyt concentration.

Astrocytes can generate massive Naþcyt increases
caused by Na1/glutamate uptake, one of the most promi-
nent astrocytic functions (Danbolt, 2001). Besides pre-
venting the excitotoxic buildup of interstitial glutamate
during activity, this transport plays a pivotal role in cou-
pling excitatory neuronal activity with energy metabo-
lism (Magistretti et al., 1999). The increased Naþcyt acti-
vates the plasma membrane Na1/K1 ATPase, which
more than doubles its activity (Chatton et al., 2000),
along with its associated ATP consumption, leading to a
substantial decrease in ATP levels (Chatton and Magis-
tretti, 2005). The purpose of this ability of mitochondria
to sense Naþcyt increases is yet to be clarified and could
be different from that of regulating mitochondrial Ca21

levels as proposed for other cell types. In particular,
although astrocytes possess a substantial density of mi-
tochondria, glutamate uptake enhances the formation of
lactate from aerobic glycolysis (Pellerin and Magistretti,
1994). Evidence also supports this conclusion in acute
hippocampal slices (Kasischke et al., 2004). One can
speculate whether the increased Na1 influx into mito-
chondria plays a role in modulating the metabolic re-
sponse of astrocytes, as the associated activation of mito-
chondrial Na1/H1 antiporters, which occurs to the
expense of the H1 gradient generated by the respiratory
chain, could weaken mitochondrial production of ATP. In
contrast, Ca21 that is shown in the present study to be
intimately linked to the Naþmit response is known to sti-
mulate mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (Gunter
et al., 2004). Thus, the impact of Naþmit increases on the

overall cellular energy metabolism and its relevance for
the metabolic responses in the context of neurometabolic
coupling has to be evaluated.

Little, if anything, was known on astrocytic Naþmit and
on the contribution of mitochondria to the overall intra-
cellular Na1 homeostasis. By simultaneous in situ fluo-
rescence imaging of mitochondrial and cytosolic Na1,
the present study identifies Na1 as a signal dynamically
transmitted to mitochondria and describes the mechan-
isms involved in its regulation.
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2. Tuning of the energy metabolic response in astrocytes by 

mitochondrial pH modulation 

This study investigates the role of pH changes induced by glutamate uptake on mitochondria of 

astrocytes. Using a novel genetically-encoded fluorescent probe targeted to mitochondria and sensitive 

to pH, we showed that neuronally released glutamate acidifies mitochondrial matrix of astrocytes. We 

presented several pieces of evidence suggesting that glutamate transport at the plasma membrane is the 

main mechanism responsible for mitochondrial matrix acidification. We also presented several pieces 

of evidence indicating that intracellular acidification induced by glutamate uptake decreases 

mitochondrial metabolism. This study is currently submitted for publication. 

I performed all the experiments except those presented in Fig. 5. I designed the experiments, analyzed 

the results, prepared the figures and wrote the manuscript with Jean-Yves Chatton. 
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Highlights 

• Neuronally-released glutamate causes mitochondrial acidification in astrocytes 

• Glutamate uptake induces mitochondrial matrix acidification in astrocytes 

• Glutamate-induced acidification abrogates the mitochondrial  pH gradient 

• Glutamate-induced acidification decreases in mitochondrial oxidative metabolism 
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Summary 

Clearance of neuronally released glutamate leads to an intracellular sodium concentration 

increase in astrocytes that is associated with significant metabolic cost. The proximity of 

mitochondria at glutamate uptake sites in astrocytes raises the question of the ability of 

mitochondria to respond to these energy demands. We used dynamic fluorescence imaging to 

investigate the impact of glutamatergic transmission on mitochondria in living astrocytes. 

Neuronal release of glutamate induced an intracellular acidification in astrocytes, via 

glutamate transporters, that spread over the mitochondrial matrix. Glutamate-induced 

mitochondrial matrix acidification exceeded cytosolic acidification and abrogated cytosol-to-

mitochondrial matrix pH gradient. By decoupling glutamate uptake from cellular 

acidification, we found that glutamate induced a pH-mediated decrease in mitochondrial 

metabolism. These findings suggest a model where excitatory neurotransmission dynamically 

regulates astrocyte energy metabolism by limiting the contribution of mitochondria to the 

metabolic response, thereby preventing excessive mitochondrial reactive oxygen species 

production and increasing oxygen availability for neurons. 

 

 

Key words : mitochondria; glia; brain energy metabolism; pH; sodium; calcium; glutamate 

transport; fluorescence microscopy 
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Introduction 

Recent advances in neuroenergetics tend to indicate that the major energetic cost in brain 

cortex takes place at glutamatergic synapses (Alle et al., 2009; Sibson et al., 1998) and 

involves a tight metabolic coupling between neurons and perisynaptic astroglial processes 

surrounding glutamatergic synapses (Chatton et al., 2003; Magistretti, 2009; Voutsinos-

Porche et al., 2003). It has been proposed that the activity of glutamate transporters expressed 

at the plasma membrane of astrocytes is associated with an intracellular Na+ increase 

correlated with the mobilization of the plasma membrane Na,K-ATPase activity and an 

ensuing substantial increase in ATP consumption (Magistretti et al., 1999). Consistently, it 

has been recently shown that glutamatergic synaptic activity triggers an energetic demand in 

astrocytes that generates a diffusion gradient for glucose within a network of astrocytes, 

directly linked to the level of neuronal activity (Rouach et al., 2008). The nature and 

regulation of the glucose metabolism within astrocytes are of crucial importance for the 

interpretation of functional neuroimaging signals and remain a debated issue. In vitro 

experiments showed that glutamate uptake enhances lactate release suggesting that glycolysis 

is the dominant pathway involved (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994). However, the contribution 

of mitochondria to the metabolic response remains elusive (Pellerin and Magistretti, 2003), 

even though direct and indirect evidence suggests a certain degree of oxidative activity in 

astrocytes (Lovatt et al., 2007; Wyss et al., 2009). 

Ultrastructural analysis of astrocyte-neuron tripartite synapses have indicated that fine 

astrocytic processes ensheathing synapses contain a substantial density of mitochondria 

(Grosche et al., 1999; Lovatt et al., 2007; Oberheim et al., 2009). Accordingly, it was 

estimated that astrocytes account for about 25% of total brain oxidative metabolism as 

measured by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (Serres et al., 2008). The presence of 

mitochondria in the immediate vicinity of plasmalemmal glutamate transporters in astrocytes 

(Bezzi et al., 2004; Chaudhry et al., 1995; Haugeto et al., 1996) raises the question of whether 

factors such as ion concentration changes associated with glutamate uptake have an impact on 

mitochondrial metabolism. 

To address this issue, we used cultured cortical astrocytes as a model of perisynaptic 

astroglial process. The thin morphology of astrocytes in culture enables studying 

mitochondria in the immediate proximity of plasma membrane glutamate transporters and in 

an intact cellular environment. We used real time fluorescence imaging to follow intracellular 

ionic alterations during glutamate superfusion and studied the impact of glutamate on the 
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metabolism of astrocyte mitochondria in situ. In previous studies, we have shown that the 

mitochondrial Na+ concentration increases as a result of glutamate transporter activity 

(Bernardinelli et al., 2006). In the present study, using a fluorescent pH biosensor targeted to 

the mitochondrial matrix, we show that glutamate, released from neurons or applied by 

superfusion, induces a dose-dependent proton transfer into mitochondria that depends on 

glutamate transporter activity. We further show that this proton transfer weakens the cytosol-

to-mitochondrial matrix pH gradient and decreases mitochondrial oxidative metabolism. 
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Results 

Glutamate Induces Mitochondrial pH Changes in Astrocytes 

Glutamate uptake was shown to decrease cytosolic pH in cultured astrocytes (Rose and 

Ransom, 1996) and in hippocampal slices (Amato et al., 1994) but the impact of cytosolic 

acidification on mitochondrial physiology is not known. To address this issue, we used the 

genetically-encoded pH-sensitive fluorescent biosensor MitoSypHer targeted to the 

mitochondrial matrix (Demaurex and Poburko, 2009). Two-week old cultured astrocytes 

transfected with MitoSypHer plasmid exhibited a fluorescent protein expression pattern 

typical of mitochondrial labeling, with dark nuclei and punctate staining of rod-like structures 

(Fig. 1a1). In living cells, the expression of MitoSypHer perfectly matched the MitoTracker 

Red mitochondrial staining (Fig. 1a2-3) and fluorescence excitation ratio was correlated with 

pH (Fig. 1b1). 

According to the chemioosmotic coupling hypothesis, mitochondrial matrix is expected to 

be more alkaline than cytosol because of the anticipated low permeability of the 

mitochondrial inner membrane and the constant extrusion of protons across mitochondrial 

inner membrane by the mitochondrial respiratory chain (Mitchell, 1979). Consistently, the 

resting mitochondrial matrix pH was found to be significantly higher than that of the cytosol, 

with pH values of 7.34±0.02 (n=46, 168 cells) and pH 7.28±0.02 (n=23, 172 cells), 

respectively (P<0.05 using the ANOVA procedure). However, glutamate superfusion of 

astrocytes caused a rapid and significant drop in mitochondrial matrix pH (Fig. 1b2) whose 

amplitude was even greater than that found in the cytosol (Fig. 1c). 

Glutamate superfusion (200μM) also induced a rapid and significant pH drop in the 

mitochondrial intermembrane space (Fig. S1) measured using the MIMS-EYFP biosensor 

(Porcelli et al., 2005). The intermembrane space displayed an acidification of equal amplitude 

compared with the glutamate-induced cytosolic acidification (Fig. 1c), which is consistent 

with the described high permeability of the outer mitochondrial membrane to ions and small 

solutes due to the presence of mitochondrial porins (Blachly-Dyson and Forte, 2001). Thus, 

we focused the rest of the study on the mitochondrial matrix compartment. 

Glutamate-evoked Mitochondrial Matrix pH Acidification is Mediated by Glutamate 

Transporters 

The observed kinetics of acidification (Fig. 1b2) is reminiscent of a transporter-mediated 

process. Therefore, we investigated the concentration dependence parameters of glutamate-
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evoked mitochondrial matrix acidification. Both the amplitude and initial rate of glutamate-

induced mitochondrial matrix acidification followed a Michaelis and Menten relationship 

with glutamate concentration (Fig. 2a). The maximal amplitude of mitochondrial matrix 

acidification was observed at 200μM glutamate and the apparent EC50 was 13.2±5.1μM. The 

initial rate of mitochondrial matrix acidification yielded an EC50 value of 83±25μM. As 

kinetic parameters of glutamate-induced mitochondrial acidification closely matched values 

found previously for Na+-dependent plasma-membrane glutamate transport (Chatton et al., 

2000), we attempted to inhibit glutamate transport using DL-threo-β-benzyloxyaspartate 

(TBOA), a competitive inhibitor of glutamate transporters with a broad isoform selectivity. 

Indeed, TBOA (500μM) reversibly inhibited the glutamate-evoked mitochondrial matrix 

acidification by 75±2% (Fig. 2b and Fig. S2). Astrocytic cytosolic Ca2+ is expected to 

increase in the presence of glutamate following activation of metabotropic receptors 

(mGluRs), and plasma membrane Na+/Ca2+ antiporter activity following glutamate transport-

mediated Na+ increase. The Ca2+ increase itself was shown to lead to mitochondrial 

acidification in HeLa cells by means of plasma membrane Ca2+/H+ exchange mediated by the 

Ca-ATPase (Demaurex and Poburko, 2009). To test whether this mechanism was also 

involved in astrocytes, we simultaneously monitored pHmit and cytosolic Ca2+ during 

application of the mGluR agonist t-ACPD, that is not transported, or of the glutamate 

transporter substrate D-aspartate. Fig. 2c shows that whereas both compounds lead to 

comparable Ca2+ increases, only the glutamate transporter substrate D-aspartate caused 

mitochondrial acidification. 

Glutamate-induced Cellular Acidification Abrogates the Cytosol-to-Mitochondrial 

Matrix pH Gradient 

The pH gradient and electrical potential across the mitochondrial inner membrane are 

important determinants for ATP synthesis. As cytosol and mitochondrial matrix responded to 

glutamate application with acidifications of different amplitudes (Fig. 1c), we evaluated the 

evolution of the pH gradient across the mitochondrial inner membrane before and during 

glutamate application. 

We first performed a statistical analysis of distributions of mitochondrial matrix and 

cytosolic pH measured in separate cells and experiments. As mentioned above, under basal 

conditions the mitochondrial matrix was significantly more alkaline than the cytosol, 

consistent with an active translocation of protons across the mitochondrial inner membrane by 

the mitochondrial respiratory chain. However, we found that during glutamate superfusion 
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both the mitochondrial matrix and the cytosol reached lower pH values that were not 

significantly different (Fig. S3), suggesting that glutamate uptake abrogates cytosol-to-

mitochondrial matrix pH gradient. 

In order to determine the respective dynamics of mitochondrial matrix and cytosolic pH 

during glutamate uptake, we loaded MitoSypHer-transfected astrocytes with the cytosolic red 

dye SNARF-1 (Fig. 3a). The pattern of SNARF-1 fluorescence had typical cytosolic 

distribution, with nuclei and cytoplasm homogeneously stained. Only astrocytes expressing 

MitoSypHer exhibited the spectral signature of both fluorophores (Fig. 3b). Consistent with 

the statistical evaluation described above, the mitochondrial matrix pH was found to be 

significantly higher than cytosolic pH at resting state (Fig. 3c,d). Upon glutamate superfusion, 

the two compartments no longer displayed statistically different pH values, indicating that 

glutamate abrogated the pH gradient between the mitochondrial matrix and the cytosol. 

However, after glutamate washout the pH difference between both compartments was rapidly 

restored. The glutamate transporter substrate D-aspartate (500μM) induced mitochondrial 

matrix acidification which canceled the transmembrane pH difference. This result further 

indicated that glutamate did not induce mitochondrial acidification through intracellular 

metabolic reactions. The ionotropic glutamate receptor agonist kainate (500μM) induced a 

mild but significant acidification in both mitochondrial matrix and cytosol, however 

insufficient to cancel the cytosol-to-mitochondrial matrix pH gradient. 

Independence of Cellular Na+ and pH Responses to Glutamate 

As astrocytes experience substantial changes of both cytosolic and mitochondrial Na+ 

concentration during glutamate uptake, we investigated the possible inter-dependence of 

cellular Na+ and pH regulation. We tested a putative role of Na+/H+ exchangers using ethyl-

isopropyl amiloride (EIPA, 50µM), a compound known to inhibit Na+/H+ exchanger of both 

plasma membrane and mitochondria. However, EIPA neither altered resting mitochondrial 

matrix pH (not shown) nor the amplitude of glutamate-induced mitochondrial matrix 

acidification (Fig. S4), ruling out a significant contribution of the mitochondrial Na+/H+ 

exchanger in glutamate-evoked mitochondrial acidification. 

We then designed a protocol to dissociate the effects of glutamate on cellular acidification 

from its effects on sodium concentration, by co-administering the weak base 

triethylammonium (TREA) together with glutamate. The concentration of TREA necessary to 

precisely compensate glutamate-induced cytosolic acidification was titrated by superfusing 

glutamate (200μM) alone, followed by successive applications of TREA at increasing 
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concentrations (n=4, 32 cells, not shown). In this series of experiments, 6mM of TREA 

efficiently prevented a 1.5 min glutamate-induced acidification. Under these conditions, 

glutamate-induced mitochondrial matrix acidification was severely impaired. In contrast, both 

cytosolic and mitochondrial Na+
 responses to glutamate were largely maintained, indicating 

that TREA did not prevent Na+-coupled glutamate transport (Fig. 4a). Taken together, these 

experiments suggest that glutamate-induced cellular acidification and Na+ responses are not 

strictly coupled. In addition, this protocol enabled producing a chemical ablation of 

glutamate-induced cellular acidification that has subsequently been used to highlight the 

signaling role of pH on glutamate-induced metabolic changes. As seen in Fig. 4b, the 

alkalinizing effect of TREA decreased during its application. Therefore, the concentration of 

TREA was adapted for each subsequent series of experiments and protocols. 

Glutamate Induces a pH-Mediated Decrease in Oxygen Consumption Rate and 

Mitochondrial Reactive Oxygen Species Production  

We then measured the oxygen consumption rate to investigate whether glutamate-induced 

mitochondrial acidification has an impact on mitochondrial physiology. Using a fluorescence-

based oxygen analyzer, we measured the oxygen consumption rate in the vicinity of intact 

astrocytes during glutamate uptake. In these experiments, astrocytes were pre-incubated in the 

presence of the glycolysis inhibitor 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) and pyruvate was added as a 

mitochondrial energy substrate to promote mitochondrial ATP production and avoid potential 

confounding effects of glycolysis activation. We found that glutamate (200μM) stably 

decreased the oxygen consumption rate to 88±1% of the basal level (Fig. 5). However, when 

glutamate was applied together with TREA (20mM) to prevent intracellular acidification, the 

oxygen consumption rate remained unchanged. Taken together, these experiments suggest 

that glutamate mediates a pH-mediated decrease of mitochondrial oxygen respiration in 

astrocytes. 

During normal mitochondrial respiration, 0.2 to 2% of consumed oxygen is transformed 

into reactive oxygen species (mROS) from complexes I and III of the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain (Balaban et al., 2005). We reasoned that if glutamate induced a decrease in 

mitochondrial respiration, it should also decrease mROS production rate. To investigate this 

hypothesis, we used the mROS sensitive probe MitoSOX Red, which selectively loads into 

mitochondria and becomes fluorescent when oxidized by mROS. Measuring the slope of 

MitoSOX Red fluorescence increase enabled real time monitoring alterations of the mROS 

production rate. Consistent with the prevalence of glycolysis in astrocytes at resting state, the 
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replacement of the glucose-containing medium by a medium containing pyruvate and 2-DG 

enhanced the mROS production rate by ∼3 fold (Fig. 6b). 

Upon application of glutamate, mROS production was altered in a bi-phasic way (Fig. 6a) 

in which an initial increase of mROS production rate was followed by a sustained decrease to 

75±3% of the initial value within 1.5 min. mROS production rate did not immediately recover 

to baseline after glutamate washout. When glutamate-induced acidification was compensated 

using TREA, glutamate no longer altered mitochondrial ROS production rate (100±2% at 5 

min., Fig 6a). TREA alone only marginally decreased mROS production rate (Fig. 6a). We 

then reasoned that blocking glutamate uptake during glutamate application should prevent 

pH-mediated alteration of mROS production rate. However, TBOA not only failed to prevent 

the initial transient increase caused by glutamate application but led to a stable increase of 

mROS production rate as measured after 5 min of stimulation (Fig. 6b), whereas TBOA alone 

had no significant effect (95±4% of 2-DG condition, p=0.18, n=4, 18 cells, not shown). The 

inhibition of glutamate uptake may have actually unveiled the involvement of metabotropic 

glutamate receptors in the response, which involves Ca2+ responses (see Fig. 2c). To test this 

hypothesis, we stimulated astrocytes with glutamate in the presence of TBOA and the 

metabotropic glutamate receptor inhibitor (+)-α-methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG, 

1mM). MCPG prevented the steady increase of mROS production rate in the presence of 

glutamate and TBOA (Fig. 6b). Taken together, these experiments suggest that glutamate 

induces a pH-mediated alteration of mROS production rate characterized by an initial 

transient increase of mROS production rate followed by a stable decrease of mROS 

production rate. 

Neuronal Release of Glutamate Triggers Mitochondrial Matrix Acidification in 

Astrocytes 

Finally, we asked whether glutamate released by neurons during activity could cause 

mitochondrial matrix acidification in astrocytes. To address this issue, we set up a mixed 

culture model resembling the in vivo cytoarchitecture, where astrocyte membranes are in close 

proximity with neuronal synapses. Cortical astrocytes previously transfected with 

MitoSypHer were co-cultured with neurons for two weeks. Under DIC contrast microscopy, 

neurons were recognizable by their pyramidal soma with several extending processes (Fig. 

7a). Astrocytes expressing MitoSypHer were identified by their mitochondrial fluorescent 

pattern. Using immunohistochemistry against the synaptic vesicle protein VAMP2, we 

verified that in this preparation synaptic boutons were in close apposition with astrocyte 
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mitochondria labeled with MitoSypHer (Fig. S5a). In addition, we determined that a 20-

second application of NMDA (10μM) reliably and selectively evoked a reversible cytosolic 

Ca2+ increase in neurons, even in the presence of TBOA, whereas in pure culture of astrocytes 

NMDA had no effect on cytosolic Ca2+ levels (Fig. S5b,c). Therefore, NMDA application 

was used to evoke neuronal excitatory responses expected to stimulate glutamate release, and 

mitochondrial matrix pH was measured in surrounding MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes. 

Fig. 7b shows that upon a 20-second NMDA stimulation, the mitochondrial matrix pH of 

astrocytes declined to a maximal acidification of 0.05±0.01 pH units after 112±15 sec. 

Mitochondrial matrix pH recovered to its initial value 4-5 min later. In the absence of 

neurons, NMDA application did not significantly alter the mitochondrial matrix pH (Fig. 7c) 

indicating that NMDA-triggered mitochondrial matrix acidification in astrocytes is 

specifically linked to neuronal activity. We used TBOA to investigate whether in this 

situation astrocyte mitochondrial matrix acidification is mediated by plasma membrane 

uptake of glutamate. Consistent with experiments in pure astrocytes culture, TBOA did not 

significantly alter the basal mitochondrial matrix pH (p=0.23 using Student t test, not shown). 

However, TBOA diminished the astrocyte mitochondrial matrix acidification in response to 

NMDA-mediated neuronal activation (Fig. 7c). The extent of inhibition was however not as 

pronounced as in pure astrocyte cultures. Taken together, these experiments suggest that the 

glutamate released by neurons during synaptic activity induces a glutamate transporter-

mediated mitochondrial matrix acidification in astrocytes. 
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Discussion 

This study was designed to evaluate the impact of glutamatergic neurotransmission on 

mitochondrial metabolism of astrocytes. We show that glutamate uptake in astrocytes causes 

a pH modulation in mitochondria that rapidly impacts on their metabolic response. 

Glutamate uptake through high-affinity Na+-coupled transporters has been identified as the 

first step that enables astrocytes to sense the level of excitatory neuronal activity and to 

provide a proportionate metabolic response (Magistretti et al., 1999; Pellerin and Magistretti, 

1994; Voutsinos-Porche et al., 2003). The influx of Na+ ions and subsequent activation of the 

Na,K-ATPase have been shown to enhance glucose capture from the extracellular space. It 

has been estimated that glutamate uptake increased the overall ATP consumption by ~2 to 3-

fold (Chatton et al., 2000). Astrocytes, both in primary culture and in vivo, possess a 

substantial density of mitochondria, the site of oxidative phosphorylation and energy 

powerhouse of cells. During glutamatergic stimulation, the increased mitochondrial 

concentrations of Ca2+ and Na+ would be expected to stimulate mitochondrial respiration 

through activation of Ca2+-dependent dehydrogenases (Hajnoczky et al., 1995) and through 

increased pyruvate dehydrogenase activity (Pawelczyk and Olson, 1995), respectively. 

Glutamate taken up in astrocytes could also represent a substrate of the Krebs cycle after 

conversion to alpha-ketoglutarate by the mitochondrial matrix enzyme glutamate 

dehydrogenase (Hertz et al., 2007). 

The present study has investigated the impact of pH changes on astrocytic mitochondrial 

metabolism. In acute slices, neuronal activity was shown to induce cytosolic alkaline 

transients in the soma of astrocytes that follows extracellular potassium concentration 

increases (Chesler and Kraig, 1989). In contrast, the plasma membrane Na+-glutamate 

cotransporters coupled to proton entry causes cytosolic acidification (Amato et al., 1994; Rose 

and Ransom, 1996). It has recently been reported that, in situ, hippocampal neuronal 

stimulation is followed by glutamate uptake in astrocytes coincident with increases of 

cytosolic Na+ concentration in their fine processes (Langer and Rose, 2009). Similarly, 

glutamate transporter activity could potentially create local acidic cytoplasmic microdomains 

at the interface of plasma and mitochondrial membranes that could promote proton 

translocation into mitochondria. As the ionic composition of the mitochondrial 

intermembrane space is considered to be equivalent to that of the cytosol, cytosolic pH 

changes are expected to alter pH gradient across mitochondrial inner membrane. We therefore 

engaged in investigations of mitochondrial pH in intact astrocytes using MitoSypher, a novel 
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genetically-encoded pH sensor targeted to the mitochondrial matrix (Demaurex and Poburko, 

2009). 

We discovered that mitochondria of astrocytes undergo substantial acidification during 

glutamate uptake. By using an experimental model of co-cultures of neurons and astrocytes, 

that enabled selective monitoring of mitochondrial pH in astrocytes, we discovered that 

evoking neuronal activity caused a sustained acidification in astrocyte mitochondria. The 

experimental evidence collected in this study indicates that the mechanism of acidification 

involves plasma membrane glutamate transporters, as transporter inhibitors largely prevented 

the mitochondrial pH response. In addition, glutamate-evoked mitochondrial matrix 

acidification was concentration-dependent with apparent EC50 values close to the values found 

for plasma membrane transporters (Chatton et al., 2000); the shift of apparent EC50 value 

observed when measured on the amplitude versus the initial rate of the response is another 

signature of the plasma membrane glutamate transporter activity as described before (Chatton 

et al., 2000). Finally, the alternate transporter substrate D-aspartate that does not activate 

glutamate receptors nor is metabolized, led to a similar acidification. Interestingly, in contrast 

to what was observed in HeLa cells, a cytosolic Ca2+ increase alone caused only a mild—if 

any—pHmit change, highlighting the role of glutamate transporter in the mitochondrial effects 

(Demaurex and Poburko, 2009). Data presented here did not point toward Na+ and 

mitochondrial Na+/H+ exchangers as main contributors to the observed mitochondrial pH 

response, as EIPA was without effect. Compensating cellular pH changes during glutamate 

uptake by administration of weak base, effectively abrogated the mitochondrial pH drop, 

while maintaining most of the Na+ response. Also, application of kainate, which causes a 

substantial Na+ elevation (Bernardinelli et al., 2006; Chatton et al., 2000) caused only a minor 

mitochondrial acidification. Under the current experimental conditions, it appears that protons 

are translocated across the mitochondrial membranes by other transport mechanisms or 

possibly by mitochondrial uncoupling proteins. The observed mitochondrial proton entry may 

appear unexpected since the chemiosmotic hypothesis (Mitchell, 1979), widely accepted as 

the mechanism prevailing for oxidative ATP production, assumes that the inner mitochondrial 

membrane is relatively impermeable to cations in general and to protons in particular.  

Several experimental data point to the fact that pH profoundly influences cellular 

functions, for instance by direct pH modulation of enzymes (Casey et al., 2010). At the 

mitochondria level, besides enzymatic pH modulation, the proton gradient across the 

mitochondrial membrane is central to the ability of mitochondria to synthesize ATP. Such 
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regulation has been recently observed in pancreatic β-cells (Wiederkehr et al., 2009), where 

mitochondrial matrix pH was found to be a key determinant of mitochondrial energy 

metabolism. We simultaneously evaluated the dynamics of cytosolic and mitochondrial 

matrix pH and found that the pH gradient across mitochondrial inner membrane was 

abrogated during glutamate uptake. Therefore, we examined whether the observed 

acidification in mitochondria directly influenced their metabolic function. For this purpose, 

we measured oxygen consumption rate and mitochondrial reactive oxygen species production 

in astrocytes in which glycolysis was inhibited and pyruvate was provided as an energy 

substrate. Under these conditions, mROS production rate was enhanced by ∼3 fold compared 

with a glucose-containing medium indicating that glycolysis is the main energy metabolic 

pathway in resting cultured astrocytes. Consistently, oxygen consumption rate in glycolysis-

inhibited astrocytes was approximately equal to that measured at the end of experiments in the 

presence of the mitochondrial uncoupler FCCP, suggesting that mitochondrial respiration was 

close to its maximal capacity. Direct monitoring of the oxygen consumption of astrocytes 

during glutamate uptake demonstrated that a significant decrease of respiration was taking 

place during glutamate uptake that depended on intracellular acidification. The glutamate-

induced decrease of mitochondrial respiration was then confirmed by measuring the 

production of mROS, a side product of electron transport in the respiratory chain (Balaban et 

al., 2005). We found that glutamate application steadily decreased mROS output of 

astrocytes, an observation compatible with the notion that glutamate entry reduces the 

mitochondrial respiratory chain electron flow. Interestingly, as was found for oxygen 

consumption, glutamate uptake without concomitant intracellular acidification did not alter 

mROS production rate, highlighting the central role of acidification in the glutamate effects. 

This observation is in line with results presented with isolated mitochondria (Selivanov et al., 

2008) where mROS production was strongly impaired by lowering mitochondrial matrix pH. 

This occurred even in a situation of zero pH gradient across the inner mitochondrial 

membrane. Inhibition of glutamate transport has revealed that metabotropic glutamate 

receptors have an opposite effect to acidification on mitochondrial metabolism, probably 

mediated by Ca2+ signaling, known to stimulate mitochondrial metabolism. Our experiments 

indicate that the mitochondrial acidification caused by glutamate supersedes the stimulatory 

effect of increased Ca2+ on mitochondrial metabolism. Conversely, the stimulatory effects of 

Ca2+ on mitochondrial metabolism could occur in cytoplasmic domains where pH is not 

affected by glutamate uptake. 
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Glutamate capture associated with excitatory neurotransmission has a high energy cost. 

Without the ability to increase their mitochondrial metabolism, astrocytes appear to resort to 

aerobic glycolysis as an alternative way to meet increased energy demands. Our 

measurements of functional mitochondrial output provide a plausible explanation for the 

described prevalence of the glycolytic response (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994) as a means of 

providing sufficient ATP during glutamate uptake. We propose therefore that glutamate 

transport tunes energy metabolism in perisynaptic domains by a Na+-mediated increase in 

energy demands and pH-mediated decrease in mitochondrial metabolism. The coincidence of 

the two phenomena promotes the release of glycolysis-derived lactate, as an energy substrate 

for activated neurons. In addition, by limiting mitochondrial respiration in astrocytes, uptake 

of glutamate may prevent excessive astrocytic mROS production while maximizing oxygen 

availability for neurons. 
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Experimental Procedures 

Cell Culture and Solutions 

Cortical astrocytes in primary culture were prepared from 1-3 days-old from C57 Bl 6 mice as 

described elsewhere (Sorg and Magistretti, 1992). Astrocytes were plated on 20mm glass 

coverslips and cultured for 2-4 weeks in DME medium (Sigma) plus 10% FCS. Co-cultures 

of neurons and astrocytes were prepared from two-week old primary cultures of astrocytes 

transfected with MitoSypHer (see below) on which neurons prepared from cerebral cortex of 

E17 embryonic mice (C57 Bl6) were plated. Briefly, neurons were prepared as follows: 

cortex were dissected and incubated with 200 units papain for 30 min at 34°C. Dissociated 

cells were plated at 0.8x106 cells/dish. Co-cultures of cortical neurons were grown in 

B27/Neurobasal (Gibco) supplemented with 0.5mmol/L glutamine and 100 μg/mL penicillin–

streptomycin for 14 days. 

Experimental solutions contained (mM): NaCl 160, KCl 5.4, HEPES 20, CaCl2 1.3, 

MgSO4 0.8, NaH2PO4 0.78, glucose 5 (pH 7.4) and was bubbled with air. Solutions for dye-

loading contained (mM): NaCl 160, KCl 5.4, HEPES 20, CaCl2 1.3, MgSO4 0.8, NaH2PO4 

0.78, glucose 20 and was supplemented with 0.1% Pluronic F127 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, 

OR). Calibration solutions for mitochondrial matrix pH contained (mM): NaCl 20, KCl 125, 

MgCl2 0.5, EGTA 0.2, HEPES 20 and bubbled with air. Calibration solutions for 

mitochondrial intermembrane space pH contained (mM): NaCl 10, KCl 125, CaCl2 1, MgSO4 

1, KH2PO4 1, HEPES 20. 

Astrocyte Transfection 

Two week old astrocytes were placed in 2ml of antibiotic-free and serum-free DMEM 

medium with Fugene (Roche) and DNA encoding for MitoSypHer or MIMS-EYFP. 

Quantities of μg DNA/μL FuGene were 2/12 and 4/8 for MitoSypHer and MIMS-EYFP, 

respectively. After four hours, the medium was changed with DME medium plus 10% serum 

and cells were used 2-3 days after transfection for pure astrocyte culture and 14 days for 

mixed neuron-astrocyte cultures. 

Live Cell Imaging 

Epifluorescence microscopy: Low-light level fluorescence imaging was performed on an 

inverted epifluorescence microscope (Axiovert 100M, Carl Zeiss) using a 40X 1.3 N.A. oil-

immersion objective lens. Fluorescence excitation wavelengths were selected using a 

monochromator (Till Photonics, Planegg, Germany) and fluorescence was detected using a 
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12-bit cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments). Image acquisition and time series were 

computer-controlled using the software Metafluor (Molecular Devices) running on a Pentium 

computer. 

Cells were loaded in a HEPES-buffered balanced solution and then placed in a 

thermostated chamber designed for rapid exchange of perfusion solutions (Chatton et al., 

2000) and superfused at 35°C. To avoid phototoxicity, excitation intensity was reduced to 

∼10μW (as measured at the entrance pupil of the objective) by means of neutral density 

filters. For mitochondrial matrix pH measurement, MitoSypHer fluorescence was sequentially 

excited at 490 and 420nm and detected at >515nm. At the end of each experiment, in situ 

calibration was performed as described in (Demaurex and Poburko, 2009). Mitochondrial 

intermembrane space was investigated as previously reported (Porcelli et al., 2005). 

Intracellular pH measurement was performed using the pH-sensitive dye BCECF-AM and 

Ca2+ with Fura-2 AM as described previously (Chatton et al., 2001). Cytosolic and 

mitochondrial Na+ concentration was investigated and calibrated as described in Bernardinelli 

et al. (2006). mROS production rate was measured using the mitochondrially targeted dye 

MitoSOX Red loaded at 0.5μM for 20 min at 37°C. MitoSOX Red fluorescence was excited 

at 510nm and collected above 580nm. For each experimental condition, the MitoSOX Red 

fluorescence slope was calculated using the software Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) by 

performing the first order derivative of locally weighted least-square error fit of the original 

traces. Data are reported as percentage of the slope measured in 2-DG medium containing 

pyruvate. As a control, antimycin A (20μg/mL) was applied to verify MitoSOX Red 

sensitivity to mROS level. 

Confocal microscopy: To verify the mitochondrial localization of the MitoSypHer and 

MIMS-EYFP proteins, transfected astrocytes were loaded for 20 min with MitoTracker Red 

(1μM, Molecular Probe) at 37°C and imaged by confocal microscopy (LSM 510 Meta, Zeiss) 

using excitation light at 488nm and 543nm. Fluorescence emissions were collected at 505-

530nm (MitoSypHer or MIMS-EYFP) and >560nm (MitoTracker Red). 

Simultaneous monitoring of cytosolic and mitochondrial pH was performed at 37°C on a 

TCS SP5 confocal microscope using its 8kHz Tandem resonant scanner (Leica 

Microsystems). The pH-sensitive cytosolic red dye SNARF-1 (AM) was loaded for 25-30 min 

in HEPES loading solution and then washed for 15 min in Hepes solution containing glucose. 

Mitochondrial and cytosolic pH-sensitive indicators were excited using 488nm low intensity 

laser light illumination and fluorescence was collected in three separated channels. 
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MitoSypHer fluorescence emission was collected in the range 500-530nm and the emission 

ratio (620nm-765nm)/(560nm-600nm) was used for SNARF-1. At the end of each 

experiment, mitochondrial and cytosolic pH were simultaneously calibrated as described 

before (Demaurex and Poburko, 2009). 

Oxygen Consumption Rate 

The oxygen consumption rate was assessed using an Extracellular Flux Analyzer 

(Seahorse Biosciences, North Billerica, MA). Extracellular flux analysis is a noninvasive 

assay which uses calibrated optical sensors which directly measures the oxygen consumption 

rate in cells that remain attached to the culture plate. Before experiments, astrocytes were 

incubated one hour at 37°C in a CO2-free incubator in a 10mM-HEPES buffered DME 

medium containing 10mM 2-DG, 5mM glucose, and 5mM pyruvate). Glutamate and TREA 

were injected in the medium at final concentrations of 200μM and 20mM, respectively. 

Oligomycin (5μM) and FCCP (2μM) were used as controls to inhibit and maximize 

mitochondrial respiration, respectively. 

Statistics  

Unless otherwise indicated, a paired Student’s t test was performed for each experiment group 

to assess the statistical significance against respective controls and *, ** and *** refer to p 

values <0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively. For the analysis of distributions of mitochondrial 

matrix and cytosolic pH, P value was calculated using the two tailed ANOVA on exponential 

transformed (SAS Institute Inc. Cary NC USA). 

Materials  

All chemical dyes were from Invitrogen-Molecular Probes. Glutamate, D-aspartate, kainate, 

CNQX and TBOA were from Tocris (ANAWA Trading). Neurobasal was from Invitrogen. 

Ethyl-isoporopyl amiloride was a gift from Dr. H. Lang (Aventis Pharma, Frankfurt, 

Germany). All other substances were from Sigma. 
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Figure legends 

Fig 1. Glutamate evokes mitochondrial acidification in astrocytes. (a) Expression of the 

pH sensor MitoSypHer in the mitochondrial matrix of cortical astrocytes. Images of cortical 

astrocytes expressing MitoSypHer (a1); image of the same cells loaded with the mitochondrial 

selective fluorescent marker MitoTracker Red (a2), and overlay (a3). Scale bar: 10μm. (b1) 

Calibration curve of MitoSypHer fluorescence excitation ratio versus pH. (b2) Glutamate 

(200μM) superfusion on intact astrocytes acidified the mitochondrial matrix. A typical trace 

from a single astrocyte is shown. (c) Amplitude of glutamate-induced intracellular 

acidifications induced by glutamate in the cytosol (n=23, 172 cells), mitochondrial 

intermembrane space (MIMS, n=9, 26 cells) and mitochondrial matrix (n=46, 168 cells). Data 

are shown as means±sem. (d) Scheme for the localization of mitochondrial pH sensors 

(MIMS-EYFP and MitoSypHer). 

 

Fig 2. Glutamate evokes a concentration-dependent mitochondrial matrix acidification 

mediated by glutamate transporters. (a) Concentration dependence of the amplitude (open 

circles) and initial slope (closed triangles) of glutamate-induced mitochondrial matrix 

acidification. (n=24, 80 cells). (b) TBOA reversibly inhibited a 200μM glutamate-evoked 

mitochondrial matrix acidification. Amplitude of glutamate-induced mitochondrial matrix 

acidification before during and after TBOA (n=5, 30 cells). See also Figure S2. (c) Ca2+  

(upper curves) and pHmit (lower curves) responses were simultaneously monitored using Fura-

2 in MitoSypher transfected astrocytes. The applications of the mGluR agonist (t-ACPD, 

100µM) and glutamate transporter substrate (D-asp, 200µM) are indicated in the graph. 

Traces are shown as mean signals with error bars (SEM) displayed every third time point for 

graphical clarity (n=5, 8 cells). 

Fig 3. Glutamate-induced cellular acidification abrogates the cytosol-to-mitochondrial 

matrix pH gradient. (a) Representative images of MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes loaded 

with the cytosolic pH-sensitive red dye SNARF-1. Scale bar: 20μm. (b) Spectral selectivity of 

both probes by measuring emission spectra in nucleus (Nuc) and cytosol (Cyt) of transfected 

(Tr) and untransfected (UnTr) astrocytes labeled with SNARF-1. Both fluorophores were 

excited at 488nm and emission fluorescence was split into three channels, for MitoSypher 

(Ch.1) and SNARF-1 (Ch.2 and Ch.3), repectively. Original traces (c) and averaged data (d) 

of cytosolic and mitochondrial matrix pH during agonist-induced acidification. Both, 
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glutamate and D-Aspartate, caused a collapse of cytosol-to-mitochondrial matrix pH gradient 

(n=7, 11 cells). 

 

Fig 4. Independence of cellular Na+ and pH responses to glutamate. (a) Glutamate-evoked 

cellular Na+ response without concomitant pH change. After a first control pulse of glutamate 

application, glutamate was superfused together with 6mM TREA, the concentration found to 

compensate glutamate-induced cytosolic acidification. pH measurements in the cytosol (pHcyt, 

n=4, 32 cells) and mitochondrial matrix (pHmatrix, n=6, 20 cells), and Na+ measurements in the 

cytosol (Na+
cyt, n=4, 30 cells) and mitochondria (Na+

mit, n=4, 32 cells) were taken after 1.5 

minutes of stimulation. Data are presented as means±SEM. (b) Cytosolic pH measurement 

during a pulse of 200µM glutamate (solid line) and during glutamate plus TREA application 

(dotted line). In the example shown, 10.7mM TREA effectively prevented the acidification 

during glutamate application, as measured after 5 minutes of glutamate application. 

 

Fig 5. Glutamate induces a pH-mediated decrease of oxygen consumption rate. 

Glycolysis was inhibited using 2-deoxyglucose (10mM) to promote mitochondrial activity 

and glucose (5mM) and pyruvate (5mM) were given as substrates. (a) Time-course of oxygen 

consumption rate in intact astrocytes in the absence and presence of glutamate (upper graph, 

n=7). When glutamate-induced cellular acidification was compensated by co-administration 

of TREA 20mM, glutamate did no longer significantly decreased oxygen consumption rate 

(lower panel, n=6). As a control, mitochondrial respiration was inhibited using oligomycin 

(5μM) and then increased using FCCP (2μM) at the end of each experiment. (b) Average data 

of glutamate-induced decrease of oxygen consumption rate with increasing concentrations of 

TREA. Data were normalized to oxygen consumption rate before glutamate addition for each 

experiment (n=42). 

 

Fig 6. Glutamate induced a pH-mediated alteration of mROS production rate. (a) After a 

control period, glycolysis in astrocytes was inhibited using 2-DG (10mM) to promote 

mitochondrial activity and pyruvate (5mM) was given as mitochondrial substrate. The mROS 

production rate during 2-DG plus pyruvate phase was considered as the reference rate of 

100%. Time course of mROS production rate upon stimulation with glutamate, co-

administration of glutamate and TREA or TREA alone. At the end of each experiment, 
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antimycin A (Ant. A) was used as a positive control of mROS detection. Traces are shown as 

mean signals with error bars (SEM) displayed every tenth time point for graphical clarity. (b) 

Mean values of mROS production rate after 5 min of stimulation. Conditions: glutamate (n=6, 

34 cells) ; TREA (n=6, 34 cells) ; glutamate + TREA (n=6, 30 cells); glutamate + TBOA 

(n=6, 36 cells); glutamate + TBOA + MCPG (n=6, 45 cells). All data shown are means±sem. 

 

Fig 7. Neuronal release of glutamate triggers glutamate transporter-mediated 

mitochondrial matrix acidification in astrocytes. Images depicting fluorescent MitoSypHer 

expression in astrocytes (a1) surrounding neurons visible under DIC contrast (a2). Scale bar: 

20μm. (b1) MitoSypHer fluorescence excitation ratio monitored in astrocytes during a 20 

second stimulation of neurons using NMDA (10μM). Representative trace (b1) and individual 

data (b2) of mitochondrial matrix pH of astrocytes at baseline and following NMDA 

stimulation. (c) Amplitudes of NMDA-evoked astrocyte mitochondrial matrix acidification in 

the absence or presence of TBOA and neurons. NMDA (n=9, 16 cells); NMDA + TBOA 

(n=5, 7 cells); NMDA without neurons (n=4, 11 cells). * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01 using 

unpaired Student’s t test. 
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Figure S1: Glutamate induces mitochondrial intermembrane space acidification. 

(a) Cortical astrocytes transfected with MIMS-EYFP loaded with the mitochondrial specific 

marker MitoTracker Red. Scale bar: 10µm. (b) Glutamate (200µM) superfusion on intact 

astrocytes acidifies mitochondrial intermembrane space (MIMS). (c) Example of pH-

sensitivity of MIMS-EYFP during the in situ pH calibration procedure (n=9, 26 cells). 
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Figure S2. Glutamate-induced mitochondrial matrix acidification was inhibited using 

TBOA, related to Fig. 2b. Example trace of mitochondrial matrix pH dynamic during 

glutamate (200μM) superfusion in the presence or absence of the glutamate transporter inhitor 

TBOA. (n=5, 30 cells)  
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Figure S3. Glutamate cancels cytosol-to-mitochondrial matrix acidification pH gradient. 

Values of cytosolic and mitochondrial matrix pH measured in separate cells and experiments 

at resting state and during glutamate (200µM) application. Glutamate canceled any significant 

difference between cytosolic (n=23, 172 cells) and mitochondrial matrix pH (n=46, 168 cells). 

P value was calculated using the ANOVA procedure detailed in Material and Methods. 

*p<0.05. 
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Figure S4. The Na+/H+ exchanger inhibitor EIPA did not alter glutamate-evoked 

mitochondrial matrix acidification. Inhibition of plasma membrane and mitochondrial 

Na+/H+ exchanger using 50µM EIPA did not alter the amplitude of glutamate-evoked 

mitochondrial matrix acidification (n=7, 29 cells). 
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Figure S5. Selective stimulation of neurons for release of neurotransmitters on 
MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes, related to Fig. 7. (a) Close apposition between 
neuronal synaptic vesicles and astrocyte mitochondria in mixed neuron-astrocyte culture. 
Cortical embryonic neurons plated on top of primary astrocytes previously transfected with 
MitoSypHer were stained for the neuronal synaptic vesicle protein VAMP2. Blue: DAPI, 
Red: VAMP2, Green: MitoSypHer. The inset from the selected area shows the detailed 
distribution of neuronal VAMP2 staining and mitochondria of MitoSypHer transfected 
astrocytes. Scale bar: 20µm. (b) NMDA induces cytosolic calcium rise specifically in 
neurons. Representative fluorescence images (left) and experimental trace (right) of cytosolic 
calcium recording using Fluo-3 in mixed neuron-astrocyte culture. Black arrows indicate the 
NMDA (10µM) stimulation lasting 20 seconds. TBOA: 500µM. n=4, 14 cells. (c) NMDA 
stimulation (black arrow) did not alter cytosolic calcium level in pure cultures of astrocytes. 
Glutamate stimulation for 20 seconds (10µM, red arrow) was used as a control of calcium 
responses (n=4, 24 cells). 
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III. Discussion 

A. Spontaneous individual mitochondrial transients 

1. Characterization of spontaneous mitochondrial transients 

Despite the prevalence of glycolysis in cultured astrocytes, we showed that astrocytes contain a high 

density of mitochondria in the entire cytoplasm. This high density of mitochondria suggests that they 

may be interconnected as a single network. However, mitochondrial network also undergoes fission 

and fusion in living cells that allow individual mitochondria to reach domains where ATP synthesis is 

needed for instance. In our culture model, mitochondria movement was negligible in the course of our 

experiments and no obvious correlation was found between mitochondrial transients and 

mitochondrial movements. Using several fluorescent probes targeted to mitochondria and sensitive to 

mitochondrial electrical potential, Na
+
 concentration or pH, we observed that individual mitochondria 

display transient alterations of their ionic content whereas nearby mitochondria remained stable. The 

observation of individual mitochondrial transients suggests that mitochondria are functional 

independent units in the cells. 

In a first study, we reported that mitochondrial Na
+
 transients are mediated by the entry of Na

+
 through 

an electrogenic cation uniporter. We found that mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration was restored to basal 

level by the activity of the mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger. In further experiments, we studied the 

consequences of mitochondrial transients. We showed that mitochondrial Na
+
 transients are coincident 

with mitochondrial matrix alkaline transients. Mitochondrial alkaline transients were also found as 

coincident with mitochondrial depolarizations. Mitochondrial alkaline transients are consistent with 

the involvements of electrogenic cation uniporter and mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger. Indeed, 

depolarizing mitochondria is expected to facilitate the extrusion of protons outside of mitochondrial 

matrix by the mitochondrial respiratory chain. The transient increase in mitochondrial respiratory 

chain activity is consistent with the mitochondrial transient increase in ROS production found in 

myocytes (Wang et al., 2008). In addition, simultaneous restoring of both mitochondrial matrix pH 

and mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration is consistent with the activity of the mitochondrial Na

+
/H

+
 

exchanger. 

We reported that thapsigargin, a non competitive inhibitor of the SERCA inducing the release of Ca
2+

 

from the endoplasmic reticulum, did not alter mitochondrial Na
+
 transient activity (Azarias et al., 

2008). Consistent with this observation, astrocytes expressing MitoSypHer and labelled with the 

mitochondrially targeted Ca
2+

-sensitive dye Rhod-2 exhibited spontaneous pH transients without 

coincident alteration of Rhod-2 fluorescence. Similarly, mitochondrial ROS transients were not 

coincident with increase of mitochondrial Ca
2+

 concentration (Wang et al., 2008). Together, these data 
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exclude the spontaneous Ca
2+

 release from endoplasmic reticulum as an obligatory mechanism to 

trigger mitochondrial transients. 

The fact that mitochondrial transients were detectable with specific labelling for Na
+
 concentration, pH 

and electrical potential, but not using other mitochondrial stainings (Rhod-2, Rhod123 and red JC-1 

aggregates) argues against the involvement of a mechanism of mitochondrial fusion/fission during 

mitochondrial transient. Mitochondrial fissions and fusions are likely to alter the fluorescence of all 

dyes in the same mitochondrion. Finally, the coincident increase in Na
+
, decrease of H

+
 (corresponding 

to mitochondrial matrix alkalinization) and stable mitochondrial Ca
2+

 concentrations argue for a 

selective entry of Na
+
 into mitochondria during mitochondrial transients rather than opening of a 

channel with broad cation selectivity. This observation supports the hypothesis of the involvement of a 

mitochondrial Na
+
 channel in mitochondrial transients. However, the mitochondrial Na

+
 channels have 

been so far poorly described and their identity remains to be characterized. 

The mechanism triggering mitochondrial transients remains unclear. As the cellular level of ATP was 

found to modulate the frequency of mitochondrial transients, we measured the magnesium 

concentration surrounding mitochondria exhibiting a mitochondrial Na
+
 transient. We found that the 

free magnesium concentration decreased in the vicinity of a mitochondrion exhibiting a transient. 

According to the Magnesium Green technique, a decrease in free magnesium concentration suggests 

that the level of ATP increases. ATP microdomains has been previously reported in the islet β-cells 

(Kennedy et al., 1999) and might also exist in other cell types such as astrocytes (Barros and Martinez, 

2007). The spatial resolution of the imaging setup used for monitoring transient ATP domains was not 

sufficient to distinguish if the origin of the ATP was cytosolic or mitochondrial. An attractive 

possibility would be that the ATP transients are generated by mitochondria because mitochondrial 

transients are accompanied with mitochondrial alkaline transients, increasing the chemical gradient of 

proton for mitochondrial ATP synthesis. However, two indications suggest that it is not the case: the 

mitochondrial electrical potential, which is the major driving force for the ATP synthase, is decreased 

during mitochondrial transients; the blocker of the ATP synthase oligomycin (1µM) did not prevent 

transient decreases in free magnesium (not shown). The cytosolic or mitochondrial origin of transient 

ATP domains could be studied using a genetically encoded probe sensitive to ATP (Imamura et al., 

2009) and low light level confocal microscopy. Interestingly, transient decreases of free magnesium 

concentration may play the role of trigger for Na
+
-permissive mitochondrial cation uniporter opening 

as it was described to be opened in low divalent cation containing medium and its open-state could be 

induced by ATP (Bernardi, 1999).  

During mitochondrial transient, the alkalinization of mitochondrial matrix is expected to increase the 

pH gradient across mitochondrial inner membrane, thereby increasing the chemical gradient in the 

total electrochemical gradient. However, the mitochondrial electrical potential also increased as 

revealed by the mitochondrial electrical potential sensitive dyes JC-1 and TMRE. As a consequence, 
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the total electrochemical force probably remains relatively stable during a mitochondrial transient. To 

address this issue, we need to calibrate both mitochondrial pH gradient and mitochondrial electrical 

potential. The calibration of mitochondrial electrical potential in situ has been attempted before with 

mixed success (Ubl et al., 1996). These experiments remain even more difficult to perform because 

such measurements need the calibration of both mitochondrial pH value and mitochondrial electrical 

potential in the same mitochondrion. In Fig. 20, I summarized the data obtained during our studies on 

mitochondrial transients. 

 

Fig. 20: Working model of ionic alterations occurring during a mitochondrial transient. The 

colors of the mitochondria illustrate the mitochondrial electrical potential. (a) and (e) are resting 

mitochondria in the cytosol with a basal free magnesium level. 

Our working model suggests that an unknown mechanism, possibly ATP changes, decreases the free 

magnesium level activating the electrogenic and Na
+
-permeable mitochondrial cation uniporter (Fig. 

20b). The mitochondrial depolarization facilitates the extrusion of protons by the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain. The increasing of mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration and mitochondrial alkalinization 

enhance the activity of the mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger (Fig. 20c). Fig. 20d illustrates the closure 

of the mitochondrial cation uniporter which stops the mitochondrial depolarization, whereas the 

mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger restores Na

+
 and H

+
 concentrations to basal level. This model is 

admittedly speculative inasmuch as the temporal resolution reached by the methods used in our studies 

did not allow us to define the sequence by which events occurred during the transients. 
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2. Mitochondrial transients in pathological context 

As mitochondrial transients occur spontaneously in cells, they probably have a physiological 

significance within the cells. Therefore, one might expect that mitochondrial Na
+
 activity might be 

impaired in pathological condition and conversely, impairment of mitochondrial transient activity 

could participate to the progression of disease states. 

Several pieces of evidence already pointed out the inverse relationship between the frequency of 

mitochondrial transients and oxidative stress (Jacobson and Duchen, 2002; Chalmers and McCarron, 

2008; Wang et al., 2008). Namely, the frequency of mitochondrial transients decreased during 

oxidative stress. In unpublished experiments, we deprived astrocytes of organic substrates for a total 

time of 2 hours, during which noradrenaline (100µM) was first applied for 1 hour in order to induce 

maximal glycogenolysis (Tsacopoulos and Magistretti, 1996). Then D-aspartate (200µM), a non-

metabolized substrate of the Na
+
/glutamate co-transporter was applied to increase the Na

+
/K

+
-ATPase 

activity and rapidly deplete the cellular energy pools (Magistretti and Chatton, 2005). This protocol 

mimicked a glucose deprivation that is expected to induce oxidative stress in astrocytes (Ouyang et al., 

2007). After this pre-incubation, the mitochondrial Na
+
 transient frequency was considerably reduced 

compared to cells in glucose-containing media. Re-addition of glucose caused rapid increase of 

mitochondrial Na
+
 transient frequency (not shown). Similar experiments on cultured myocytes also 

shown that the frequency mitochondrial ROS transients was related to oxidative stress (Wang et al, 

2008). Therefore, in agreement with previous studies, these experiments suggest that the frequency of 

mitochondrial Na
+
 transients is also linked to the level of oxidative stress. 

In Alzheimer disease, early neuropathological changes are characterized by accumulation of astrocytes 

near the amyloid-β plaques (Wyss-Coray et al., 2003). Several studies showed that Alzheimer disease 

is related to dysregulation of brain energy metabolism, including mitochondrial metabolism of 

astrocytes (Abramov et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2006). In particular, the β-amyloid peptide (25-35) was 

shown to induce oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction in astrocytes (Abramov et al., 2004). 

Therefore, we investigated the putative link between oxidative stress in astrocytes and the spontaneous 

mitochondrial Na
+
 transient activity. We performed experiments indicating that superfusing astrocytes 

with the β-amyloid peptide (25-35) rapidly decreased the frequency of mitochondrial Na
+
 transients 

(not shown). 

Taken together, these results suggest that modulation of mitochondrial transient activity may be 

related to the oxidative stress in the cells. Therefore, the mechanisms underlying mitochondrial 

transients may be putative targets to fight oxidative stress in pathological conditions. The evaluation of 

the impact of increasing mitochondrial transient activity (by inducing intracellular alkalinization for 

instance) on oxidative stress may help to answer this question. 
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3. Relevance of results 

Our data provided robust indications that mitochondrial transients occur in cultured cells. However, 

the observation of mitochondrial transients in vivo is a critical step to ensure the physiological 

relevance of mitochondrial transients. These investigations may also provide information about where 

mitochondrial transients occur in the cells. As mentioned above, cultured astrocytes exhibit 

dramatically different morphology from in vivo. This morphology may explain why mitochondrial 

transients appeared without obvious correlation in space and time. It is likely that mitochondrial 

transients occur preferentially in specialized cell compartments in vivo (astrocyte endfeet, processes or 

soma). The identification of a cellular compartment with a higher mitochondrial transient activity may 

help to unravel the regulatory mechanism as well as the physiological roles of mitochondrial 

transients. 

Unfortunately, the measurement of mitochondrial Na
+
 remains so far not possible in situ and in vivo. 

Indeed, as a cationic dye, diffusion of CoroNa Red is not cell specific because it crosses plasma 

membrane and accumulates within tissues without mitochondrial selectivity (Yann Bernardinelli, 

personal communication). The difficulty regarding the specificity of loading could be circumvent by 

the use of genetically encoded fluorescent dye sensitive but this kind of probe is currently not 

available for Na
+
. In contrast, MitoSypHer which is encoded in a plasmid may be easier to use for the 

monitoring of mitochondrial transients because the sequence encoding for this probe is known and the 

signal-to-noise ratio of MitoSypHer is excellent. For instance, viral vector-mediated gene delivery is 

an attractive procedure for introducing MitoSypHer in astrocytes of intact brain and monitor in vivo 

mitochondrial alkaline transients. 

4. Future directions of research 

Despite our efforts to understand the triggering mechanisms and functions of mitochondrial transients, 

many questions remain unsolved. In this section, I listed the most relevant experiments that may help 

to better understand mitochondrial transients: 

 - Different pathways may mediate different types of mitochondrial transients. For instance, 

Na
+
 might not be the exclusive ion responsible for mitochondrial depolarization. This issue 

could be addressed by perfusing astrocytes with a Na
+
-free solution and measuring the 

frequency of mitochondrial transient depolarizations and mitochondrial alkaline transients. 

Importantly, mitochondrial alkaline transients occurred at a frequency which was obviously 

smaller than mitochondrial Na
+
 transients. During the experiments of simultaneous monitoring 

of mitochondrial Na
+
 and mitochondrial pH, many detectable mitochondrial Na

+
 transients 

were not accompanied with detectable mitochondrial alkaline transients. This discrepancy 
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might be explained by the fact that several mechanisms lead to mitochondrial transients and 

only part of mitochondrial transients are coincident with mitochondrial alkaline transients. 

- Our observation of mitochondrial alkaline transients also suggests that mitochondrial 

transients are coincident with the increase of the mitochondrial respiratory chain activity, 

which is compatible with a localized increase in ROS production as reported in myocytes 

(Wang et al., 2008). However, this is in contradiction with the lack of effect of the inhibitor of 

the mitochondrial respiratory chain (rotenone, inhibitor of the complex I of the mitochondrial 

respiratory chain) on mitochondrial Na
+
 transient frequency. Similarly, we found cyclosporine 

A had no significant effect on mitochondrial Na
+
 transient activity in agreement with a 

previous study on mitochondrial transient depolarizations (Buckman and Reynolds, 2001). In 

myocytes, the superoxide flashes frequency was severely impaired by cyclosporine A 

suggesting the involvement of the mitochondrial transition pore (Chalmers and McCarron, 

2008; Wang et al., 2008). These discrepancies could be addressed by monitoring 

mitochondrial Na
+
 transients and mitochondrial ROS production. In addition, it is possible to 

monitor mitochondrial alkaline transients using MitoSypHer and mitochondrial ROS 

production using MitoSOX Red in the same mitochondrion. It is noteworthy that the biosensor 

used to monitor the mitochondrial ROS transients also exhibited significant pH sensitivity 

(Wang et al., 2008). Therefore, it might be that part of the mitochondrial transients interpreted 

as increase of ROS transients corresponded in fact to mitochondrial alkaline transients. 

- If mitochondrial alkaline transients are due to increase of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, 

it is expected that mitochondrial alkaline transients are coincident with transient acidification 

of the mitochondrial intermembrane space. This issue could be addressed by monitoring 

mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration in astrocytes transfected with a pH sensitive probe targeted to 

mitochondrial intermembrane space such as MIMS-EYFP (Porcelli et al., 2005). 

- The metabolic cascade leading to local ATP microdomain formation and regulation remains 

to be solved. In our hands, local ATP transient increases were not inhibited by oligomycin 

(1µM, not shown) suggesting that cytosolic enzymes are responsible for ATP production. The 

use of inhibitors of enzymes producing ATP (phosphoglycerate kinase and pyruvate kinase for 

instance) may help to tackle this issue. 

- The specific effect of β-amyloid peptide should be confirmed by application of the reverse 

peptide Aβ 35-25 as negative control, application of the full-length peptide 1-42, as well as the 

fibrillar versus monomeric forms of the peptide. Some of the effects of Aβ peptides appear to 

be related to their endocytosis. This hypothesis can be tested either by inhibiting endocytotic 

pathways or by competition with the polycation heparin and simultaneously measuring 

mitochondrial Na
+
 transient activity. 
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- An alternative link between mitochondrial Na
+
 transient and surrounding transient decrease 

in free magnesium concentration may be supported by the involvement of a mitochondrial 

Na
+
/Mg

2+
 exchanger. Na

+
/Mg

2+
 exchanger have been reported as expressed at the plasma-

membrane of PC12 cells (Kubota et al., 2003) and cardiac myocytes (Tashiro et al., 2006). 

The involvement of Na
+
/Mg

2+
 may provide a link between opposite alterations of Na

+
 and 

Mg
2+

 mitochondrial levels during mitochondrial Na
+
 transient. However, evidence 

demonstrating mitochondrial localization of this exchanger is hitherto lacking. The 

involvement of a putative Na
+
/Mg

2+
 exchanger can be tested by using its potent inhibitor 

imipramine (200µM), also known as antidepressant. 

B. Mitochondrial ionic alterations evoked by glutamate 

1. Mitochondrial Na+ changes and putative consequences 

Astrocytes experience significant changes in Na
+
 concentration in the cytosol during glutamate uptake, 

therefore we investigated if mitochondrial Na
+
 was also altered during glutamate uptake. We observed 

that mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration increased with a kinetic similar to the cytosolic Na

+
 increase. 

The mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration measured by using the Na

+
-sensitive mitochondrial dye CoroNa 

Red (10-20mM) fell in a similar range to what was found in other studies using the technique of X-

Ray analysis (8-15mM,(Pozzo-Miller et al., 1997; Pivovarova et al., 1999; Pivovarova et al., 2002; 

Pivovarova et al., 2004). In contrast, Baron and colleagues also used CoroNa Red to monitor 

mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration in Madin-Darby canine kidney cells and found a significantly higher 

value at resting state nearing 50mM (Baron et al., 2005). This discrepancy may be explained by the 

use of the mitochondrial uncoupler FCCP during their calibration procedure. However, FCCP as a 

mitochondrial uncoupler abrogates the mitochondrial electrical potential which appears not 

appropriate for the use of a dye, whose specificity of mitochondrial labelling is based on the existence 

of a mitochondrial electrical potential. In our hands, the use of FCCP at a concentration higher than 

100nM induced a very strong increase in CoroNa Red fluorescence, the loss of specific mitochondrial 

staining and the loss of sensitivity to Na
+
 concentration of the calibration solutions (not shown). 

So far, except for a pyruvate dehydrogenase whose conformational changes are determined by the Na
+
 

concentration (Pawelczyk and Olson, 1995), few data may directly link mitochondrial Na
+
 

concentration to mitochondrial metabolism. Our data suggest that mitochondrial Na
+
/Ca

2+
 exchanger is 

involved in the entry of Na
+
 into mitochondria during glutamate uptake, as its inhibitor CGP-37157 

decreased the amplitude of the glutamate-evoked mitochondrial response by 20%. However, it is also 

important to mention that inhibition of the mitochondrial Ca
2+

 uniporter using Ruthenium Red, did not 

significantly alter the amplitude of glutamate-evoked mitochondrial Na
+
 response (not shown). 

Therefore, an unknown route of Na
+
 into mitochondria remains to be explored. Mitochondrial 
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uncoupling proteins might be a potential pathway for Na
+
 into mitochondria as they are permissive to 

monovalent cations such as protons (Andrews et al., 2005). This issue could be addressed by silencing 

or overexpressing mitochondrial uncoupling proteins UCP4 and UCP5 expressed in astrocytes. 

During our investigation of glutamate effect on mitochondrial matrix pH (Azarias et al.), submitted), 

we found mitochondrial Na
+
 and pH are independent raising the question of the role of the 

mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger. We showed that the inhibitor EIPA had no effect on mitochondrial 

pH at resting state or during glutamate uptake. In addition, using triethylammonium (TREA), we were 

able to compensate the intracellular acidification induced by glutamate and found that mitochondrial 

Na
+
 response was mainly conserved. In addition, the initial slope of the mitochondrial matrix 

acidification during glutamate uptake was similar in the presence or absence EIPA (not shown). 

Therefore, it appears that the mitochondrial Na
+
/H

+
 exchanger plays a crucial role in maintaining the 

mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration, whereas the mitochondrial matrix pH is regulated by other pathways 

and changes in mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration has a negligible impact on mitochondrial pH. The 

physiological effects of increasing mitochondrial Na
+
 in astrocytes remain unclear. A simple 

explanation for the increase in mitochondrial Na
+
 concentration in parallel with increasing the 

cytosolic Na
+
 concentration would be to maintain the Na

+
 chemical gradient across mitochondrial 

inner membrane (∆µNa+ = RT ln [Na
+
]matrix/[Na

+
]mims, where R, T, matrix and mims have the meanings 

defined in the introduction section I.B.3.a). Importantly, the dysregulation of mitochondrial Na
+
 

concentration has been linked to pathological conditions such as ischemia and heart failure in cardiac 

muscle cells (Murphy and Eisner, 2009) suggesting that an abnormal level of mitochondrial Na
+
 has 

an impact on mitochondrial output. 

2. Mitochondrial pH changes and putative consequences 

According to the chemiosmotic coupling hypothesis, proton pumping by the mitochondrial respiratory 

chain is responsible for the pH gradient across the mitochondrial inner membrane. Using the 

measurement of cytosolic and mitochondrial matrix pH in different cells, we showed that the 

mitochondrial matrix is significantly more alkaline than cytosol. However, we found that the value of 

pH gradient was small (about 0.06 pH units). In contrast, the pH gradient measured in the same cells 

by labelling MitoSypHer transfected astrocytes with the pH-sensitive cytosolic red dye SNARF-1 was 

estimated at 0.55±0.06 pH units. This discrepancy could be explained by the wide distribution of pH 

values among cells. This variability may also indicate differences in mitochondrial respiratory activity 

among cell cultures. 

As mentioned above, mitochondrial oxidative metabolism might be higher in astrocytes in vivo (Lovatt 

et al., 2007) than in cultured cells. For instance, we noted that inhibiting glycolysis using 2-

deoxyglucose increased the rate of mROS production by ∼3 fold suggesting that the contribution of 

mitochondrial oxidative metabolism in energy metabolism is limited in cultured astrocytes. Therefore, 
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the effects of glutamate on mitochondrial metabolism of astrocytes were studied in astrocytes whose 

glycolysis was inhibited using 2-deoxyglucose to better highlight the impact of glutamate on 

mitochondrial metabolism. 

Our study showed that the main mechanism responsible for mitochondrial matrix acidification during 

glutamate stimulation was the Na
+
-dependent glutamate transporter. Three pieces of evidence 

supported this conclusion: the concentration-dependence of mitochondrial matrix acidification closely 

matched the values found for the glutamate transporter, glutamate-evoked mitochondrial matrix 

acidification was prevented by inhibiting the glutamate transporters using DL-threo-β-

benzyloxyaspartate (TBOA) and D-aspartate, a substrate of the glutamate transporter evoked 

mitochondrial matrix acidification similar to glutamate. Simultaneous monitoring of cytosolic calcium 

concentration and mitochondrial matrix pH indicated that mitochondrial matrix acidification was 

poorly affected by intracellular increase of cytosolic calcium concentration. In contrast, in HeLa cells 

histamine evokes a mitochondrial matrix acidification dependent on the activity of plasma membrane 

Ca
2+

 ATPase (PMCA,(Demaurex and Poburko, 2009). Although PMCA are also expressed in cultured 

astrocytes (Fresu et al., 1999), our data exclude a major role of PMCA in the glutamate-evoked 

mitochondrial matrix acidification.  

3. Relevance of results regarding astrocyte morphology and 

glutamate stimulus 

The role of astrocytes in modulation of glutamatergic transmission is currently the matter of intensive 

debate (Agulhon et al., 2010; Hamilton and Attwell, 2010). Attwell put emphasis on the relevance of 

the methodology used to highlight the role of astrocytes in modulation of neurotransmission. Similarly 

the use of continuous superfusion of glutamate for 20min (Pellerin and Magistretti, 1994), or 2min 

(our studies) is not physiological. Therefore, we set up a culture model where astrocytes expressing 

the biosensor MitoSypHer were in close apposition with neurons. Selective stimulation of neurons 

induced a mitochondrial matrix acidification in astrocytes that was smaller in the presence of the 

glutamate transporter inhibitor TBOA. Although we validated the impact of neuronally-released 

glutamate on mitochondrial matrix pH in astrocytes, monitoring the effect of glutamate on 

mitochondrial matrix pH in vivo is a critical step to validate our hypothesis. 

According to the model that we propose, mitochondrial metabolism of astrocytes is decreased in 

mitochondria close to the glutamate transporters. In contrast, our data also support the notion that Ca
2+

 

signalling may be involved in the up-regulation of mitochondrial metabolism. Indeed, we found that 

the stimulation of astrocytes in the presence of the inhibitor of metabotropic glutamate receptors (+)-α-

methyl-4-carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG) decreased the rate of mROS production. Therefore, it is 

conceivable that in vivo, the mitochondrial metabolism is differentially regulated between the soma 

and fine processes. The glutamate-evoked cytosolic Ca
2+

 increase mediated by metabotropic glutamate 
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receptors is expected to stimulate the mitochondrial oxidative metabolism, whereas this effect is 

prevented by the pH changes in mitochondria found in the vicinity of glutamate transporters. As the 

ionic alterations induced by glutamate transport are mainly localized to fine processes of astrocytes 

(Langer and Rose, 2009), the large proportion of mitochondria in the cell body of astrocytes would be 

stimulated by Ca
2+

 signals. The compartmentalized regulation of astrocytes metabolism may explain 

why measurements of mitochondrial metabolism in vivo indicated an increase in the mitochondrial 

oxidative metabolism of astrocytes (Wyss et al., 2009). A working model of the compartmentalized 

tuning of astrocyte energy metabolism is summarized in Fig. 21. 

 

Fig. 21: Proposed model for the compartmentalized tuning of energy metabolism in astrocytes 
by neuronally released glutamate. The blue region in the upper graph indicates the acidic 

microdomain. The signalling pathways responsible for cytosolic Ca
2+

 increase are not represented for 

reasons of clarity. Glut: Glutamate, Gln: glutamine, GluT: glucose transporter. The upper image was 

modified from(Nedergaard et al., 2002)). 

Taken together our results support a putative pH-mediated regulation of mitochondrial metabolism 

occurring during glutamate uptake and localized to the vicinity of glutamate transporters. We propose 

that glutamate uptake induces a metabolic demand in astrocyte processes which is mediated by Na
+
 

and tunes the metabolic response towards an increase of glycolysis in perisynaptic astrocyte processes. 

The glutamate released by presynaptic neuron induces a cytosolic Ca
2+

 rise that may stimulate the 

mitochondrial oxidative metabolism in the cell body of astrocytes. In parallel, glutamate uptake 
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increases a cytosolic Na
+
 concentration which enhances an increase of ATP consumption by the 

Na
+
/K

+
 ATPase responsible for a metabolic demand. The metabolic demand induced glucose uptake 

from blood. In astrocyte soma, both mitochondria and glycolysis are responsible for metabolic 

response for neurovascular coupling and long term metabolic adaptations, whereas in astrocyte 

processes, the activity of glutamate transporters induces an acidic microdomain that prevent 

mitochondrial contribution to metabolic response.  

4. Future directions of research 

Our data strongly suggest that glutamate decreases mitochondrial matrix pH in astrocytes and 

decreases mitochondrial metabolism. According to the astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis, the 

lactate released by the astrocytes is taken up and used by nearby neurons. It could be interesting to 

check if mitochondrial matrix pH is also altered in neurons stimulated with glutamate. A previous 

study showed that glutamate induces a transient alkalinization of mitochondrial matrix in cultured 

neurons (Abad et al., 2004), which suggests that glutamate stimulates mitochondrial ATP synthesis as 

found in pancreatic β cells (Wiederkehr et al., 2009). Future challenges of the astrocyte-neuron lactate 

may be to investigate if lactate transport into the cytosol of neurons (by monocarboxylate transporters 

coupled to the proton gradient) do not acidify mitochondrial matrix and if glutamate still induce 

mitochondrial matrix alkalinization in neurons. 

In an effort to stimulate astrocytes with a more physiological stimulus than glutamate superfusion, we 

evaluated the impact of neuronal release of neurotransmitters on mitochondrial matrix pH in 

astrocytes. The step ahead to validate our hypothesis on the role of pH signalling on mitochondrial 

metabolism of astrocytes is to perform in vivo transfection of astrocytes using an astrocyte specific 

promoter (GFAP for instance) and evoke neuronal response by whisker stimulation for instance. In 

this kind of experiments, the use of 2-photon microscopy is particularly important because the 

mitochondrial matrix acidification may occur only in mitochondria in the immediate vicinity of 

glutamate transporters. 

It is conceivable that the dynamic regulation of astrocyte metabolism (oxidative versus glycolytic) and 

therefore the release of lactate could participate in memory processes. In Drosophila, a new mutant 

strain named Megad, whose expression of a brain monocarboxylate transporter is impaired, has 

recently been described in a study to which I contributed (Isabel et al.), submitted). This Drosophila 

mutant showed a specific impairment of a consolidated form of memory independent from the 

classical cAMP-dependent long term memory. Several other elements provide a putative link between 

neuronal ability to take up energy equivalent and formation of a memory trace: 1) Lactate is an energy 

substrate for neurons (Schurr et al, 1988, Izumi et al, 1997, Rouach et al, 2008) ; 2) The density of 

monocarboxylate transporters is upregulated by neuronal stimulation (Pierre et al, 2009) ; 3) The 

density of monocarboxylate is rate limiting for lactate transport (Bliss et al. 2004) ; 4) The neuronal 
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energy status is a constraint on coding and processing of sensory information (Laughlin, 2001). 

Further use of adequate genetic models and pharmacological investigations may unravel a new 

molecular cascade relying on a lactate-dependent pathway and supporting the construction of memory 

traces. 

C. General conclusions 

Whereas astrocyte energy metabolism was previously thought to be almost exclusively glycolytic, 

recent investigations emphasized the relevance of mitochondrial oxidative metabolism. Our work has 

provided new insights into the regulation of mitochondrial metabolism. We have shown that 

mitochondria exhibit spontaneous, transient, and selective alterations of their ionic content. We also 

provided evidence for the coexistence of microdomain with low free magnesium concentration which 

will help to unravel the mechanisms triggering mitochondrial transients. The physiological 

significance of mitochondrial transients remains unclear but may open new perspectives to tackle 

pathological issues such as Alzheimer disease and cerebral ischemia. 

Our work contributed to a better understanding of the regulation of astrocyte energy metabolism 

during neurometabolic coupling. The astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle hypothesis initially provided 

strong evidence for the mobilization of glycolysis during glutamate uptake without critically 

addressing the contribution of mitochondrial oxidative metabolism. Here, we provided experimental 

work that should help deciphering the astrocyte energy metabolism during neurometabolic coupling. 

The glutamate-mediated steering of astrocyte energy metabolism toward glycolysis has three 

implications: save oxygen for neuronal metabolism, strengthen the control the astrocyte reactive 

oxygen species production in the vicinity of neurons, and producing lactate to meet neuronal energy 

demands. 
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